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Front Page Story

Combating
homelessness in Portugal
Ambitious plans in Lisbon have highlighted the commitment in
Portugal to combat homelessness across the country, a situation
that is considered to be a “national challenge” by the president.

L isbon city council has announced
plans to invest €14.5 million in the
new municipal plan to tackle
homelessness and will make 400

homes available by 2023 under its ‘Housing
First’ programme.
The Municipal Plan for the Person in a situation
of Homelessness (PMPSA) 2019-2021 was
unanimously approved by the municipality in
June for submission to public consultation.
According to a source in the office of the council
officer for social rights, Manuel Grilo of the Left
Bloc, a party that has an agreement with the
governing Socialist Party, “the plan has been
reviewed and extended based on public
discussion and meetings” with the mayor,
Fernando Medina, and with the Socialist
government at the centre.
The PMPSA will run from 2020 to 2023 and
investment will increase from the expected
€4.3 million to €14.5 million, to be spent on
getting people off the streets as well as
improving the premises where homeless
people are helped, the same source said.
“After an extensive discussion on the municipal
plan for homeless people and with the
pressure created on the Government, Social
Security and other entities, we were able to
drastically widen what was initially foreseen,”
Grilo’s office said in a statement.
It also stressed that the plan provides for a
strengthening of the response in terms of
housing response, temporary reception and
emergency shelters, and that dedicated
municipal jobs are to be created to be offered to
homeless people, as well as new responses in
health and action to increase the autonomy of
these people.
“The municipality of Lisbon maintains the goal
of responding to all 361 people living on the
streets by the end of 2021, deepening long-
term responses beyond this goal”, the
statement reads. Grilo is quoted as stating that
this investment is unprecedented in Portugal

and an “unparalleled response in reducing
inequalities”.
At present the Lisbon municipality already
finances 80 homes for formerly homeless
people under the Housing First programme,
having in November approved the financing of
100 more homes, for a total investment of
€692,000.
In comments to Lusa news agency previously,
Grilo said that the mayor’s budget for next year
has already allocated funds for the rental of “45
more homes”.
Housing First is a project promoted by
Associação Crescer, a group that works to get
people in their own homes, with staff following
up by teaching them how to run a home with a
view to integrating them fully into society.
Meanwhile, the situation of homeless people
in Porto has been highlighted by President
Marcelo Rebelo de Sousa.
Marcelo Rebelo de Sousa, said that in Porto
the number of homeless people has
decreased, but more people are living in
temporary accommodation, stressing that
solving the problem remains a national
challenge.
“The fact that there are 140 people [living] on
the street and a much larger number in
temporary accommodation means that we still
have 500 people, or more, who are a problem
to solve at a time when we are not really in an
economic crisis,” de Sousa said, adding that “it
is a national challenge.”
The president was speaking after helping out in
distributing meals to the homeless near the
city’s Bom Sucesso market and next to São
Bento train station.
“Here in Porto, what we saw briefly on the street
matches what we saw in the numbers of the
Porto city council survey and what was said at
the meeting” with local officials, he said.
De Sousa noted that there are fewer people on
the street - with the figure down to about 140
from about 180 a year ago - but that there are

more people in temporary accommodation.
Overall, there is an increase in the absolute
number of people with no permanent home,
he insisted, citing the information collected at
soup kitchens and food banks.
“I would say that here in Porto, at first glance,
there are cases of more people having a
house, although there are still problems due to
the cost of housing, rent and there are perhaps
less complicated cases to solve than in
Lisbon,” he said.
When asked if the positive numbers from Porto
could serve as an example for Lisbon, de
Sousa said that the two cities faced different
situations, citing for example the fact that there
are more people from outside Portugal in the
capital, as well as other social factors.

President Marcelo Rebelo de Sousa has said that combPresident Marcelo Rebelo de Sousa has said that combPresident Marcelo Rebelo de Sousa has said that combPresident Marcelo Rebelo de Sousa has said that combPresident Marcelo Rebelo de Sousa has said that comb
country is not currently experiencing an economic crcountry is not currently experiencing an economic crcountry is not currently experiencing an economic crcountry is not currently experiencing an economic crcountry is not currently experiencing an economic cr
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Portugal’s most popular names
Maria and Francisco have this year been the two most popular

names handed to newborn babies in Portugal.  According to
preliminary data from the national civil registry office, Francisco has
moved above João as the most popular name given to boys, which is
said to be largely the result of the growing popularity of the Pope.
Maria meanwhile remains the common name given to girls in
Portugal, and is four times more popular than Leonor and Matilde.

Airlines from three CPLP countries banned from
Europe

Airlines from Angola, São Tomé and Príncipe and Equatorial
Guinea are on the ‘black list’ of 115 airlines banned from flying to the
European Union (EU).  Six are on the list individually, for reasons due
to safety problems of the airlines themselves, such as Avior Alirlines of
Venezuela and the other 109 - certified in 15 countries - for insufficient
control by their national authorities.  The list includes seven airlines
from Angola, of which only TAAG and Heli Malongo are excluded from
the list, all from São Tomé and Príncipe and also all those registered
in Equatorial Guinea.

Aerosmith coming to Portugal
Aerosmith, the four-time Grammy Award-winning band, have

announced a European tour for 2020, with a confirmed concert in
Portugal on 6 July at the Altice Arena in Lisbon.  Starting 13 June in
Milan, Italy, at the iDays Festival, the band travels across the rest of
Europe, including Switzerland, Belgium, Czech Republic, France,
Spain, Portugal, Austria, Poland, United Kingdom, Hungary,
Denmark and finally Germany, with their last performance on 27 July.

Portugal opens 300 supermarkets in 2 years
Almost 300 supermarkets opened their doors to the public in the

space of just two years.  According to new figures, 282 new stores
opened in Portugal in 24 months, with Continente and Minipreço the
most common.  According to the Retailers and Distribution
Association, while this growth is exponential, Portugal still remains
behind the European average in terms of supermarkets per capita.

Defence consumes 1.52% of GDP
Portugal currently devotes 1.52 percent of its Gross Domestic

Product (GDP) to defence, above the target of 1.41 percent set by the
Portuguese government for this year, but still far from the objective of
2 percent agreed between the member countries of NATO.  In the
case of Portugal, the percentage of GDP allocated to this sector has
been increasing since 2017, from 1.25 percent in that year to 1.43
percent in 2018 and to 1.52 percent in 2019. The goal set by the
Portuguese Government for this year was to reach 1.41 percent of
national wealth.

Wet yet mild weather in Portugal
Rain is expected to begin to fall across the country on Sunday with the chance of aRain is expected to begin to fall across the country on Sunday with the chance of aRain is expected to begin to fall across the country on Sunday with the chance of aRain is expected to begin to fall across the country on Sunday with the chance of aRain is expected to begin to fall across the country on Sunday with the chance of a
partially dry day in some parts on Saturday.partially dry day in some parts on Saturday.partially dry day in some parts on Saturday.partially dry day in some parts on Saturday.partially dry day in some parts on Saturday.

Lisbon:Lisbon:Lisbon:Lisbon:Lisbon: It is to be dry on
Saturday in the capital before the
rain clouds return for the
remainder of the weekend and
the rest of the week.
Temperatures are to average
daily highs of 15 degrees and
nightly lows of 11 degrees while
the wind is to be south westerly.

The southThe southThe southThe southThe south: Saturday is to be
dry, however from Sunday rain
returns and is set to stay for the
rest of the week.  Temperatures
are to average daily highs of 16
degrees, increasing slightly to 18
degrees by the end of the week,
while lows are to average 10
degrees.

The north:The north:The north:The north:The north: A wet weekend
followed by a wet week is
expected in the north with rain
predicted every day and only a
slight chance of some sunshine
on Saturday. Temperatures are
to average highs of 14 degrees
and lows of 9 degrees.

bating homelessness in Portugal should be considered a “national challenge” especially considering that thebating homelessness in Portugal should be considered a “national challenge” especially considering that thebating homelessness in Portugal should be considered a “national challenge” especially considering that thebating homelessness in Portugal should be considered a “national challenge” especially considering that thebating homelessness in Portugal should be considered a “national challenge” especially considering that the
isis.isis.isis.isis.isis.
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Sexual violence against students widespread

Most students in Lisbon (61.4 percent) stated that they had already been the victim of sexual harassment.Most students in Lisbon (61.4 percent) stated that they had already been the victim of sexual harassment.Most students in Lisbon (61.4 percent) stated that they had already been the victim of sexual harassment.Most students in Lisbon (61.4 percent) stated that they had already been the victim of sexual harassment.Most students in Lisbon (61.4 percent) stated that they had already been the victim of sexual harassment.
(Photo: Lusa/Rodrigo Antunes)(Photo: Lusa/Rodrigo Antunes)(Photo: Lusa/Rodrigo Antunes)(Photo: Lusa/Rodrigo Antunes)(Photo: Lusa/Rodrigo Antunes)

A third of university students in the Lisbon metropolitan area have been victims of physical sexual violence at least once, but
very few report the assaults and rarely to their own university.

The study “Sexual
Violence at the Lisbon
Academy - Prevalence
and Perception of

Students”, was conducted by the
Lisbon Academic Federation

Being the subject of provocative
comments of a sexual nature, or
experiencing discomfort are the
emotionally impacted sexual
harassment situations
addressed in the survey, which
were already experienced by
about 80 percent of the students.
Most (61.4 percent) also stated
that they had already been the
victim of sexual harassment,
either in person, with
exhibitionism, for example, or
receiving unwanted sexual
contact, messages or
photographs. For 38.1 percent
these situations happened more
than once.
The study also indicates that 89
percent of the students never told
or reported having been victims
of sexual violence and when they
did, they mainly addressed the
police (39.53 percent) or friends
and family (about 35 percent).
Only 11.63 percent of the cases
were reported to the higher
education institution.
The perpetrators were found to
be mostly acquaintances (32.58
percent) or students’ colleagues
(23.29 percent), but also
included non-teaching staff from
the institutions (16.74 percent)
and teaching staff (2.18 percent)
and friends (11.44 percent).

(FAL) between 2018 and 2019
with the “observant cooperation”
of three institutions that work to
support victims of violence: the
Portuguese Victim Support
Association (APAV); Break the

silence; and Alternative Women’s
Union and Response (UMAR).
In the introduction of the study,
FAL explains that its objective is
to “approach the theme of sexual
violence on the student

population of its territorial scope”
- the Lisbon metropolitan area -
and that it intended to do so by
analysing three dimensions: the
students’ perception of what
constitutes or does not constitute
sexual violence; the feeling of
security and perception of risks
associated with higher education
attendance; and the prevalence
with which situations of violence
occur.
From the 18-question survey,
which was addressed to 1,052
students aged between 17 and
30, it was found that many
students had been victims of
sexual violence at least once.
Physical sexual violence, which
involves abuse, coercion and
rape, is one of the crimes with the
fewest reported cases, yet 34.2
percent of the students surveyed
identified experiencing related
crimes, of which 12.2 percent
stated that these crimes had
occurred to them more than
once.
The answers to the questions,
which can be grouped into three
domains - physical, emotional, or
sexual harassment - also reveal
that situations of emotional
violence have the highest
prevalence among college
students.
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‘No deal better than bad deal’ on market for
CO2 emissions

Lisbon commits to climate change measures

There are already commitments to remove some residential areas inThere are already commitments to remove some residential areas inThere are already commitments to remove some residential areas inThere are already commitments to remove some residential areas inThere are already commitments to remove some residential areas in
the municipality of Almada, which are exposed to the risk of floodingthe municipality of Almada, which are exposed to the risk of floodingthe municipality of Almada, which are exposed to the risk of floodingthe municipality of Almada, which are exposed to the risk of floodingthe municipality of Almada, which are exposed to the risk of flooding

The 18 mayors of the Lisbon Metropolitan Area (AML) have committed to adoptingThe 18 mayors of the Lisbon Metropolitan Area (AML) have committed to adoptingThe 18 mayors of the Lisbon Metropolitan Area (AML) have committed to adoptingThe 18 mayors of the Lisbon Metropolitan Area (AML) have committed to adoptingThe 18 mayors of the Lisbon Metropolitan Area (AML) have committed to adopting
measures to minimise the effects of climate change in the region.measures to minimise the effects of climate change in the region.measures to minimise the effects of climate change in the region.measures to minimise the effects of climate change in the region.measures to minimise the effects of climate change in the region.

Rising sea levels, droughts,
floods and extreme heat are the
main vulnerabilities of the region,
identified in the study for a
Metropolitan Plan for Adaptation
to Climate Change of the
Metropolitan Area of Lisbon
(PMAAC-AML).

“Councils will now have to
analyse this plan and consider at
local level where to act, because
it is not possible to act
everywhere at the same time,”
said Sérgio Barroso, coordinator
of the plan.

Sérgio Barroso said that, in the
short term, what most worries
him is the issue of the coastline,
for which there are already
commitments to remove some

residential areas in the
municipality of Almada, which
are exposed to the risk of
flooding in the immediate future.

The issue of rising sea levels
“affects all estuary and coastal
municipalities particularly Mafra,
Sintra, Sesimbra and Setúbal”.

In many of these areas “we
have seen for many years a
growing reduction in the size of
beaches and this will worsen, but
the case generally recognised as
more worrying is the case of
Almada”.

The implications of rising sea
levels within the Tagus and Sado
estuaries, especially the Tagus,
“is something that poses no
danger tomorrow, but we have

data that points to an increase in
sea level by the end of this
century, which could go up
90cm”.

In the case of floods, the main
areas affected are the
municipalities of the AML North,
where the river basins have
greater impact, such as Cascais,
in Oeiras, Sintra, Loures and
Odivelas.

In the cities of Lisbon and
Setúbal, there is a problem of
floods related to urban drainage,
“which is also to be considered”.

As far as heat waves are
concerned, due to their locations,
Mafra and Sintra will be least
affected because “the air on their
Atlantic front has a mitigating

effect on thermal extremes”.
In the case of droughts, more

and more extensive in time, will
be above all a critical problem

in the Lezíria de Vila Franca de
Xira, but also in the interior of
the Setúbal Peninsula,” he
added.

Portugal is among the countries most vulnerable to climate change, with droughts advancing in the southPortugal is among the countries most vulnerable to climate change, with droughts advancing in the southPortugal is among the countries most vulnerable to climate change, with droughts advancing in the southPortugal is among the countries most vulnerable to climate change, with droughts advancing in the southPortugal is among the countries most vulnerable to climate change, with droughts advancing in the south
of the countryof the countryof the countryof the countryof the country

Portugal’s minister for environment and climate
action has argued that no agreement is
preferable to a bad agreement where
regulation of the market for carbon dioxide
emissions is concerned.

Speaking to reporters after
an address to the plenary
of the 25th Conference of
the Parties to the United

Nations Framework Convention
on Climate Change (COP25),
João Pedro Matos Fernandes
expressed the conviction that an
agreement would emerge from
the talks but stressed that the
issue of markets cannot be
sidelined.
“Technical work has been done,
now it is up to non-technicians to
be able to close” negotiations at
the COP25, he said.
Portugal’s position is that all
emission credits that have
existed since the entry into force
of the Kyoto Protocol in 1997
must disappear, he said, adding
that members of the European
Union must join in taking a “very
uncompromising” stance in this
regard.
After Kyoto “the market was
invaded by carbon credits,
certainly well-intentioned, but
which cannot be controlled” and

unless they disappear it is not
possible “in any situation, to
move towards a new mechanism
for carbon markets.”
The current situation allows
“absurd “ accounting, such as
“country A selling to country B and
both country A and B can count
these credits” towards their
account, he stressed.
In his speech to the international
delegations, Matos Fernandes
pledged that “Portugal will
comply, is complying and does
not accept others failing” to move
to carbon neutrality as part of the
bid to combat climate change.
“We cannot allow others to fail
because we will not fail either,”
he told reporters, noting that
because of its geographical
location in the Mediterranean
basin, Portugal is among the
countries most vulnerable to
climate change, with droughts
advancing in the south of the
country and many kilometres of
coastline under threat from the
encroaching sea.
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Economic difficulties affecting school results

The socio-economic origin of Portuguese students is a “strong indicator” of their results in reading,The socio-economic origin of Portuguese students is a “strong indicator” of their results in reading,The socio-economic origin of Portuguese students is a “strong indicator” of their results in reading,The socio-economic origin of Portuguese students is a “strong indicator” of their results in reading,The socio-economic origin of Portuguese students is a “strong indicator” of their results in reading,
mathematics and science. (Photo: Lusa)mathematics and science. (Photo: Lusa)mathematics and science. (Photo: Lusa)mathematics and science. (Photo: Lusa)mathematics and science. (Photo: Lusa)

Economic difficulties continue to have negative effects on both the school
results of Portuguese students and their expectations.

25 percent of
disadvantaged students
in Portugal, with good
marks end up failing to

complete their higher education,

according to a leading
international study.
The socio-economic origin of
Portuguese students is a “strong
indicator” of their results in

reading, mathematics and
science, according to the PISA
report 2018, released by the
Organisation of Economic
Cooperation and Development.

The PISA report is drawn up every
three years by the OECD and
measures the performance of
15-year-olds in skills such as
reading, mathematics and
science, while also assessing
other issues such as the school
environment and equity
conditions in learning.
The PISA results are in terms of
points. In reading skills, for
example, Portuguese students
recorded an overall result of 492
points, in line with the average of
OECD member countries.
However, the report indicates
that the results of pupils from
better-off backgrounds in
Portugal are 95 points above
those who have greater
economic difficulties.
That differential is larger than the
OECD average for this
comparison, which is 89 points.
In 2009, the differential resulting
from the socio-economic origin
of Portuguese students was 87
points, in line with the OECD
average.
Among students with the top
performances in reading skills,
16 percent come from better-off
backgrounds and only 2 percent
from disadvantaged families.
Still, PISA 2018 notes that 10
percent of less well-off
Portuguese students had results
among the top 25 percent in
reading, which for the OECD

means that poverty does not
necessarily condemn students to
poor results.
The results also indicate that one
quarter of the poorest students
who have good academic marks
do not aim at completing a
higher education course,
whereas among the most well-
off students this is a goal for
almost all of them.
Girls outperform boys in reading
in Portugal, but boys are better at
maths. In science there are no
gender differences of note, the
report finds.
The gender differential in reading
skills has also narrowed over a
decade: in 2009 it was 38 points
but in 2018 it was just 24.
As far as careers go, engineering
and science remain the preferred
areas for boys, while health-
related professions are the
primary choice for girls. Careers in
the area of information
technology attract fewer than 10
percent of Portuguese students,
mostly boys.
PISA 2018 also analyses equity
for immigrant students, whose
numbers grew from 5 percent in
2009 to 7 percent in 2018.
One in four students of foreign
origin have economic difficulties;
at the same time 17 percent of
students with an immigrant
background achieved results
among the highest 25 percent.
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Algarve local accommodation boom

Passenger increase at Funchal port

Last year the Algarve opened 5,752 Local Housing units
(AL), corresponding to the creation of around 20,000 jobs,
with an annual turnover of €980 million.

The study carried
out by the
Association of
Hotels,

Restaurants and Similar

Companies of Portugal
(AHRESP), in partnership
with the University
Institute of Lisbon
(ISCTE), characterises the

32,405 existing houses in
the district of Faro,
between July 2018 and
June 2019.
The sample is based on

responses from 233
entrepreneurs to surveys,
covering 2,947 AL units,
including apartments (77
percent), followed by
housing (21.3 percent),
accommodation
establishments (1.3
percent), hostels (0.3
percent) and rooms (0.1
percent).
According to the data
presented at the Albufeira
Municipal Auditorium, the
local housing market
generated a turnover of
€981.5 million, which is
equivalent to 19 percent
of the region’s Gross
Domestic Product, and
from this the state
collected taxes of around
€160 million.
According to the
document, most of the
accommodation was
previously vacant or was
used as a holiday home,

while 24.3 percent was
used previously as
permanent housing.
The average occupancy
rate over the past year
was 65 percent, with the
British, French and
Portuguese markets
being the largest
nationalities taking up the
accommodation and the
majority of the guests
being couples with
children.
Speaking to news agency
Lusa, Ana Jacinto,
AHRESP’s secretary-
general, said the study “is
very relevant because it
can be seen that more
than 40 percent of the
houses that are in local
housing were unoccupied
and have been adapted
and improved.”
Meanwhile, the number
of people that the sector
employs has left AHRESP

“surprised”, since it
“generates about 20,000
direct jobs and more than
66,000 indirect jobs”, she
said.
Ana Jacinto added that the
study in the Algarve
“reveals data very similar
to the rest of the country”.
Tourism and, in particular,
AL management is the
main activity and focus of
the owners, with the
majority (72.9 percent)
investing up to €10,000.
Entrepreneurs see the tax
burden, seasonality and
regulation as business
threats, although they are
optimistic about the
growth in tourism demand
in the sector.  However,
they point to the need for
specialised tax and legal
support services, training
and business preparation
to conduct business
successfully.

According to the data, the local housing market generated a turnover of €981.5 million,According to the data, the local housing market generated a turnover of €981.5 million,According to the data, the local housing market generated a turnover of €981.5 million,According to the data, the local housing market generated a turnover of €981.5 million,According to the data, the local housing market generated a turnover of €981.5 million,
which is equivalent to 19 percent of the  Gross Domestic Product of the Algarvewhich is equivalent to 19 percent of the  Gross Domestic Product of the Algarvewhich is equivalent to 19 percent of the  Gross Domestic Product of the Algarvewhich is equivalent to 19 percent of the  Gross Domestic Product of the Algarvewhich is equivalent to 19 percent of the  Gross Domestic Product of the Algarve

New Year’s Eve is traditionally one of the busiest in the port and already 11New Year’s Eve is traditionally one of the busiest in the port and already 11New Year’s Eve is traditionally one of the busiest in the port and already 11New Year’s Eve is traditionally one of the busiest in the port and already 11New Year’s Eve is traditionally one of the busiest in the port and already 11
vessels are planned to watch the firework display in Madeira.vessels are planned to watch the firework display in Madeira.vessels are planned to watch the firework display in Madeira.vessels are planned to watch the firework display in Madeira.vessels are planned to watch the firework display in Madeira.

From January to November this year, the port of Funchal received 244 cruise ship calls, which carriedFrom January to November this year, the port of Funchal received 244 cruise ship calls, which carriedFrom January to November this year, the port of Funchal received 244 cruise ship calls, which carriedFrom January to November this year, the port of Funchal received 244 cruise ship calls, which carriedFrom January to November this year, the port of Funchal received 244 cruise ship calls, which carried
almost half a million visiting passengers to Madeira.almost half a million visiting passengers to Madeira.almost half a million visiting passengers to Madeira.almost half a million visiting passengers to Madeira.almost half a million visiting passengers to Madeira.

According to Madeira Ports
Administration (APRAM) President
Paula Cabaço, the figures for this
period “confirm that the Port of Funchal
is at the forefront of Portuguese ports”.

In the same note, APRAM notes that
in the months under review there was a
10 percent increase in passenger
movement and 3 percent increase in
the number of stopovers, compared to
the same period of the previous year.

The note highlights that “November
was the best in the last five years, with
53 stopovers (+ 13 percent) and 92,290
passengers (+ 18 percent) compared
to the same period of 2018”.

The growth in November translated
into six more stopovers and 14,441
passengers.

New Year’s Eve is traditionally one of
the busiest in the port and alre-ady 11
vessels are planned to watch the
firework display to mark the new year.
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Celebrating the festive season in the Algarve

The Algarve is home to the largest nativity in the country, where visitors can view some 5,500 figures thatThe Algarve is home to the largest nativity in the country, where visitors can view some 5,500 figures thatThe Algarve is home to the largest nativity in the country, where visitors can view some 5,500 figures thatThe Algarve is home to the largest nativity in the country, where visitors can view some 5,500 figures thatThe Algarve is home to the largest nativity in the country, where visitors can view some 5,500 figures that
make up the Giant Nativity Scene of Vila Real de Santo Antóniomake up the Giant Nativity Scene of Vila Real de Santo Antóniomake up the Giant Nativity Scene of Vila Real de Santo Antóniomake up the Giant Nativity Scene of Vila Real de Santo Antóniomake up the Giant Nativity Scene of Vila Real de Santo António

In December, the magic of Christmas sets in
along the Algarve while the final night of the year
is to be a massive outdoor extravaganza.

The Algarve this year is
home to the largest
nativity in the country,
where visitors can view

some 5,500 figures that make up
the Giant Nativity Scene of Vila
Real de Santo António,
occupying the entire exhibition
area of the António Aleixo
Cultural Centre until 6 January.
This true work of art evokes
elements of the region and
reconstructs episodes
associated with the Christmas
season, attracting thousands of
visitors to the old Vila Pombalina
each year.
Not far away is another
Christmas attraction, the Sal de
Castro Marim Nativity Scene, on
display at Casa do Sal until 6
January. More than 10 tonnes of
the best salt in the world host
4,500 figures alluding to the birth
of Jesus and the local culture of
the area.
In addition to the numerous
Nativity Scene exhibited
throughout the region, there is
plenty of excitement and food
and drink in traditional Christmas
markets such as the VILA VITA
Christmas Food Market in

Porches, Lagoa (from 20 to 22
December).
At night, the good weather
invites everyone to go out and
enjoy the Christmas lights,
highlighting the more than 50
million lights that adorn the
streets of the parishes of
Albufeira or the lights that shine
along the main streets and
Olhão buildings, including the
typical markets.
This festive season in the
Algarve there will also be many
concerts to enjoy, from
orchestral pieces to choir
performances, there are many
musical moments dedicated to
Christmas. Take your pick from
the Christmas Concert of the
Choir and Classical Orchestra
of the South at Carmo Church,
in Tavira (on 22 December, at
6pm). Another Christmas
classic is The Nutcracker ballet,
composed by Tchaikovski and
inspired by the children’s tale,
which the Algarve Dance
Company will be performing at
the Teatro das Figuras, in Faro
(14 December, at 9.30pm, and
15 December, at 4.30pm).
And what about the usual year-

end spectacle of the cultural
programme «365 Algarve»,
which this year brings a new
double-dose circus to
Monchique? Between 27
December and 5 January, two
tents set up at the local heliport
are the venue for several
performances by Les Dodos, by
the French company Le P’tit
Cirk (at 4pm), and by “Forever,

Happily ...”, by the Belgian
circus Collectif Malunés (at
9.30pm). More information
about these shows and other
cultural proposals for the month
of December can be found on
the programme’s website at
www.365algarve.pt.
Other Algarve locations welcome
the New Year with memorable
outdoor concerts, the New Year’s

Eve of Albufeira being one of the
most emblematic in the region.
Albufeira Carpe Nox 2020, will be
a unique multisensory spectacle,
with land, sea and air all coming
together. At Praia do Pescadores
there will be aerial stunts,
fireworks over the sea and the
music of Amor Electro and The
Black Mamba to welcome in
2020.
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New dam to be built in eastern Portugal

Lisbon residents doubt noise campaign effects
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The Minister for Territorial Cohesion,
Ana Abrunhosa, has assured that
construction of the Pisão Dam, in Crato,
Portalegre district, “will be a reality”,
underlining that there is already funding to
develop the preparatory work.

The dam, in the Alto Alentejo, has
already been announced by three
previous prime ministers, Mário Soares,
António Guterres and Durão Barroso, but
has yet to be built.

“Let there be no mistake. It was
guaranteed by the Prime Minister, I just

underline what he said, that the Pisão
Dam would be a reality and we are
working on it”.

“There is already funding for the
preparatory work. As you know, an
environmental impact study is needed
and, therefore, we have to carry out
several studies before work can begin”.

“It’s a project that is also important in
this territory and that will help other
projects that already exist”.

The Pisão Dam should have a total
investment of €168 million, and should be

concluded in 2027.
In addition to the investment of €168

million, there is also another investment of
€50 million for irrigation, which should
cover an area of “10 to 12,000 hectares,”
as the then Minister of Agriculture,
Capoulas Santos, told reporters in June.

The Pisão Dam, which will have a
seven-kilometre water surface, could
produce enough energy to supply 75
percent of the population of Portalegre
district.

The public water supply will have annual

springs of about 3.3 million cubic metres.
The electrical energy produced through

the solar photovoltaic plant with power of
150 megawatts (MW) is capable of
generating about 275 gigawatt-hours
(GWh) and expects a revenue of 25.2
million euros per year, through a solar
photovoltaic plant to be installed in an
area of two square kilometres”.

The project foresees the
submergence of the small village of
Pisão, which is currently home to some
60 inhabitants.

Residents of the historic centre of Lisbon doubt the effects of the campaign against night noise launched by the capital’s
chamber about two months ago and argue that “much more” is needed.

“ In my opinion, the
campaign message
did not reach the
right recipients:

foreigners and young
people. It was very heavy /
complicated. It would have
had more impact with a
simpler message,” says
the president of the local

residents’ association
Mora Gente, in a written
response to news agency
Lusa.
For Isabel Sá da Bandeira,
“a campaign is not enough,
much more is needed”,
especially in terms of
supervision, “something
that does not exist”.

parties is also necessary -
the owners of hostels and
local lodgings should draw
the attention of customers
to respect for residents,
which “does not happen”.
Isabel Sá da Bandeira also
states that “in order to have
any result, the Lisbon City
Council will have to work
harder and in defence of
the residents, which does
not happen, and there is no
political will to change
things.”
In the same vein, the
president of the
Misericórdia Residents
Association (a parish that
includes Bairro Alto and
Cais do Sodré, areas with
many nightlife venues)
considered, in a statement
to Lusa, that the campaign
“has not had much impact”.
“In practical terms, if the
Camara does not take
other measures this
campaign has little
awareness,” said Luís
Paisana, advocating more
control on the consumption

of drinks on the street.
According to Isabel Sá da
Bandeira, this marketing
campaign was the idea of
the local authority taking
advantage of a proposal of
the association under the
Participatory Budget of
2017, which provided for
an online platform for
complaints of night noise.
The awareness campaign
has the participation of
seven residents of Bairro
Alto, Bica and Santa
Catarina, who give face
and share their personal
experience. The initiative is
visible on posters and
coasters in the city.
It is “aimed primarily at
customers of bars,
restaurants and local
accommodation in the
historic districts with the
highest nightlife offerings
(Bairro Alto, Bica and Cais
do Sodré),” notes the
camera in a note published
on its website.
Asked by Lusa, an official
source in the Lisbon

Chamber, said only that the
campaign “is going well”,
noting that “it is too early to
take stock”.
In October, at a
decentralised meeting to
listen to the residents of the
parishes of Santo António,
Santa Maria Maior and
Misericórdia, the mayor,
Fernando Medina (PS),
argued that it is “essential
to control the consumption
of [alcoholic] drinks outside
the door of bars and
establishments from a
certain time”.
“This is not easy to do. But
there is no other solution, if
we do not think of an
answer on how to regulate
the consumption of drinks
outside, on the public road,
from a certain time,” he
reiterated.
Medina also said that “the
problem is no longer within
the establishments” and
comes from “tens of
thousands of people who
spend hours in public
spaces”.

“And when they call the
police for noise, they say
they have much more
serious things to solve. So,
like many other things, it’s a
long way off being solved,”
she adds.
According to the
representative, the
participation of other
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PCP defends “absolute need” for new central
Alentejo hospital
The chairman of the PCP party has defended the “absolute necessity” of building, by 2023, a new central Alentejo hospital
in Évora, after visiting the Espírito Santo Hospital, divided into three buildings in the city.
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João Oliveira spoke to
journalists after a visit to the
various units of that
hospital that is intersected

by the IP2 route, whose traffic
affects its normal functioning and
the conditions of care of users.
“The visit to the Espírito Santo
Hospital in Évora confirmed
precisely what we have been
striving for - the construction of a
new central hospital serving the
entire Alentejo. Not to replace the
nearest hospitals - on the
Alentejo coast in Beja, in
Portalegre - but to complement
the response that is given in the
region to prevent the Alentejo
from having to be pushed to
Lisbon to have access to health
care,” he said.
For the communist deputy the
future hospital “is, in fact, an
absolute necessity”.
“We will continue to work so that
once the tendering process has
been completed, the work will be
awarded and the hospital will be
able to start work by 2020,
because this is truly the

guarantee that the process
becomes irreversible so that in
2023 we can have the new
hospital,” he stressed.
The Espírito Santo Hospital had
planned for 2018 16,450
surgeries and about 189,000
consultations. The three buildings
that make up this Alentejo central
hospital have a total of 314 beds
and benefited from a total of €9.5
million worth of investment
between 2016 and 2019.
João Oliveira also stressed the
need to “find conditions to keep
professionals in the Alentejo to
provide health care to
populations”, through “incentive
measures, improvement of
working conditions and to
prevent the National Health
Service from continuing to be
bled from professionals for the
disease business that is
proliferating everywhere,
especially in the interior regions.”
The parliamentary leader of the
PCP referred to doctors, but also
to nurses and senior technicians
and diagnostics.
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Communication prices are 20% higher than EU

Portugal targeted in anti-money
laundering operation

Prices of communications in Portugal are 20 percent higher than the EU average, with the Internet 31 percent more
expensive, according to analysis by the Competition Authority (PCA).

More than 200 people have been detained and more than 3,000 peopleMore than 200 people have been detained and more than 3,000 peopleMore than 200 people have been detained and more than 3,000 peopleMore than 200 people have been detained and more than 3,000 peopleMore than 200 people have been detained and more than 3,000 people
carrying money were identified in a mega-operation by Europol againstcarrying money were identified in a mega-operation by Europol againstcarrying money were identified in a mega-operation by Europol againstcarrying money were identified in a mega-operation by Europol againstcarrying money were identified in a mega-operation by Europol against
money laundering in 31 countries, including Portugal.money laundering in 31 countries, including Portugal.money laundering in 31 countries, including Portugal.money laundering in 31 countries, including Portugal.money laundering in 31 countries, including Portugal.

This, the fifth operation of its kind, took
place between September and November
and resulted in the identification of 3,833
money ‘mules’, as well as 386 controllers,
of whom 228 were arrested, it said.

A total of 1,025 criminal investigations
have been formally started, of which
“many are still ongoing”, according to the
agency, which said that losses of €12.9
million had thereby been avoided.

According to Europol, more than 650

banks, 17 banking associations and other
financial institutions collaborated in the
detection of 7,520 fraudulent transactions
as part of the operation.

In addition to the police authorities of 31
countries, Europol worked with Eurojust –
the European Union unit for judicial
cooperation - and the European
Federation of Banks, of which the
Portuguese Association of Banks is a
member.
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In the analysis,
published on the PCA
website for public
consultation, the

regulator said that packages
sold in Portugal are 13
percent more expensive
than the European average
and identified the higher
prices in Portugal as a
vulnerability in terms of
competition, such as the

reduced mobility of
consumers and the high
number of complaints.
The PCA analysis focused
on customer loyalty and
switching costs which
contribute to the perception
of reduced competition in
the sector by Portuguese
consumers.
“The current loyalty policy
reduces the fraction of

consumers available to
change operator, reducing
the disciplinary effect on
market prices, innovation
and quality of service and, as
a result, incentives to
competition, which makes
consumers more
vulnerable to the exercise of
market power,” the PCA
said.
Last November, the

president of the National
Communications Authority
(Anacom), João Cadete de
Matos, in a speech at the
opening of the 29th
Communications Congress
(APDC), argued that a
reduction in the price of
communications and
internet access in Portugal
was essential, creating
conditions to reverse the
disparity.
He also said that in Portugal,
telecommunications prices
increased by 12.5 percent,
which corresponds to the
largest increase observed in
that period in the countries
of the EU and compares
with a reduction of 10.9
percent observed in the EU.
In November, Apritel, an
association of the
telecommunications
sector, published a study
that placed Portugal in
second place, out of a
group of 10, of the
countries with the lowest
package of communi-
cations services in Europe.
Meanwhile, the
Competition Authority (AdC)
has assessed customer
retention in telecomm-
unications and concluded
that there are competitive
barriers that require a

change in the rules.
In analysis published on its
website, the authority
advocates a change in the
law to make the
subsidisation of new
equipment and the
installation of new services
the “only exceptions” to the
prohibition of customer
contract renewals, and the
elimination of the exception
to the obligation to provide
information to consumers in
contracts made
electronically at a distance.
The recommendations also
include transposing
measures of the European
Code to increase mobility
and ease of access to
information, obliging all
mechanisms for contracting
services to allow
cancellation under equal
conditions of simplicity and
expense for the consumer,
assessing the duration of
the contract to amortize the
operator’s investments,
defining rules that increase
transparency in the
advertising and
dissemination of charges,
and studying the automatic
transfer of services.
The authority’s analysis also
reveals that there is
“reduced mobility” of

consumers in Portugal, with
more than half of customers
never changing operators
and of those who have
changed, more than 50
percent found it difficult to
change operators.
The “high” number of
complaints in this sector last
year (more than 34,000
complaints to Deco and
more than 81,000 to
ANACOM, the sector
regulator), leads
telecommunications to be
perceived as the “least
competitive” sector, and
higher prices than the
average charged in the EU,
are also pointed out in the
PCA analysis.
Services that include
minimum contractual terms
and charges for consumers
who terminate contracts on
their own initiative during the
loyalty period predominate.
Operators claim that these
are the conditions that allow
them to offer discounts on
equipment prices,
activation/installation and
provision of services.
“However, these contractual
conditions result in effective
restrictions on mobility”,
consumers are “more
vulnerable to the exercise of
market power” in Portugal.
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Duties of a Fiscal Representative
There are two types of Fiscal Representation in
Portugal:
•  Fiscal Representation in Personal Income Tax
(“IRS”)
•  Fiscal Representation in VAT

Appointing a Fiscal Representative
It is mandatory to appoint a Fiscal Representative
whenever a third-country national who is not
resident in Portugal has income arising in Portugal.
Alternatively, although residing in the national
territory, an individual is absent for a period
exceeding six months and obtains income in
Portugal subject to Portuguese taxation. For a non-
resident to start the process of appointing a tax
representative in Portugal, the taxpayers must
have a Fiscal Number (“NIF”) and a password
(“senha”) to be identified on the Finanças Portal.

Changing your Fiscal Representative
Fiscal Representation can now be altered on line
with no need to go in person to the Tax Office.
Representees will need their “NIF” and password
(“senha”) and then follow the following steps
outlined on the “AT” website. In addition, the email
address and telephone must be updated on the
Contact Details web page “Dados de Contacto”.

D2 Visas
It is also a legal requirement that all non-residents,
wishing to acquire the D2 Visa designed for investors
in Portugal, appoint a Fiscal Representative in
Portugal. The Fiscal Representative is legally
responsible for informing the taxpayer about tax
obligations and other charges, ensuring contact with
the “AT”, informing the taxpayer of fiscal
requirements and ensuring that payment is made
within deadlines. Any foreign national wishing to
start a self-employed activity (sole trader), or to set
up an individual company or a limited company,
must appoint a Fiscal Representative in VAT, who
is also a VAT-taxable person. This applies even if
the taxpayer does not exceed the VAT exemption
limit of Article nº53 of the CIVA.

Fiscal Representation when temporarily
Non-Resident
According to article nº19 of the General Tax Law,
persons who cease to be tax residents of Portugal
or who are absent from Portuguese territory for a
period exceeding six months, in a country outside

the EU or the EEA, are obliged to register with the
services of the “AT”  a Fiscal Representative with
residence or headquarters in Portugal to represent
them in Portugal. Failure to do so can lead to a fine
of €50 - €5,000. Any person or legal person
accepting the appointment can be the Fiscal
Representative, provided that he or she is resident
in Portugal or, in the case of a company, has its
seat in Portuguese territory.

Responsibility of the Fiscal Representative
The Fiscal Representative is responsible for
ensuring compliance with accessory tax obligations,
such as obtaining the tax identification number of
the non-resident (“NIF”), submitting tax
declarations (Modelo 3, Modelo 22, IES, VAT),
keeping records to verify expenses and income and
providing any requested clarifications to “AT”.
The Fiscal Representative may respond for tax
violations of the person that he represents, but can
never be required to pay taxes owed by the
representee. Only in an instance of acting as
appointed manager of assets or rights of the emigrant
is the Fiscal Representative jointly liable for all
contributions and taxes of the non-resident, thus
being obliged to pay the taxes of the representee.
The representative has the right of appeal and may
challenge decisions made by the “AT”.

“Número de Identificação Fiscal (NIF)”
A NIF is assigned at the moment of the request,
made by verbal declaration by the foreign national,
resulting in the immediate availability of a
document verifying the taxpayer’s registration,
with the mention of the “NIF” (Fiscal Number).
The application for “NIF” can also be made
without the presence of the representee. In this
case, the tax identification number must be
requested directly by the Fiscal Representative
accompanied by a certified copy of the passport
and a power of attorney specific to the purpose
from the representee.

Dennis Swing Greene is Chairman and
International Fiscal Consultant for
euroFINESCO s.a.  www.eurofinesco.com

Portugal ensures reciprocity in business visas with US
Portugal’s foreign affairs minister, Augusto Santos Silva, has classified as a very important step the facilitation of business
visas for Portuguese approved by the US, ensuring full reciprocity on Portugal’s part.

“It is a very important
step because it
allows business
travel, for economic

and business reasons to
the US, to be made much
easier,” said Augusto
Santos Silva.
“Of course, this obeys a
principle of reciprocity

that, on our part, is full,” he
added.
Law proposal H.R. 565,
“Advancing Mutual
Interests and Growing Our
Success” (AMIGOS) Act,
provides for Portuguese
access to E-1 and E-2
visas, reserved for people
who want to enter the US

for significant trade or
investment.
The legislation was
approved with bipartisan
support in the House of
Representatives of the US
Congress and will now
proceed to the Senate,
which if approved, will refer it
to President Donald Trump
for ratification.
The head of Portuguese
diplomacy was confident in
the approval by the Senate
and stressed the
importance of the method of
approval of that legislation.
The E-1 and E-2 visas are
already available for other
European countries and
the intention is to integrate
Portugal in this lot,
considering the volume of
exchanges between
Portuguese and American
companies, which exceed
$4 billion annually.
For this reason,
Portuguese-language
congressman Jim Costa,
who co-sponsored the
legislation introduced by
Democrat David Cicilline at
the start of the legislative
session in January,
appealed to members of

the US Senate to follow the
example of the House of
Representatives.
Costa, who is co-chair of
the Portuguese-American
Caucus of Congress, was
re-elected in 2018 as a
representative of the 16th
district of California, a
region of the San Joaquin
Valley where there is a
significant Portuguese-
American community.
The Democrat was a
signatory to the AMIGOS
Act alongside the also
Portuguese-descendant
Devin Nunes, who
represents California’s
22nd district by the
Republican Party.
The proposal had been
approved by the Judiciary

Commission in late
October and went to the
House of Representatives
with a request for speed
made by David Cicilline,
the Democrat who
represents the 1st district of
Rhode Island and leads
the legislation.
It now reaches the Senate
at the hands of Senators
Sheldon Whitehouse, a
Democrat elected by
Rhode Island, and Pat
Toomey, a Republican
elected by Pennsylvania. If
approved again, it will be
sent to President Donald
Trump for promulgation.
In a statement, David
Cicilline said the opening
of visas to the Portuguese
will facilitate business

exchanges between
Portugal and the US and
praised the role of the
Portuguese-Americans
and the Portuguese in the
state of Rhode Island.
A first version of the
legislation had been
introduced in the previous
legislative session but was
not voted.
The text, which was again
introduced on 15 January
2019, explains that the
opening of the E-1 and E-2
to the Portuguese will be
made on the condition that
the Portuguese
government offers the
same nonimmigrant status
to US citizens who want to
make this type of
investment in Portugal.Portuguese-language congressman Jim Costa, co-Portuguese-language congressman Jim Costa, co-Portuguese-language congressman Jim Costa, co-Portuguese-language congressman Jim Costa, co-Portuguese-language congressman Jim Costa, co-
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Hospital Particular in Gambelas
celebrates 10 years 

Bad debt reduction a ‘key priority’

Debtors have onDebtors have onDebtors have onDebtors have onDebtors have on
average twoaverage twoaverage twoaverage twoaverage two
credit contractscredit contractscredit contractscredit contractscredit contracts
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The figures were
reported by António
Marques Garcia, director of
the BdP’s statistics
department, during a
conference in Lisbon,
organised by the
Association of Specialised
Credit Institutions (ASFAC).

In his speech, he
expressed concern about
the fact that credit granted
in recent months is
accelerating, as well as the
fact that the new contracts
are having a longer-term
than in the past.

“The idea that I can
anticipate is that, very
probably, the decrease in
the annual variation of the
credit stock will not
continue,” he said.

According to data
released by António
Marques Garcia, based on
the latest statistics known
from September, each
debtor has two contracts
and relates to 1.8 banks, a
total of 11 million active
contracts, an average of
226,000 new monthly
contracts corresponding to
the amount €25 billion.

Of the total stock, 56
percent of the contracts
were sold over the counter,
with eight market
institutions having more
than two-thirds of the loans
granted.

The default rate on
consumer and other loans
is 9.9 percent, i.e.,
according to BdP data, one
in every 10 borrowers has
overdue loans.

The Canadian rating agency DBRS said in a note that the reduction of non-performing loans and non-essential assets willThe Canadian rating agency DBRS said in a note that the reduction of non-performing loans and non-essential assets willThe Canadian rating agency DBRS said in a note that the reduction of non-performing loans and non-essential assets willThe Canadian rating agency DBRS said in a note that the reduction of non-performing loans and non-essential assets willThe Canadian rating agency DBRS said in a note that the reduction of non-performing loans and non-essential assets will
continue to be a key priority for Portuguese banks, also warning about the quality of assets.continue to be a key priority for Portuguese banks, also warning about the quality of assets.continue to be a key priority for Portuguese banks, also warning about the quality of assets.continue to be a key priority for Portuguese banks, also warning about the quality of assets.continue to be a key priority for Portuguese banks, also warning about the quality of assets.

The Canadian rating
agency attributes its
position to asset quality
ratios of the sector, which
remain weaker compared
to the European average.

DBRS points to greater
progress in asset quality in
the first nine months of 2019
in Portuguese banking, with
all banks reporting lower
non-performing loan ratios.

“Supported by a
combination of sales,
write-offs and recoveries,
the combined stock of
gross non-performing

loans, excluding off-
balance sheet exposures,
fell by around €9 billion to
€19 billion in the first nine
months of 2019,
corresponding to a 32
percent year-on-year
reduction,” the Canadian
company said.

DBRS also noted that the
gross ratio of non-
performing loans fell to
around 8 percent in the first
nine months of 2019, which
compares with 12 percent
in the same period of 2018.

Net results of Portuguese

banks continued to be
pressured by the
environment of low-interest
rates and significant
competitive pressure,
which has led some banks
to charge on deposits from
financial institutions.

“The results in 2019 in
comparison with the first
nine months of 2018 were
largely impacted by
extraordinary items.
Results included the
reversal of impairments of
CGD [Caixa Geral de
Depósitos] after the sale of

some international
subsidiaries in 2019,” the
agency noted.

DBRS mentioned the
acquisition of Euro Bank in
Poland by BCP in 2019, as
well as the change in
accounting treatment by
BPI of its stake in Banco de
Fomento Angola as
contributing to a positive
aggregate result of €985
million in the first three
quarters of 2019, a
decrease of 16 percent
from the same period of
2018.

In terms of capital ratios,
DBRS denotes that
common equity tier 1, CET1
improved, mainly driven by
retained earnings, fewer
risk assets and an
improvement in value of
fixed income securities
portfolios.

The agency noted that
banks continued to pursue
cost and efficiency control
measures through the
rationalisation of traditional
banking channels,
corporate simplification
and digitalisation.

Opened originally on 9 December 2009, Gambelas Hospital celebrates 10 years of activity and is
today described by the group as the largest and best equipped private hospital unit in the southern
region of Portugal.

“Ten years ago we decided to
offer patients innovative
measures,  which in fact we
continue to do, as is the case

for example, with our Maternity
Intensive Care Unit,
Hepatobiliopancreatic Centre and
Neonatal Intensive Care Unit”,
states the Hospital  Administrator.
“On the other hand, we have
always tried to keep ourselves

updated with current health issues
and innovations including the
heath requirements of the region. 
In recent years additional
innovative services were created;
the Oncology Unit and the
Cardiothoracic Surgery Unit”,
continues the Administrator.
“The growth of the Gambelas
Hospital in both human resources
and medical care has been

exponential, the result not only of
our important focus on highly
differentiated and experienced
teams, but also on the
technological investment that has
been made since its opening in
2009”,  says Paulo Sousa, Medical
Director of the Hospital.
“Undoubtedly, the loyalty and
knowhow of the medical teams
have been decisive in the

consolidation of Gambelas”,
agrees Pedro Santinha, current
Director of the Hospital. “This is
evident when we observe the
growth that the hospital has
experienced especially in the last
five years, with an increase of
approximately 100 percent in most
departments and in some, such as
the maternity unit  over 200
percent, as is the case with the
number of deliveries”.
“We have been making a very
interesting path in training and
research, for  example, in
undergraduate and postgraduate
training of doctors and nurses as
well as in the development of
various research and clinical trials,
which reflects experience and
credibility”, said Nurse Luciana
Matos, the nurse responsible for
this unit.
In 2009, Gambelas was the third
hospital unit of the Hospital
Particular do Algarve Health
Group, which today consists of 17
units spread throughout the
Algarve and also in the Alentejo 
and more recently, also in
Madeira.
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GWYNNE DYER

NNNNNNATO at 70
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When he took office in January 2017, Donald Trump called the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation “obsolete”, but he hates
all multinational institutions so that hardly counts.

Just last month,
however, France’s
President
Emmanuel Macron

said that the NATO
alliance is “strategically
brain-dead,” which is
closer to the truth.
Yet the leaders of the
alliance’s 29 member
countries were all in the
United Kingdom to
celebrate the 70th
anniversary of NATO’s
foundation. Brain-dead or
just deeply confused, it
continues to stumble
around and receives
frequent transfusions of
cash. Why?
Macron was furious last
month because nobody in
NATO could satisfactorily
answer his big question:
“WHO IS THE ENEMY?”
The alleged Russian
threat is still the glue that
holds the alliance
together, but Macron
doesn’t believe in that. His
own answer is that the
alliance’s real enemy is
terrorism, but that is
equally silly.
Terrorism is a major
nuisance but not an
existential threat, and
counter-terrorism is
usually a secret ‘war’ in
which armies have little
importance. The
appropriate tools for
combating it are generally
intelligence services and
police forces, not
armoured brigades.
Very rarely, as in the case
of the recently defeated
‘Islamic State’ (ISIS),
terrorists do control
territory and can be fought
openly. The recent
behaviour of Turkey and
the United States in north
eastern Syria, however,
shows the duplicity and
cynicism with which those
major NATO members
now view the alliance.
President Trump agreed
to let Turkey’s strongman
leader, Recep Tayyip
Erdogan, invade Syria
and attack the Syrian

Kurds, who have been
America’s close allies for
the past three years in the
war against ISIS. He also
implicitly consented to let
Erdogan’s forces
ethnically cleanse the
Syrian Kurds from their
homes and settle several
million Syrian Arab
refugees in them instead.
Neither Trump nor
Erdogan consulted with
their NATO partners about
these potential war
crimes. Indeed, President
Macron found out about it
all in a Trump tweet,
which explains his fury.
But the other European
members of NATO said
little in public, because
Erdogan was also
threatening to dump a
couple of million Syrian
refugees on them instead
if they complained.
So what useful purpose, if
any, does NATO serve 30
years after the collapse of
the Soviet Union, the
enemy it was created to
fight? NATO’s member-
states often try to revive
the glory days by
pretending that the Soviet
Union has been
reincarnated in Vladimir
Putin’s Russian
Federation, but that’s
nonsense.
Russia has only half the
population of the old
Soviet Union, and its
economy is about the
same size as Italy’s. It has
no Eastern European
allies any more: they all
joined NATO (or are still in
the queue) after their
Communist governments
fell in 1989. NATO’s armed
forces were twice as big as
those of the Soviet bloc
even in the Cold War, but
they now outnumber
Russia’s four-to-one.
True, this advantage is
somewhat diminished by
the fact that NATO’s
military power is divided
among 29 countries, and
that two of the more
important members, the

United States and
Canada, are on the far
side of the Atlantic. But it is
preposterous to plan on
the basis that the Russian
‘hordes’ are itching to
invade western Europe.
Indeed, it always was.
The former ‘satellite’
countries of Eastern
Europe are
understandably anxious
about the risk of another
Russian take-over, and
NATO offers them some
reassurance. The only
European countries that
are actually vulnerable to
Russian military
intervention, however, are
former parts of the Soviet
Union itself like Ukraine
and Georgia (what the
Russians call the ‘near
abroad’) – which is why
NATO does not let them
join.
The modest truth is that
NATO is a familiar and
comfortable club that lets
the European members
demonstrate their
commitment not to return

to the devastating wars of
the past. It gives Canada a
safer, broader context in

which to discuss security
matters with its giant
American neighbour. And

it lets the United States
pretend that it still leads
the ‘free world’.
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Bowls Algarve
Algarve Bike Rides

For more information please
contact Paul Beesley on tel:
913226954, email:paul@
algarvebikeholidays.com, Visit:
www.algarvebikeholidays.com,
or Facebook:
AlgarveBikeHolidays.

Here are the details of this
week’s rides:

Saturday 14 December Saturday 14 December Saturday 14 December Saturday 14 December Saturday 14 December -
Please contact Diana via email:
Dihoutzager@hotmail.com.

Sunday 15 December Sunday 15 December Sunday 15 December Sunday 15 December Sunday 15 December -
Bike Ride     starting in Almancil:
We meet by the rubber stamp
roundabout at 9.15am ready for
a 9.30am start here: https://
goo.gl/maps/

Tuesday, 3 December was
our penultimate Cameron Cup
game.  Alvor won two points from
Floresta who won four points;
Albufeira took four points from
Tavira who won two points;
whilst Valverde won all six points
from Balaia, Pedras was the
resting team this week.

The Table has remained the
same this week, with Floresta at
the top with thirty points, though
this team will be resting during
the coming week, Pedras is
second with eighteen points,
and Valverde in third place on
seventeen points.  It looks as
though Floresta are going to win
this competition as even though
they rest for the last week, their
lead is unassailable, but
interesting both Pedras and
Valverde are capable of moving
into second place depending
upon their scores from their last
games.

In the Super 10’s on 5
December, Floresta took all eight
points from Tavira; Balaia and
Albufeira shared the points with
four each; and Pedras won six
points from Valverde who won
two points.  Alvor were the resting
team at this half-way stage.

Floresta and Pedras are
finishing at the top of this Table
at this point on forty points each,
but with still a second half of the
season to go.  Albufeira are in
third place with twenty-four
points and Valverde on twenty-
two points, and Balaia on twenty
points.   Things can change in
the second half of the season.

Saturday 7 December was our
final Winter League game until
after the New Year, and it
dawned bright, sunny and warm.
In League ‘A’ Alvor Rooks took
two points from Valverde Vikings
who won six points; Alvor
Amigos also took six points from
Balaia Pods winning two points;
Pedras Panthers and Tavira
Tigers shared the points with four
points each; whilst Albufeira Cats
held onto six points from Floresta
Foresters who won two points.

This changes the top of the
Table ‘A’, with Albufeira Cats
now in premier position with forty-
four points, but Floresta

PkZECgo6GXhBdnZ79. This
will be a typical Sunday ride of
35 to 40km with a café stop
somewhere along the way.

The Ball is over - Next the Burns Supper
 The Saint Andrew’s Society

of the Algarve held another
successful annual Saint
Andrew’s Ball at the Penina
Hotel on Saturday, 30
November – great that this year
it coincided with Saint
Andrew’s Day. Our piper
Malcolm MacGillivray greeted
guests into the hotel and then
led the parade into the ball after
the champagne reception.

As usual the Hotel Penina
produced a superb buffet –
including preparing a cake with
the Saint Andrew’s cross – and
the friendly and attentive staff
ensured that everything ran
smoothly. For the nineteenth
year running the Scottish
ceilidh band “The Sound of
Islay” entertained guests
warmly. They, along with
contributions from piper
Malcolm, ensured that the
dancing was both energetic
and enthusiastic leaving just
enough strength for a lusty
“Auld Land Syne” on the stroke
of midnight.

The Society was very
grateful to its sponsors
EuroFinesco for once again
contributing to the costs of
transporting the band from
Scotland and to Medal
Insurance for covering the
costs of the flower
arrangements. Blevins Franks
kindly sponsored a table and
supplied the whisky for  the
raffle and for our next Burns
Supper. Janette Owenson
once again organised the
flower arrangements and Alison
Hohnbaum kindly arranged the

magnificent hamper.
The Society hopes that the

Ball will have whetted appetites
for their next event – the Burns’
Supper at the Ponte Romana
restaurant in Silves on
Saturday, 25 January 2020. So
please put this event in your
diaries now and watch for
further details later. And if in the
meantime you would like to
practise your Scottish country

dancing skills give Mardie
Cunningham a call (282 356
029) about the sessions at the
Nobel International School in
Porches on Monday evenings.

If you would like to know
more about the Society – no
need to be Scots – give
Chieftain Doug McAdam a call
on 935 577 362 or Treasurer
Kathy Prentice on 919 635 246.

Doug McAdam - Chieftain

Almancil International Rotary Club Golf Tournament

Foresters are close behind with
forty-two points, and Tavira
Tigers chasing on thirty-four
points at this half-way stage of
the season.

In League ‘B’ Floresta
Huntsman took all eight points
from Valverde Vulcans; as did
team-mates Floresta Rangers
from Alvor Scorpions; Balaia
Whalers held onto six points from
Alvor Greens who won two
points.  Valverde Vipers were the
resting team this week.

Valverde Vulcans are now at
the top of Table ‘B’ for this
league on thirty-six points,
followed by Floresta Huntsman
on twenty-eight points, closing in
behind are team-mates Floresta
Rangers and Valverde Vipers on
twenty-six points.

Only one more Cameron Cup
game on Tuesday to complete
our first half of the season, lots for
everyone to come back after the
break, refreshed and renewed to
work on.                        Miriam Hare

EventEventEventEventEvent
organiserorganiserorganiserorganiserorganiser
JohnJohnJohnJohnJohn
SlatterSlatterSlatterSlatterSlatter
withwithwithwithwith
TeamTeamTeamTeamTeam
ThorneThorneThorneThorneThorne
and Pauland Pauland Pauland Pauland Paul
Thorne’sThorne’sThorne’sThorne’sThorne’s
son,son,son,son,son,
RobertRobertRobertRobertRobert

Almancil International Rotary
Club broke all its own fund-
raising records at a recent golf
tournament held at Vilamoura
Old Course a total of 14,400
euros was raised for the benefit
of local charities.  86 players
participated.  The winning team
was announced at a gala dinner
held at The Millennium course
club house in the evening
attended by more than 140.
people. Team Thorne took first
prize with other participants
winning many other prizes
including longest shot and
closest to the hole.
‘Unfortunately’ no-one achieved
a hole in one which would have
won them a Mercedes car.

Some of the money raised has
already been spent on providing
4 electrically operated chairs for
the Associação Humanitária dos
Doentes de Parkinson e
Alzheimer (AHDPA) day care
centre, based in Vila Sol,
Quarteira which provides day

care facilities and
companionship for sufferers of
these two diseases together with
psycho social support
programmes. This brings the total
number of chairs provided by the
club to the Association to 8.

Club President Mark Hulit
congratulated the organisers of
the event who had worked for
several months to make it a
success.  “We are a small club”
said Mark “but we have a core
membership who work

incredibly hard throughout the
year organising events to raise
funds.  With these funds we
have been able to help a large
number of local charities and
disadvantaged people.  We
welcome recommendations
and, indeed, new members
who are willing to give their time
to help us to help others.  We
must also not forget the many
local businesses that help us
with donations or prizes”.

www.rotaryalmancil.org
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Algarve Walking Meetup

2019 Alvor Crown Green
Doubles Tournament

Alvor Bowls Club ran its
annual Crown Green Doubles
Tournament from 4 to 8
November with a total prize fund
of €1300. 32 bowlers from
across The Algarve and UK
competed in the drawn doubles
competition in which a high
standard of bowling was on
display. Partners were drawn on
a daily basis who then played in
group round robin matches to

determine the daily leader
board. The overall winner of the
Tournament was Barry Maskell
with Steve McManus taking
second place. The weather
was good throughout the
Tournament and many new
friendships were formed. The
2020 Tournament will run from 2
to 6 November and entry details
are on the Club website
(www.alvorlawnbowls.com).

The Royal British Legion Dinner Dance
The RBL annual dinner dance took

place on  Saturday, 16 November at  a new
venue - Restaurant Sitio Do Mario in
Albufeira.

The theme of the evening was the “75th
Anniversary of D-Day”, and the restaurant
was adorned with Union Jack bunting,
giving it a real party atmosphere. Each
guest was given a small pouch of sand
from the D-Day beaches, along with a
miniature of Calvados, the Apple Brandy
brewed in Normandy.

Packed to capacity , the 190 guests
arrived to a sparkling wine reception,
before taking their seats. Then followed a
“Sing for your Supper” medley of wartime
songs ,led by our very own ‘Forces
Sweetheart’ Suzanne Wilson.

A lovely three course dinner followed,
accompanied by wine, beer and water.

This was followed by our cabaret
Christopher Gee, who had flown out from
the UK that morning just for the event.

This comedy impressionist kept us
laughing for a full hour with his vast range
of characters.

Taking us up to midnight we were
entertained by Suzanne Wilson and Danny
Maverick who both ensured the dance
floor was full.

The raffle raised nearly 1300Euros for
the Poppy Appeal.

What has been described by many as
“the best night out in the Algarve” lived up
to his reputation.

The RBL Portugal Representative Colin
Hearn who arranged the event said
“Seeing so many people enjoying
themselves in a party atmosphere makes
all the hard work worthwhile. I would like to
thank Mario and his staff at the Restaurant,

our entertainers and everybody who came
for making it such a great night”.

Next year’s Dinner Dance on
14November is in the advanced planning
stage

For full details of the RBL events in the
Algarve which are open to non- members
please contact Colin Hearn at :
colinhearn998@gmail.com

Please send your
Club or Community news to:
info@theportugalnews.com

Open Day at new Algarve
international school

The Algarve International
School will be hosting an Open
Day for all children from Year 7
and above on 18 December.

The brand new school,
located near Vale de Lobo, is
set to officially open its doors
for the secondary division in
January 2020.

The proposed day will allow
prospective students to
experience a typical day at The
Algarve International School,
experiencing a variety of
lessons - from Maths to Dance -
offered by qualified teachers
with extensive experience of
engaging with and motivating
students.

All pupils aged 11 - 18 are
welcome to come along on the
day which runs from 9am to
3.30pm.

The team behind the new
school, co-directors who
possess a combined teaching
experience of over 50 years,
will offer a different kind of
learning environment: one that
nurtures both the academic
and pastoral care of children.

The school will be located in
Vale de Lobo, on the same site
as Algarve Tennis and Fitness
(ATF). The school is already

working in partnership with ATF
in order to be able to offer
access to their excellent
sporting facilities as well as hot
meals provided by the on-site
restaurant.

Small in numbers but broad in
scope, Algarve International
School will cap class sizes at
12 pupils. At its core will be a
positive and productive
relationship between teachers,
parents and pupils to
encourage all children to reach
their full potential. The school
will be following the Pearson
Edexcel and will be able to
provide a place for pupils to sit
iGCSE, A-level and BTEC
examinations as early as this
summer. All examination
classes will be delivered by fully
qualified teachers with
experience of the British
curriculum.

Extra-curricular activities will
encompass opportunities to
take part in sport, art, debate,
public speaking, music,
performing arts and drama.

To enrol a student for this
occasion please email
algarveintschool@gmail.com
and further information will be
sent to you.

Castelo de Sonhos christmas party

Tuesday 17 December - Vale de Lama/Two rivers, Between Portimão and
Silves – easy 2.5 hour outing along canals,the banks of two rivers, great
viewpoint, and a couple of attractive hamlets Meet at 10.30am. From the west on
A22 exit for Portimão/Monchique. Head direction Monchique. At Porto do Lagos
traffic circle, turn first right, direction Silves. From the east, drive into Silves, cross
river into town and at traffic lights turn left (west) direction Monchique. Site is
about 5kms from town. All welcome. For full details and Café  start point,  go to
www.MEETUP.COM/ALGARVE-WALKING

Castelo de Sonhos (CdeS) the Silves
based family charity would like to thank
everyone who helped make their annual
kids Christmas party such a success on
7th December.  120 underprivileged
children aged 0 to 15 were entertained
by a troupe of acrobatic Capoeira
performers, face painting, bouncy
castles and games.  Each child chose 3
presents from a wonderful selection and
in order to keep things fair the best items
were raffled.  The children were given a
snack of delicious food donated by the
Algarve Nobel International School &
ICELAND supermarket. A big THANK

YOU to everyone involved with
supplying the party food.  The charity
would like to thank everyone who
donated toys.

Special thanks go to the Rotary Club of
Silves for supplying toys, games and baby
clothing throughout the year.  Last, but by
no means least, CdeS would like to thank
the local Silves Council for loaning their
FISSUL exhibition centre & supplying 2
enormous bouncy castles. Thanks go to
the personnel of CAFAP  & volunteers from
CdeS who helped make sure the party
went without a hitch.  A very MERRY
CHRISTMAS to everyone involved.
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CHARITIES
APAA   CHARITY SHOPS -APAA   CHARITY SHOPS -APAA   CHARITY SHOPS -APAA   CHARITY SHOPS -APAA   CHARITY SHOPS -
Dunas do Alvor: Tues to Sat
10.30am - 2pm. Rua Elias Garcia
20, Silves, Mon – Sat 10am -2pm
Volunteers always welcome
info.apaaportugal@gmail.com

SUPPORT FOR FAMILIESSUPPORT FOR FAMILIESSUPPORT FOR FAMILIESSUPPORT FOR FAMILIESSUPPORT FOR FAMILIES
in the Algarve receives items for
families in need, Guia and
surrounding areas. To donate or
discuss concerns about a needy
family contact Su Davis: 932
307 548, su.davis@sapo.pt
Facebook:support for families in
the Algarve.

A.A.G. CHARITYA.A.G. CHARITYA.A.G. CHARITYA.A.G. CHARITYA.A.G. CHARITY Shop Guia.
Situated in the Main Street,
opposite the Football Club
Snack bar and close to Crédito
Agrícola Bank. Opening hours
Mon -  Fri, 10am to 5.45pm,
Sat 10am to 2pm. Closed Sun.
Animal charity feeding street
animals. Patron Bonnie Tyler.

PIANIST WANTED PIANIST WANTED PIANIST WANTED PIANIST WANTED PIANIST WANTED  on a
volunteer basis for occasional
Sunday services at the
Anglican Church of St
Vincent’s Chaplaincy, Praia da
Luz.  Email pet.alex@sapo.pt

THE GOODWILL CHARITY.THE GOODWILL CHARITY.THE GOODWILL CHARITY.THE GOODWILL CHARITY.THE GOODWILL CHARITY.
R. Direita 5, Ed. Portus
Magnus, Portimão. (Close to
Theatre). 968 740 693, 10am
to 2pm. Clothes, bric a brac
and furniture in saleable cond.,
large items collected. We
would like to thank you all for
your donations and  for
shopping, that has enabled us
to help the local community.

SECOND CHANCESECOND CHANCESECOND CHANCESECOND CHANCESECOND CHANCE charity
shop at Largo Das Ferreiras
(on roundabout), Ferreiras,
Albufeira. Open Mon to Fri,
10am to 4pm. Sat 10am to1pm.
Supporting people in need,

be very welcome. Volunteers
are also required. If you can
help call us on 282 761 375 or
visit our shops in Lagoa and
Praia da Luz.

CADELA CARLOTACADELA CARLOTACADELA CARLOTACADELA CARLOTACADELA CARLOTA shop in
Lagos open Mon to Fri, 10am
to 1pm/3pm to 5pm. Almadena:
Mon to Fri, 10am to 4pm, Sat,
10am to 1pm. We always need
extra hands in our shops.

ASSOCIAÇÃO DEASSOCIAÇÃO DEASSOCIAÇÃO DEASSOCIAÇÃO DEASSOCIAÇÃO DE
CARIDADE MÃOSCARIDADE MÃOSCARIDADE MÃOSCARIDADE MÃOSCARIDADE MÃOS de
Ajuda. Helping Hands Charity
Shop, 13A Avenida Dr.
Eduardo Mansinho, Tavira.
100 metres from Porta Nova
Post Office. Open Monday,
Wednesday, Saturday 10am
to 1pm. Help us to Help others
in the Tavira Area.
963558138

FRENCH LANGUAGEFRENCH LANGUAGEFRENCH LANGUAGEFRENCH LANGUAGEFRENCH LANGUAGE
Following the French
Government’s initiative to
expand the French language,
we are looking for Volunteers
to teach French in Albufeira or
Olhos de Água to children and
adults. No experience or
qualifications necessary, just
fluency in French and a
passion to meet and help
others learn this beautiful
language. Please contact 961
636 201 or Angelica
fash.co@gmail.com

THE NANDI CHARITYHE NANDI CHARITYHE NANDI CHARITYHE NANDI CHARITYHE NANDI CHARITY
SHOPSHOPSHOPSHOPSHOP. Winter clothing now in
store. Furniture can be
collected within 30 k Lagos.
Tel 912741857

MUSIC
Aljezur InternationalAljezur InternationalAljezur InternationalAljezur InternationalAljezur International
ChoirChoirChoirChoirChoir. Thursdays 2pm to
3.30pm. 914285640
wattys100@hotmail.com, .

The East AlgarveThe East AlgarveThe East AlgarveThe East AlgarveThe East Algarve
International choirInternational choirInternational choirInternational choirInternational choir.
Thursdays, Luz de Tavira, Call
Rineke Hofman 926684061.
eastalgarvechoir@gmail.com

Coro dos Amigos doCoro dos Amigos doCoro dos Amigos doCoro dos Amigos doCoro dos Amigos do
MuseuMuseuMuseuMuseuMuseu. Thursdays from
6.30pm. Call call Liesbeth
281971909
liesbethnoordijk@gmail.com

Barbershop ChorusBarbershop ChorusBarbershop ChorusBarbershop ChorusBarbershop Chorus. Tuesdays
7.30pm. Moncarapacho.
www.bellaacappella.net

SOCIAL
Royal British LegionRoyal British LegionRoyal British LegionRoyal British LegionRoyal British Legion
Portugal (Algarve) thePortugal (Algarve) thePortugal (Algarve) thePortugal (Algarve) thePortugal (Algarve) the
Central AreaCentral AreaCentral AreaCentral AreaCentral Area. Lunches on
the 3rd Wednesday of each
month at various venues. Non-
members welcome. 926908089
or colinhearn998@gmail.com

Royal Brit ish LegionRoyal Brit ish LegionRoyal Brit ish LegionRoyal Brit ish LegionRoyal Brit ish Legion
Portugal (Algarve) thePortugal (Algarve) thePortugal (Algarve) thePortugal (Algarve) thePortugal (Algarve) the
Eastern AreaEastern AreaEastern AreaEastern AreaEastern Area. Lunches on
the 1st Sunday of each month
at various venues. Non
members welcome.
rblportugalsecretary@gmail.com

Chess ClubChess ClubChess ClubChess ClubChess Club. Eastern Algarve.
chessalgarve@mail.com

Drawing the NudeDrawing the NudeDrawing the NudeDrawing the NudeDrawing the Nude. Olhão
Thursday mornings.
jill.stott@gmail.com

Painting for PleasurePainting for PleasurePainting for PleasurePainting for PleasurePainting for Pleasure
Classes, water colours,Classes, water colours,Classes, water colours,Classes, water colours,Classes, water colours,
oils or acryl ics.oils or acryl ics.oils or acryl ics.oils or acryl ics.oils or acryl ics.
Wednesdays Mesquite near
São Brás from 10.30am to
12.30pm, 2.30pm to 4.30pm.....
Terry Reed 289845561.

C.A.S.A. - the Algarve’sC.A.S.A. - the Algarve’sC.A.S.A. - the Algarve’sC.A.S.A. - the Algarve’sC.A.S.A. - the Algarve’s
leading Social Clubleading Social Clubleading Social Clubleading Social Clubleading Social Club for
expats meets monthly for
dinners / lunches and social
events. info@casasocial.club,
282495475.
www.casasocial.club

Coffee & conversation forCoffee & conversation forCoffee & conversation forCoffee & conversation forCoffee & conversation for
expats.  expats.  expats.  expats.  expats.  Meet other new-
comers in the Algarve almost
every week at different venues.
www.expatcentreportugal.com/
events

BRIDGE
Duplicate BridgeDuplicate BridgeDuplicate BridgeDuplicate BridgeDuplicate Bridge.
Wednesday & Friday

afternoons at Vale d’El Rei
Hotel. Please contact

911561224 or 282358885.

Marina Club Suite HotelMarina Club Suite HotelMarina Club Suite HotelMarina Club Suite HotelMarina Club Suite Hotel
LagosLagosLagosLagosLagos. Tuesdays & Fridays
1.15pm. 963977642

Vilamoura Bridge ClubVilamoura Bridge ClubVilamoura Bridge ClubVilamoura Bridge ClubVilamoura Bridge Club.
Tuesdays 1.45pm 919 833
122 or 910 448 170.
www.vilamourabridgeclub.com

Lagoa. Lagoa. Lagoa. Lagoa. Lagoa. Thursdays 1:45pm.
282352022 / 969174130.

Vale d´el ReiVale d´el ReiVale d´el ReiVale d´el ReiVale d´el Rei. Beginners
968457888.

Carvoeiro.Carvoeiro.Carvoeiro.Carvoeiro.Carvoeiro. Mondays &
Thursdays 1.45pm for 2pm.
282357953 or 282357657.

Frank’s Bridge. Frank’s Bridge. Frank’s Bridge. Frank’s Bridge. Frank’s Bridge. Thursday’s
2.30pm duplicate bridge, Hotel
Quinta Jacintina, Vale do
Lobo. Frank Spelbos
937802110, spelbos@sapo.pt

Amigos do Museu Bridge.Amigos do Museu Bridge.Amigos do Museu Bridge.Amigos do Museu Bridge.Amigos do Museu Bridge.
Friday’s 2pm duplicate bridge,
Museu do Trajo at São Brás
de Alportel. Frank Spelbos
937802110, spelbos@sapo.pt

Quinta Jacintina.Quinta Jacintina.Quinta Jacintina.Quinta Jacintina.Quinta Jacintina.
Mondays  2.30pm, Hotel
Quinta Jacintina, Vale do
Lobo. Contact Sally Roberts
Tel: 28935 090,
sally@blanchworth.co.uk

also Bombeiros, Soup kitchens,
Riding for the disabled, AHSA
day care centre for the elderly
and more. Contact Maggie
Cook 917 707 808.

PORTIMÃO SOUPPORTIMÃO SOUPPORTIMÃO SOUPPORTIMÃO SOUPPORTIMÃO SOUP
KITCHENKITCHENKITCHENKITCHENKITCHEN Beco São José, Rua
São José, under old bridge in
Portimão. Come  and help us
make sandwiches & serve food
to hungry but appreciative
people. For more info call Joy
917 358 098.

THE DONKEY SANCTUARYTHE DONKEY SANCTUARYTHE DONKEY SANCTUARYTHE DONKEY SANCTUARYTHE DONKEY SANCTUARY
needs all your unwanted items
for our shops in Ferragudo,
Carvoeiro and Lagoa. Larger
items i.e. furniture can be
collected. The shop funds
allow us to feed our many
mouths at the Sanctuary. We
always need extra hands at
our shops so if you can spare
3-4 hours a week give us a
call. Chris  966 033 127.

CARVOEIRO CATCARVOEIRO CATCARVOEIRO CATCARVOEIRO CATCARVOEIRO CAT
CHARITY ASSOCIAÇÃO.CHARITY ASSOCIAÇÃO.CHARITY ASSOCIAÇÃO.CHARITY ASSOCIAÇÃO.CHARITY ASSOCIAÇÃO.
Located in Porches and run
entirely by volunteers.  We are
looking for some more volun-
teers to help in our shelter of
250 cats as well as some foster
families for our cats.  Email
ccc.carvoeirocatcharity@gmail.com
or call 918 552 788.

ASMAA  CHARITYASMAA  CHARITYASMAA  CHARITYASMAA  CHARITYASMAA  CHARITY  & UP-
Cycling Hub. Volunteers are
now needed for our shop. Wed,
Fri and Sat 11.30am  to  5pm,
other days by appointment only.
Tel  969 320 231, email info@
asmaa-algarve.org   Rua J.
Pereira Sampaio Bruno, Nº 53.
Portimão (Behind Bombeiros).

MADRUGADA ASSOCIAÇMADRUGADA ASSOCIAÇMADRUGADA ASSOCIAÇMADRUGADA ASSOCIAÇMADRUGADA ASSOCIAÇÃÃÃÃÃOOOOO
provides home-based, end of
life, palliative care to patients
and their loved ones free of
charge. Your donations would

Community News
SPORT
Walking FootballWalking FootballWalking FootballWalking FootballWalking Football Mondays,
50+, Tavira. Tuesdays 60+
ONLY, Olhão Thursdays, Olhão
from 9.30 to 11.30am, €3.
www.walkingfootballalgarve.com,
christopher.wright@hotmail.co.uk

Walking Football.Walking Football.Walking Football.Walking Football.Walking Football.
Wednesdays, 10am – midday,
Clube Desportivo de Odiaxere.
50+, just turn up. 960 234 641
Billandyvonne.harper@btinternet.com

Tavira County LawnTavira County LawnTavira County LawnTavira County LawnTavira County Lawn
Bowling Club Bowling Club Bowling Club Bowling Club Bowling Club - Cerro do
Leiria, Santa Catarina, Fonte
Bispo, Tavira. Roll-ups Mon,
Wed & Fri.  Joe Scott
963997582,
joe.scott121@btinternet.com

Crown Green at AlvorCrown Green at AlvorCrown Green at AlvorCrown Green at AlvorCrown Green at Alvor
bowling Clubbowling Clubbowling Clubbowling Clubbowling Club 10am. Peter or
Janette  966169747 or
965700536.

Adult FitnessAdult FitnessAdult FitnessAdult FitnessAdult Fitness
ProgrammesProgrammesProgrammesProgrammesProgrammes. 10am
beginners and +55’s, 11am
intermediate, every Monday/
Wednesday/Friday.  Meet at
Burger King Vilamoura. 919
339 396

Balaia Bowls ClubBalaia Bowls ClubBalaia Bowls ClubBalaia Bowls ClubBalaia Bowls Club,
Tuesdays and Fridays 9.45am,
Olhos de Água, Albufeira. Jill
935701155.

Touch Rugby. Touch Rugby. Touch Rugby. Touch Rugby. Touch Rugby. Lagoa,
Mondays and Wednesdays
8pm - 10pm. Men and women,
all ages welcome. Simon
Wilkinson
wilks89@hotmail.com,
282912280 / 924220173.

afpop - Badminton inafpop - Badminton inafpop - Badminton inafpop - Badminton inafpop - Badminton in
Silves. Silves. Silves. Silves. Silves. Thursdays, 8pm to
10pm. 910108730 or
suesharman9@gmail.com, .

Alvor Bowls ClubAlvor Bowls ClubAlvor Bowls ClubAlvor Bowls ClubAlvor Bowls Club, Every
Wednesday and Sunday,
10am. 282490280
www.alvorlawnbowls.com

Walking FootballWalking FootballWalking FootballWalking FootballWalking Football
Wednesdays, 9.30am -
11.30am. Lagos. 50+.
jerrydowd@hotmail.co.uk

Walking football Walking football Walking football Walking football Walking football Tuesdays
and Thursdays 9.30am.
Vilamoura. info@browns-
club.com or 289322740.

Valverde Lawn BowlsValverde Lawn BowlsValverde Lawn BowlsValverde Lawn BowlsValverde Lawn Bowls
ClubClubClubClubClub -  Every weekday from
10am, Almancil. Jen
282332628 or 937264287.

Algarve Hash HouseAlgarve Hash HouseAlgarve Hash HouseAlgarve Hash HouseAlgarve Hash House
HarriersHarriersHarriersHarriersHarriers meet weekly.
289413854 or 918806044.
www.algarvehhh.org

WORKSHOPS &
COURSES
Scottish Country DancingScottish Country DancingScottish Country DancingScottish Country DancingScottish Country Dancing.
Every Monday, 7.30pm –
9.30pm,  Nobel International
School on the N125 between
Lagoa and Porches.  Mardie
Cunningham, 282356029 /
964278432 or
rosevale45@gmail.com. 

Latin American andLatin American andLatin American andLatin American andLatin American and
Ballroom DancingBallroom DancingBallroom DancingBallroom DancingBallroom Dancing. Tues.
10am - 1pm Alvor. Wed 7pm -
8.30pm Carvoeiro. Caroline
961916821,
strictlydancingcarvoeiro@hotmail.com

Art Classes: Botanical ArtArt Classes: Botanical ArtArt Classes: Botanical ArtArt Classes: Botanical ArtArt Classes: Botanical Art
in Watercolours forin Watercolours forin Watercolours forin Watercolours forin Watercolours for
beginnersbeginnersbeginnersbeginnersbeginners. Weekly from 12
March. Vale D’el Rei every
Tuesday 1.45pm - 4.15pm 15
per class.Tel: 933669503
email: tonidade@yahoo.co.uk

afpop December Events
afpopafpopafpopafpopafpop Loulé Luncheon Loulé Luncheon Loulé Luncheon Loulé Luncheon Loulé Luncheon

at Restaurant Monte da Eira,
Clareanes on 19 December,
12.30pm for 1pm.  For more
information and bookings
contact Bert Shubrook, Email:
bertshubrook@gmail.com

afpopafpopafpopafpopafpop East Algarve East Algarve East Algarve East Algarve East Algarve
Christmas Cocktail DînatoireChristmas Cocktail DînatoireChristmas Cocktail DînatoireChristmas Cocktail DînatoireChristmas Cocktail Dînatoire
at Vila Monte Farm House,
Laranjal Restaurant  19
December 7.30pm to 10.30pm.
For bookings and  information
contact eastalgarve@afpop.com

Creating awareness for
dementia and loneliness

A new fundraising
organisation under the
registered charity, Associaçaõ
Guarda Chuva, has been
launched with the aim of raising
awareness and support those
whose lives are affected by
Dementia and Loneliness in the
Algarve and focuses
particularly on the Expat
community.

From 17 December, in line
with the aims as an
organisation, they will be
launching The Memory Lane
Happy Cafes in various
locations across the Algarve.

Memory Cafes are
wonderfully welcoming places
where people can feel
comfortable and safe without
being judged by others
because of their condition. It is
also a place where people can
come to make friends and feel
a part of the community again.
Importantly, Carers, family
members and friends can
source information advice and
support as well as share their
story with other people going
through a similar experience.

The Happy Cafes will

provide a way to enjoy
activities with people
experiencing a Dementia
journey as a break from the
normal routine. Family, friends
and their loved ones can
socialise, listen to music, play
games, and enjoy other
appropriate activities and
entertainment during the event.
The cafes provide a place of
mutual support where they can
exchange information to help
each other.

The association will be
kicking things off with a festive
bang at the Community Hall
behind the Guia Football Clube
Snack Bar in Guia. This is a
FREE event and everyone is
invited along to come and
enjoy some tea, coffee or
mulled wine, spiced orange
juice and a few sweet
Christmas nibbles while
listening to a small presentation
about Memory Lane and plans
to expand the cafes in the
2020. There will also be
Christmas carol singing with the
Guia Ladies Choir Group and
some other festive surprises for
guests to enjoy.
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Is this the easiest house plant to keep alive?
Lithops look like pebbles but can produce leaves, flowers and seed pods. An expert offers advice on how to grow these weird plants.

The easy-care
houseplant trend started
with cacti - but for those
who want a less spiky

look but the ease of a succulent,
lithops may be the answer.
Commonly known as pebble
plants, or living stones due to
their uncanny resemblance to
pebbly forms, lithops have a
stony camouflage to avoid

predation from passing grazing
animals in the wild, says Alex
Hankey, trials team leader at
RHS Garden Wisley, who
collects lithops.
Native to South Africa and
Namibia, they grow in very open,
exposed rocky plains, which
receive very little rainfall, so have
adapted to survive drought with a
swollen pair of leaves that store

water. These water-filled leaves
would provide a perfect snack for
a passing thirsty animal, hence
the stone-like camouflage.
As houseplants, they look
fantastic, like multi-coloured
living stones that can produce
daisy-like flowers - hence why
they’re so popular on social
media.
Each variety is as easy to care for
as any other. Hankey’s personal
favourites are Lithops dorotheae
and Lithops otzeniana, as they
have incredible patterning on
their leaves. In the wild they will
flower in the late winter or early
spring, but in cultivation in the
UK, they flower in late summer
and early autumn (September-
October).
Here’s what else you need to
know about them...

Where should you keepWhere should you keepWhere should you keepWhere should you keepWhere should you keep
t h e m ?t h e m ?t h e m ?t h e m ?t h e m ?
“They should be kept inside the
greenhouse year round to control
watering. If they are out in the
elements they will receive too
much rain as British summers
are still too wet for them,” says
Hankey.

What soil do they need toWhat soil do they need toWhat soil do they need toWhat soil do they need toWhat soil do they need to
thr ivethr ivethr ivethr ivethr ive?
“A very free-draining, loam-
based growing media is
required, including plenty of
added sand and grit. They don’t
require a fertile soil.”

How much watering do theyHow much watering do theyHow much watering do theyHow much watering do theyHow much watering do they
n e e d ?n e e d ?n e e d ?n e e d ?n e e d ?
“Not much. Don’t water from
October through to April, as this
will encourage rotting. During
the winter months they will be
slowly growing a new pair of
leaves that will push through the
centre of the old leaves,”
explains Hankey.
“These old leaves will wither and
die over the winter or spring.
Don’t make the mistake of
thinking the plant needs
watering as the leaves get older
and wither. Watering thoroughly
once a month during spring and
summer is sufficient.”

What other interestingWhat other interestingWhat other interestingWhat other interestingWhat other interesting
qualities do they have?qualities do they have?qualities do they have?qualities do they have?qualities do they have?
“Seed capsules, whose opening
is triggered by water. When wet,
the seed capsule slowly unfurls
forming a star shape, which then

allows the seed to be splashed
out of the capsule by rain
droplets.”
How tough are they?
“They are cold tolerant (down to
2-3 degrees Celsius), but not
frost hardy,” notes Hankey. “They
should be grown in a
greenhouse that is kept frost-free
during the winter and well
ventilated in the summer.”

What’s their ideal situation?What’s their ideal situation?What’s their ideal situation?What’s their ideal situation?What’s their ideal situation?
“They require a very sunny
location, as they will etiolate
(stretch to the light) if it is too
shady. If growing on a windowsill,
it needs to be south-facing.
Rotating the plants every week
will prevent them stretching
towards the light source.”

How can you show them off?How can you show them off?How can you show them off?How can you show them off?How can you show them off?
“They can be displayed
individually in terracotta pots with
a top dressing of grit,” suggests
Hankey. “Alternatively, many
different varieties can be grown
in a large pan or trough and
rocks/stones carefully positioned
to make your display look very
naturalistic.”
                                                          PA/TPN

Lithops are commonly known as pebble plants, or living stones due toLithops are commonly known as pebble plants, or living stones due toLithops are commonly known as pebble plants, or living stones due toLithops are commonly known as pebble plants, or living stones due toLithops are commonly known as pebble plants, or living stones due to
their uncanny resemblance to pebbly forms.their uncanny resemblance to pebbly forms.their uncanny resemblance to pebbly forms.their uncanny resemblance to pebbly forms.their uncanny resemblance to pebbly forms.
(Photo: Joanna Kossak/RHS/PA)(Photo: Joanna Kossak/RHS/PA)(Photo: Joanna Kossak/RHS/PA)(Photo: Joanna Kossak/RHS/PA)(Photo: Joanna Kossak/RHS/PA)
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How to deter burglars this Christmas
A former burglar and the police reveal how to keep your house secure over the festive season.

I f you’re looking forward to
Christmas, bear in mind that
thieves are gleefully
anticipating it too - last year,

there was a substantial increase
in insurance claims for burglaries
in winter, particularly over the
Christmas period.
The UK National Police Chiefs’
Council lead for burglary, Deputy
Chief Constable Chris Rowley,
says: “Police officers know how
distressing a burglary is for
victims, especially over the
Christmas period. It isn’t just the
loss of valuable and sentimental
items, but it can also leave
families feeling less safe in their
own home. We are totally
committed to tackling these
crimes.
“Simple things can be the most
effective way for homeowners and
businesses to prevent burglary -
such as ensuring all doors are
locked and valuables are kept out
of sight. It’s also sensible for
anyone who is leaving their home
unoccupied, to think carefully
about what they post on social
media and whether that post is
visible to anyone, or just family
and friends.”
Here, the police share tips to
prevent Christmas burglary, and
former burglar Michael Fraser
teams up with ADT Fire & Security,
to share unexpected things that
make your home vulnerable to
theft.

Double locking is keyDouble locking is keyDouble locking is keyDouble locking is keyDouble locking is key
Just one lock on a door isn’t
enough - the police say it’s
important to use a dead or
double lock on outside doors,
and Fraser warns that burglars
can use their foot to check
whether there’s a dead lock on
the door - if the door moves more

than two millimetres, they’ll know
a door isn’t double locked.
Remember to lock doors and
windows every time you leave the
house, even when you’re just in
the garden.

Don’t leave presents underDon’t leave presents underDon’t leave presents underDon’t leave presents underDon’t leave presents under
the treethe treethe treethe treethe tree
The police warn householders
not to leave presents under the
tree, particularly if they’re visible
from windows or doors.

Leave the lights on -Leave the lights on -Leave the lights on -Leave the lights on -Leave the lights on -
mindfu l l ymindfu l l ymindfu l l ymindfu l l ymindfu l l y
Although the police suggest that
when householders go out at
night, they should consider leaving
the lights on with the curtains
drawn, so it looks like someone’s
at home, Fraser warns they should
be mindful of where the lights are
on, as this can make valuable
belongings more visible to thieves.
That’s why it’s important curtains
or blinds are closed.

Careful disposalCareful disposalCareful disposalCareful disposalCareful disposal
Dispose of present packaging
carefully, as the police warn empty
boxes left outside can advertise
that you have new and desirable
goods inside your home.

Letterbox fishingLetterbox fishingLetterbox fishingLetterbox fishingLetterbox fishing
Avoid the risk of burglars stealing
valuable items from your home
through your letterbox, such as
keys lying on the side, by fitting a
cage to the inside of your
letterbox, suggests Fraser.

Keep cash elsewhereKeep cash elsewhereKeep cash elsewhereKeep cash elsewhereKeep cash elsewhere
Never keep large amounts of
cash at home.

Calendar cautionCalendar cautionCalendar cautionCalendar cautionCalendar caution
Appointments and festive
holidays listed on calendars will

give potential intruders a window
of opportunity to break into your
home undisturbed, Fraser points
out. Ensure information on any
calendars cannot be easily
viewed through a window.

Lock outbuildingsLock outbuildingsLock outbuildingsLock outbuildingsLock outbuildings
The police stress it’s important to
securely lock any sheds or
garages, so thieves can’t gain
access to ladders and tools
which they could use to get into
your home.

Selfie careSelfie careSelfie careSelfie careSelfie care
If a burglar has access to your
name through old post or
personal information, they can
easily find your social media
accounts too, warns Fraser.
Sharing holiday countdowns or
updates while you’re away is an
open invitation for burglars to

head into your home with the
knowledge that they won’t be
disturbed

Key accessKey accessKey accessKey accessKey access
The police warn householders
never to leave keys anywhere near
the front door, as burglars know
where to look. If you really need to
leave keys outside, so family and
friends have access to your
property, buy a key safe or install a
keyless lock and share access.

Digital diligenceDigital diligenceDigital diligenceDigital diligenceDigital diligence
If you have a digital alarm system,
make sure you keep it clean so
it’s not obvious which ones are
pressed frequently - if burglars
know what digits you’re using,
they can easily work out your
password, says Fraser, as
people are more likely to start
with lower numbers and work

Just one lock on a door isn’t enough - the police say it’s important to use a dead or double lock on outsideJust one lock on a door isn’t enough - the police say it’s important to use a dead or double lock on outsideJust one lock on a door isn’t enough - the police say it’s important to use a dead or double lock on outsideJust one lock on a door isn’t enough - the police say it’s important to use a dead or double lock on outsideJust one lock on a door isn’t enough - the police say it’s important to use a dead or double lock on outside
doors. (Photo: iStock/PA)doors. (Photo: iStock/PA)doors. (Photo: iStock/PA)doors. (Photo: iStock/PA)doors. (Photo: iStock/PA)

their way up the keypad when it
comes to numerical patterns.

Bathroom basicsBathroom basicsBathroom basicsBathroom basicsBathroom basics
Don’t just assume a burglary will
happen while you’re out - a
December 2018 Verisure UK
survey found over half of
burglaries occurred when
someone was at home, often
when householders are either
asleep or distracted. This can be
when you’re in the shower, and
Fraser says that as it’s easy for a
burglar to work out which room is
the bathroom, because of the
windows usually being
obscured, showering without
other lights on in your home gives
burglars a clear indication they’ll
have the time to grab some
valuables and make a quick exit
while you’re still working up a
lather.                                          PA/TPN
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Plan your dream 
Animal World
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Travel
Happy Festive Pets

Seasoned Santa visitor Claire
Spreadbury shares her insider tips for
a festive Finnish getaway.

Anyone who has
children dreams
of taking them to
see the big man

at Christmas.
We might have some pretty
amazing grottoes and
experiences over here, but
nothing beats seeing
Santa in his homeland.
It is, without doubt, the
most magical trip every
family wants to make - but
it’s not always an easy one.
Here, we reveal the secrets
you really should know
before heading to the
snowy lands to hunt down
Father Christmas...

Spend as much as youSpend as much as youSpend as much as youSpend as much as youSpend as much as you
can possibly afford oncan possibly afford oncan possibly afford oncan possibly afford oncan possibly afford on
your tripyour tripyour tripyour tripyour trip
Taking the family to
Lapland is one of the most
expensive getaways you’re
likely to take. But people do.
And it’s not just those who
have cash to splash -
people save up for years to
scrape the money together
and you’ll discover a real
mix of people of there - from
your so-called ‘average’
families, to Christmas-crazy
couples, and lots of
grannies and grandpas
making memories with
their grandchildren.
There are cheaper (yet still
expensive) and more luxe
options available, and I
would advise families to
spend as much as they
can. The uber-special
extras can make an
enormous difference to
your trip of a lifetime. And
even the basics can be
game-changing. A more
luxury holiday operator
might transport all of your
kit and cases to your room,
whereas a standard one
may expect you to drag
your suitcases across
snow and ice in order to
check in.

Prepare yourself for anPrepare yourself for anPrepare yourself for anPrepare yourself for anPrepare yourself for an
act ion-packedact ion-packedact ion-packedact ion-packedact ion-packed
schedu leschedu leschedu leschedu leschedu le
It’s likely you’ll need to
wake the kids up in the
middle of the night to get to
the airport in time for your
flight. It’s certain they’ll be
absolutely shattered when
you arrive, and possibly
really hungry because
there hasn’t been a chance
to eat for ages. You might
find a window to grab some
food after being kitted out
in suits and boots, but then
find the evening dinner is
only two hours later.
Small tired folk can be
pretty challenging,
especially after throwing
themselves down
toboggan runs, attempting
to learn how to use a kick-
sled and building at least
three snowmen. Lower
your expectations of this
being a perfectly perfect
trip. It will be fraught at
times, but still amazing.
Don’t ruin it by letting
yourself get uptight.

Everyone loves theEveryone loves theEveryone loves theEveryone loves theEveryone loves the
husk ieshusk ieshusk ieshusk ieshusk ies
Having a husky ride is most
people’s favourite part of
the trip. If you’re not a dog
fan (like me), you might
find them loud, yappy and a
bit scary, but there’s no
denying the beauty in those
piercing ice-blue eyes, and
the ride itself is so much
fun.
On my trip, we’re up and
out to the husky farm - a
big, snow-covered fir tree
expanse - super early. The
dogs are leaping and
barking and sniffing
everyone out from the
safety of their lock-ups.
After saying hello to the
fierce fluffballs, we head
into the nearby lodge and
warm our insides by
slurping warm berry juice

 Arctic Star hotel in Lapland. (Photo: Santa's Lapland/PA) Arctic Star hotel in Lapland. (Photo: Santa's Lapland/PA) Arctic Star hotel in Lapland. (Photo: Santa's Lapland/PA) Arctic Star hotel in Lapland. (Photo: Santa's Lapland/PA) Arctic Star hotel in Lapland. (Photo: Santa's Lapland/PA)

HOUDINI  is 1-year-old, very
sweet, good with other dogs.  Is
in foster home, but cannot stay,
if you would like to meet him call
Richard 935 367 492 or Jenny
(APAA) 919 041 903

LARANHINHO is a 1-year-old
neutered male. A forever nice
family is his dream. Please don’t
hesitate and call Corinna on
918552788 or send an email: ccc.
carvoeirocatcharity@gmail.com

SUZIE is approx.1-year-old.
Sweet-natured but nervous until
she trusts you. Vaccinated, micro-
chipped and sterilised. Email:
cadelacarlota.comp@gmail.com

DOZER was born Dec 2018 and
is a Portuguese bull mastiff. Large
and strong but with a soft and
playful personality. Now trained
and ready for adoption as a
family pet. Sterilised, micro-
chipped and vaccinated. Email:
cadelacarlota.comp@gmail.com

With many people choosing to go away over Christmas and
New Year it is important to be sure to find your pet a safe
place to stay or to ensure that suitable travel arrangements
can be made if they will be going with you.

Whether you are
staying at
home this
festive season

or will be going away, it is
important to be aware of
the well being of your pet.
Keep your pets safe over
Christmas and New Year
and throughout the cooler
winter months by following
a few top tips:

Safe homesSafe homesSafe homesSafe homesSafe homes
With all the decorations,
different plants, ornaments
and candles around at this
time of the year, the house
can be an intriguing place
for pets, eager to seek out
new sights and smells.
Take care to make sure
anything dangerous is out

of reach, especially
electrical cords which
should be taped down to
prevent injuries.
Anyone with pets will know
that a Christmas tree can
be a source of constant
entertainment for curious
cats and playful pups.
Make life easier for
everyone by firstly securing
your tree well so it is less
likely to be knocked over
and try to place ornaments
on higher branches to
lessen the temptation for
batting potentially
breakable objects that may
cut your pet.
Candles can also be
problematic, so it’s best to
avoid burning them or put
them far out of pets’ reach.

Seasonal plants like holly,
mistletoe and poinsettia
plants are poisonous to
dogs and cats, so if you
plan to decorate your home
with them, place them in
an area your pet cannot
reach.

Food wiseFood wiseFood wiseFood wiseFood wise
Boxes of biscuits and tins
of sweets can usually be
found around the house at
Christmas and while it may
be tempting to want to
share your treats with your
pets it is important to resist
the urge.
Even small amounts of
human food can potentially
cause serious health
issues for pets so instead
opt for pet friendly treats,
designed specifically for
animals.

Keep calmKeep calmKeep calmKeep calmKeep calm
If you have visitors over at
Christmas, or plan to travel
during the holidays then
remember that this can
leave your pet feeling
particularly anxious.
Take the time to keep your
pet calm or make sure that
they have a safe space to
retreat to away from the
noise and commotion.
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next to the roaring fire,
before being called for our
rides.
My body feels like it’s
completing some sort of
lower-body workout. My
glutes have gone from
feeling tight to being
completely numb, and my
inner thighs pang like I’ve
been on the abductor
machine. If it wasn’t for my
ice-cold toes and the fact I
have two children sat in
between my legs, I’d have
sworn I’d been to the gym.
But this is the sort of
workout you only get in
Lapland.
Icy snowflakes land on my
face and the wooden
sleigh creaks and waggles
as it’s dragged along
behind six fluffy little husky
bums. Any pain I feel as we
slide over rocks, skid
passed trees and even take
flight as we hurtle over a
bump melts away as I hear
the sound of my two
daughters, six-year-old
Poppy and nine-year-old
Rosie, explode in to a
chorus of cackles.

Slicing through the icy
tracks, we get thrown to the
left, bumped to the right
and it’s everything Lapland
dreams are made of.

Skidoos can beSkidoos can beSkidoos can beSkidoos can beSkidoos can be
exciting but scaryexciting but scaryexciting but scaryexciting but scaryexciting but scary
I’ve had a couple of
experiences with skidoos,
and neither of them have
been great. I should put my
hands up here to explain
I’m not a confident driver,
so ploughing though snow
on a machine that’s fairly
fast and dangerous doesn’t
appeal to me as much as it
might my husband.
The first time I drove one, I
got stuck. Twice. And that
last encounter left myself
and my then-six-year-old-
daughter Rosie at a 45-
degree angle fearing for
our lives, before she
stormed off refusing to get
on a skidoo with me ever
again. I completely
understood, and never
wanted to get on one again
either.
This time, after getting
kitted out with balaclavas

and helmets, we’re given
some short instructions
about how to drive a skidoo
and some long
explanations about how
we’ll have to stump up the
best part of a grand if we
crash the vehicle. The track
might not be too snowy, but
we head out for a decent
distance and encounter
other vehicles, hills, slopes
and dark skies.
Anyone not put off by the
crash fee or course seems
to have a whale of a time,
but myself and several
other parents decide to join
the little ones in the skidoo-
pulled sleigh, which is
super fun when we zip
through a tunnel at a
decent speed.

It’s easy to forget theIt’s easy to forget theIt’s easy to forget theIt’s easy to forget theIt’s easy to forget the
real reason you’rereal reason you’rereal reason you’rereal reason you’rereal reason you’re
h e r eh e r eh e r eh e r eh e r e
You came to see Santa. But
since arriving, you’ve been
so busy admiring reindeer,
throwing yourself around
on the ice, doing activities
and making memories, it’s
easy to forget about him.

When the time comes
though, there’s nothing
quite like the anticipation
that fills your heart, and the
nervously excited glances
in every child’s eyes.
We’re busying ourselves
trying out tandem skiing,
kick-sleds and mini
skidoos kids can drive in a
small circles, harnessed to
a tree, while gobbling
gingerbread biscuits
dunked into hot juice when
our names are called. We
climb into a proper wooden
sleigh, pulled by a slow
and beautiful reindeer.
We’re gently pulled
towards a little wooden hut,
climb out and are greeted
by elves. Their strangely
infectious, high-pitched
little language has the girls
in stitches, before Poppy
looks and listens hard to
work out what they’re
saying. In the end, she
shakes her head,
flummoxed, and
concludes they’re “very,

very weird”.
As we make our way round
to the big wooden door,
Rosie and Poppy are
invited to knock as hard as
they can on it. Eventually,
an elf creaks it open and
we venture inside. There’s
a roaring fire and colourful
Christmas decorations
inside a snug little
sanctuary. Father
Christmas sits, belly
undulating, in his chair,
clutching two letters written
to him - one from Rosie

and one from Poppy. The
girls become remarkably
quiet and self-conscious as
they take a seat next to him,
and he asks them to read
their letters aloud.
After a short chat and some
family snaps, Santa hands
over two wrapped up
parcels containing soft,
snuggly reindeer toys, and
we say thank you before
heading out into the snow.
The girls smile silently,
beaming at each other in
disbelief.

Reindeer in Lapland. (Photo: Santa's Lapland/PA)Reindeer in Lapland. (Photo: Santa's Lapland/PA)Reindeer in Lapland. (Photo: Santa's Lapland/PA)Reindeer in Lapland. (Photo: Santa's Lapland/PA)Reindeer in Lapland. (Photo: Santa's Lapland/PA)

 Arctic Star hotel in Lapland. (Photo: Santa's Lapland/PA) Arctic Star hotel in Lapland. (Photo: Santa's Lapland/PA) Arctic Star hotel in Lapland. (Photo: Santa's Lapland/PA) Arctic Star hotel in Lapland. (Photo: Santa's Lapland/PA) Arctic Star hotel in Lapland. (Photo: Santa's Lapland/PA)
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Perfect pork and potatoes You think you know potatoes, and then you discover whatYou think you know potatoes, and then you discover whatYou think you know potatoes, and then you discover whatYou think you know potatoes, and then you discover whatYou think you know potatoes, and then you discover what

The Quality Chop House does to them.The Quality Chop House does to them.The Quality Chop House does to them.The Quality Chop House does to them.The Quality Chop House does to them.

Chef Shaun Searley
began putting confit
potatoes on the London
restaurant’s menu back

in 2013 but they weren’t a
guarantee to begin with - you
might have been in luck on any
given day, or crushingly, you
might not.
Then punters cottoned onto
these crisp, boxy, deep-fried
layered potato inventions, striped
with mustard dressing, and
refused to give them up,
meaning the Chop House
kitchen is now utterly “held
ransom” by them. If Searley takes
them off the menu, or heaven
forbid runs out, “it causes
mayhem. We can’t not have them
in,” he says wryly.
At least you can now actually
make them at home too, thanks
to the restaurant’s new,
eponymous cookbook. It’s an
ideal development if you don’t
live in London but need a confit
chip fix.

Pork chopsPork chopsPork chopsPork chopsPork chops
“Chops are, of course, what QCH
was originally designed to serve
in the 1800s, to give the factory
workers of Clerkenwell a hot
meat lunch,” the team behind
London restaurant, The Quality
Chop House, explain.
“Whether those Victorian chops
were as ‘quality’ as the restaurant
claimed is debatable. Today, at
least, we think our chops definitely
live up to our name. It’s the
thickness rather than the weight of
a pork chop that is most
important; a chop that is too thin,
such as you might find on a
supermarket shelf, will overcook.”
Ingredients:
(Serves 2)
2 Mangalitza pork chops, 4cm
thick

1. Preheat the oven to 90°C.
2. Use a sharp knife to remove
the rind from the pork chop but
leave on the thick layer of fat -
you’ll be rendering it down and

the resulting hot fat means you
can caramelise the meat
perfectly.
3. Score the fat. Place a dry frying
pan over a low heat and lay the
chop in the pan, fat-side down, to
render for 10 minutes. You should
end up with a good centimetre of
cooked fat on the chop, as well as
about a centimetre of hot pork fat
in the pan. Increase to a medium-
high heat. Lay the chop sideways
in the pan and cook it for two
minutes on each side; you want to
turn the chop four times in total -
so, cook one side for one minute,
turn, cook the other side for one
minute, turn and repeat. You
should have a deep, caramelised
crust on both sides after these four
turns.
4. Remove from the heat and take
it out of the pan. Rest for three to
four minutes, then pop it into the
preheated oven to cook for 10-15
minutes. Rest for another 10
minutes and serve.
5. It will cut like butter and eat like
butter - and the fat will be insanely
delicious.

Confit potatoesConfit potatoesConfit potatoesConfit potatoesConfit potatoes
“Our confit potatoes have become
rather legendary,” explain the
team behind London restaurant,
The Quality Chop House. “They
are the only dish we haven’t once
taken off the menu since their
happy conception in spring 2013.
“We’d just opened the restaurant
and needed to find something to
serve with the chops. Shaun was
adamant that QCH didn’t need
chips - next thing you know we’d
have squeezy ketchup on the
tables - but we obviously needed
something indulgent, and
probably potato-based. We
started making layered potatoes
and after much trial and error and
refrying leftovers, [head chef]
Shaun landed on these crispy
golden nuggets.

“What with the slicing, layering
and overnight chilling, these are
something of a labour of love - but
they’re worth it. Do use Maris
Pipers: they have the perfect
sugar-starch-water content to
prevent collapse while cooking.”
Ingredients:
(Serves 6)
1kg Maris Piper potatoes
125g duck fat
1tbsp salt
Oil, for frying
Maldon salt, to taste
Mustard dressing (see below)
For the mustard dressing:
425g Dijon mustard
Juice of 1/2 lemon
1/2tsp cider vinegar
375ml vegetable oil

1. Make the mustard dressing. Mix
the mustard, lemon juice and
vinegar in a large bowl, then whisk
in the vegetable oil until
emulsified. Store in squeezy
bottles in the fridge until you’re
ready to use.
2. Preheat the oven to 120°C and
line a standard 1.7-litre terrine
mould with baking parchment.
3. Peel and wash the potatoes,
then use a mandoline to slice
them as thinly as possible. In a

large bowl, toss the slices
thoroughly with the duck fat and
salt. Layer the potatoes in the
mould, one slice at a time, until
you’ve built up multiple tiers. Once
you’ve used up all the potato, cover
the top with baking parchment and
cook for about three hours until the
potatoes are completely tender.
4. Place a small baking tray or
plate on top of the baking
parchment covering the potatoes,
along with a few heavy weights (we
find tins work well) and leave to
cool, then refrigerate overnight to
compress.
5. The next day, remove from the
tray and cut the potato into 3x3cm
pieces.
6. Heat enough oil for deep-fat
frying to 190°C, either in a deep
fryer or a heavy-based saucepan.
Fry the pieces for about four
minutes until croissant-gold.
Sprinkle over some Maldon salt,
drizzle with mustard dressing and
eat immediately.
THE QUALITY CHOP HOUSE:
Modern Recipes And Stories
From A London Classic by
William Lander, Daniel
Morgenthau & Shaun Searley,
photography by Andrew
Montgomery.  Available now.

Pork chop. (Photo: Andrew Montgomery/PA)Pork chop. (Photo: Andrew Montgomery/PA)Pork chop. (Photo: Andrew Montgomery/PA)Pork chop. (Photo: Andrew Montgomery/PA)Pork chop. (Photo: Andrew Montgomery/PA)
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When the dentist and the patient are on
the same team

DR. CRIS PIESSENNNNNN

Anxiety, doubts, and fear. As dark as they can be, such feelings do not exist only
when we see a thriller or when misfortune strikes our lives.

They are also
common among
many dentistry
patients. And, no –

as much as we would love
to, we are not joking. Even
though we live in the 21st

century, bad memories
associated with a trip to the
dentist are still quite fresh in
the minds of many people.
By now, you have probably
heard of dental anxiety
and, in essence, we all
know how to describe the
concept. It is nothing other
than the dread that
prevents us from
scheduling an
appointment for years.
Sometimes, however, it
also manifests as the
helplessness we
experience as soon as we
sit in the dentist’s chair, or
even as the fear of what
might happen when
treatment begins.
Regardless of whether we
expect pain or another
unpleasant feeling, this is
a real problem.
Fortunately, the key to
solving it lies within what
makes us all human

beings: empathy and the
ability to understand each
other. Exactly! As
impressive and helpful as
conscious sedation can
be, there are other (and
more powerful) tools we
can use to overcome such
fear and anxiety. As
human beings who share
the same goal (to improve
the oral condition of a
patient), we just need to
learn how to connect the
best way possible.
Obviously, both
technology and new
procedures are important
to provide excellent
treatment. Even so, the
best professional is the
one that also listens to the
anxieties, questions, and
expectations of those who
come to the consulting
room after so much
hesitation or despair. This
is what will make the
patient feel they were
respected, understood
and valued as a person.
This is also what will
make them willing to
return and endure a
complex treatment or

embrace long-term
dental care.
And do you know what is
more beautiful than
returning home with a
completely rehabilitated
mouth? The feeling we
experience when a friend
of ours manages to
overcome a great and
difficult challenge. In fact,
few experiences could be
as rewarding to any human
being like the feeling of
shared victory. Again, as
people, we crave for
connection and whenever
we witness someone we
value feeling happy or
relieved, we cannot help
but feel the same way. That
is what separates us –
regardless of our
profession – from mere
automatons or machines.
Just like two teammates, or
even two partners in a
dance, is the sort of
relationship we should
develop every day between
patient and dentist.
For further advice, contact
Dr Cris Piessens by calling
289 589 080 or email
info@crispiessensclinic.comFor further advice or discuss dental anxiety or doubts, contact Cris Piessens.For further advice or discuss dental anxiety or doubts, contact Cris Piessens.For further advice or discuss dental anxiety or doubts, contact Cris Piessens.For further advice or discuss dental anxiety or doubts, contact Cris Piessens.For further advice or discuss dental anxiety or doubts, contact Cris Piessens.
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Can stress cause hair loss?

Shedding hair is
normal - experts say
we can lose up to
100 strands per day.

But if you’ve noticed
excessive amounts of hair in
your plughole, and that your
hair is noticeably thinning or
bald patches have
appeared, it could be a sign
of that something’s not right.
Hair loss can be very
distressing to deal with,
especially feeling like you
have no control over what’s
happening, so it’s only
natural that losing it may be
a frightening thought.
But the first rule of hair loss is
not to panic. There are lots of
things that can trigger us to
shed more than usual - like
a nutritional deficiency,
dramatic weight loss or even
just old age. Hormonal
changes or imbalances
may also be a factor. In
some cases, increased hair
loss may be a specific form
of alopecia, such as
alopecia areata which
causes patchy baldness.
Stress-related hair loss is

also not uncommon - and
with rates of chronic stress
and burnout on the rise, if
you’ve noticed your stress
levels taking a toll physically,
you’re not alone.
If you’re concerned about
hair loss, it’s a good idea to
see your GP. They’ll be able
to advise on possible
causes and how to manage
the situation.

Hair loss can beHair loss can beHair loss can beHair loss can beHair loss can be
triggered by stresstriggered by stresstriggered by stresstriggered by stresstriggered by stress
We asked Karen Wong,
consultant dermatologist at
HCA at The Shard, part of
London Bridge Hospital to
explain more...

Can stress cause hairCan stress cause hairCan stress cause hairCan stress cause hairCan stress cause hair
loss?loss?loss?loss?loss?
In a nutshell: yes. It’s
something we’re used to
seeing portrayed in TV and
film, but it’s no myth that
stress can literally make
your hair fall out. This is
known as alopecia; a
general term for hair loss.
However, it’s important to
remember: not everyone

experiences stress-related
hair loss - but this does not
mean some people are
‘better’ at handling stress
than others. In fact, there’s a
lot of mystery around
alopecia, but some experts
believe genetics and
abnormal immune system
responses may play a key
part.
“It isn’t fully clear how stress
affects hair, but what we do
know is that the skin and
mind are connected and
communicate with each
other in some way,” explains
Wong. “Based on this
knowledge, many experts
believe that stress may
result in neurochemicals
being released from the
brain, that can modify the
way our skin’s immune
system behaves,
predisposing us to skin and
hair conditions.”
There are three main ways
that stress can affect your
locks:
1. Telogen Effluvium1. Telogen Effluvium1. Telogen Effluvium1. Telogen Effluvium1. Telogen Effluvium
Acute stress - caused by
accidents, break-ups and
surgery, for example - can
sometimes lead to ‘acute
telogen effluvium’, or
reflective hair shedding.
“Telogen Effluvium, also
known as TE, is a form of
temporary hair loss which
typically causes dramatic
shedding of hair from all
over the scalp and loss of
total volume of hair,” says
Wong.
She explains that, at any
given time, about 85-90% of
the hair on a person’s head
is actively growing. This is
what’s known as the anagen
phase.
“Typically, the anagen
phase lasts between two to

seven years before it enters
a short transition phase
when the hair follicle stops
growing. This is followed by
a resting phase which lasts
for two to four months, after
which the old hair is
expelled and then replaced
by a new hair.”
In a person with TE, trigger
factors - such as stress - can
push more hairs into the
telogen phase prematurely,
resulting in increased
shedding. Reassuringly,
Wong says TE doesn’t
cause complete baldness,
although the hair becomes
more noticeably thin.
2. Alopecia areata2. Alopecia areata2. Alopecia areata2. Alopecia areata2. Alopecia areata
Alopecia areata is a
condition that causes
specific spots or patches of
baldness to appear in
random areas on your scalp.
These are usually circular
with defined, noticeable
edges and can vary in size;
they’re typically around the
size of a coin but can be
bigger.
It’s largely believed to be an
autoimmune disorder,
which causes your body to
confuse certain hair cells as
foreign enemies and attack
them. “There can be several
triggers for alopecia areata,
and factors that can make
some people more at risk
than others - such as having
a personal or family history
of other autoimmune
conditions, like thyroid
disease or vitiligo,” says
Wong. “However, some
patients can link the onset of
their alopecia areata to a
stressful life event.”
3. Trichotillomania3. Trichotillomania3. Trichotillomania3. Trichotillomania3. Trichotillomania
Ever had the urge to pull out
your hair when you’re highly
stressed? There’s a name
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Watery eyes in winter

DR. MED
ALEN SULZBACHER

NNNNN

The winter weather presents new and different reasons to
protect our eyes. Sometimes it can affect our vision, or exacerbate an eye condition.

In cold and windy conditions,
many people complain that their
eyes water more than normal.
Colder, windier and all-round

harsher weather causes tears to
evaporate more quickly, sending
your tear ducts into overdrive in an
attempt to keep your eyes protected.
In fact, these factors typically cause
dry eyes which surprisingly enough,
are often the primary cause of watery
eyes.
The eyes are protected by a layer of
moisture. As this dries out, the tear
ducts end up producing too many
tears in order to compensate for the
external factor like the cold weather
that’s drying out your eyes. These tears
can then begin to spill out of the eye,
causing watery eyes.
There are some tips for prevention or
to minimise the discomfort caused by
dry eyes and watery in winter.
People tend to spend much more time
indoors watching more television and
more time using computers. If we are
doing anything that needs a lot of
visual attention we blink much less
that means the symptoms gets worse.
Remember to take breaks and look at
something away from the long

standing focusing point.
The lower levels of light in winter can
make reading and close tasks more
difficult. Extra light in general can
help and lighting should be directed
exactly where you need it most.
Avoid high central heating, use a
humidifier at work and at home.
Opening windows for a few minutes
on cold days will also help.
The proper treatment for dry eyes
depends upon the cause. Adding
extra moisture to watery eyes may
seem counter-productive, but the
drops of tears substitute will help to

stop your eyes drying out in the first
place which, is often the cause of
watery eyes.
I would recommend using some
good eye drops regularly and to have
good quality of ultraviolet protection
sunglasses.  Do not forget that a
proper medical evaluation by eye
specialist is important to rule out
medical conditions.
Let´s keep our eyes healthy and enjoy
our sunny winter season!
For further advice, please contact Dr.
med. Alen Sulzbacher by calling 289
353 433, 289 543 545 or 218 025 501

Stress can be an important trigger
in hair loss conditions.

for compulsive hair-pulling:
trichotillomania.
It can often be a response to
dealing with negative or
uncomfortable feelings,
such as stress, anxiety or
tension.
Also known as ‘trich’, the
urge to pull hair might also
extend to other places, such
as eyebrows or eyelashes.
The NHS say it’s more
common in teenagers and
young adults and tends to
affect girls more often than
boys. The condition can be
very distressing and
sometimes cause extensive
hair loss. However, there are
therapies and strategies that
can help and lots of people
are able to manage the
problem successfully.
Will the hair grow back?
The good news is, stress-
related hair loss doesn’t
usually happen overnight
and there are often ways you
can reverse it. For some
people with alopecia, hair
loss may be an ongoing
cycle of shedding and
regrowth and in some cases
can be severe - although this
is rare.

“It is important for people to
avoid self-diagnosing their
alopecia,” says Wong, “and
to see a specialist who can
provide an accurate
diagnosis and
management plan.
“In stress-related TE, the
hair will recover on its own,
provided the initial trigger
resolves. The hair cycle
tends to normalise and the
hair will gradually start to
grow back. There is,
however, a lag phase before
recovery is noticeable.
“When alopecia areata,
appears in adulthood in
small localised areas, the
outlook is good too,” she
adds. “Up to 80% of patients
can spontaneously regrow
hair even without treatment,
usually within the year.
However, the condition can
be unpredictable and may
get worse before it gets
better.”
If stress is a trigger, Wong
advises booking an
appointment with your GP or
a dermatologist - they will be
able to recommend good
counselling support too.
                                          PA/TPN
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For more information  Tel:
286518059/932894709
email: m2mblinds@
hotmail.com or visit:
www.m2mblinds.com

LuzDoc/
Medilagos
For further information Tel.
Dr. Nadia Brandford on:
282 780 700/282 788 217
or visit: www.luzdoc.com

For more information
contact Surali Shah-Neville
Bsc (Hons) Optometry or one
of her team on: 282761506

SN&N Optico

M2M Blinds

For further information Tel:
Lagos Tel (+351) 282 762
383  or visit www.
bedroomsextraalgrave.com

Bedrooms
Extra

2019 The best year so far for
M2M Blinds

It’s Winter – time for a new mattress
for a better night’s sleep?

Sporting injuries: Prevention is
better than cure

Check the health of your eyes

Long established business M2M Blinds
have had another successful year, 2019
has proved to be their best to date.
Concerned that Brexit would have a
massive impact it has not been the case
for this year anyway. ‘We are already
looking forward to 2020 after 14 years of
working across the Algarve we know we
have one of the best known names out
there for quality, service and products.
With countless recommendations and
returning clients year on year makes us
very proud of what we have achieved’
explained Jane Bird, who together with
husband Denny, run M2M Blinds.

M2M boast a large range of products
and services that they built over the years
including internal blinds , external awnings

and blinds, bioclimate pergolas, UPVC
windows and doors as well as offering
aluminium, glass curtains and glass
fencing , electric towel rails and radiators,
and this years newly launched product
steel carports that can also be combined
with solar panel roofs to charge electric
cars.

After 14 years solid work Jane and
Denny have decided to have a well
deserved break for 6 weeks from the 17th

January to visit family and friends in
Australia , so sadly you will only be able to
contact them via email during this time.

Everyone at M2M Blinds would like to
wish all their clients , friends and family a
very happy Christmas and prosperous and
healthy New Year for 2020.

Following decades of trading experience
within the Algarve, Bedrooms Extra know
what they’re doing with regard to UK beds.
They import a wide range of mattresses and
divans that comply with British Safety
Standards, so there will always a mattress
to suit every requirement.

As they only sell from their extensive
stock, there is no delay in having your bed
delivered and getting that all important good
night’s sleep.  Choosing a mattress is a very
personal decision – it’s certainly not a case
of one size fits all.

It’s very important that you lie on the bed
and see if it gives you the support and level
of comfort that suits your needs.

Very often if you have back or joint
problems, you don’t need a firm or hard
mattress, but one that provides a mix of
both support and comfort.  All of the beds
are imported from the UK, so there is no
confusion on their size as they are all

standard UK sizes, Single 90 x 190,
Double 135 x 190, King-size 150 x 200 and
Super-king 180 x 200.  Delivery covering
the whole of the Algarve is all part of the
service.

The bed ranges unique to Bedrooms
Extra are well known brands such as
Relyon, Dura Beds and the MLily range
(now with an additional 20% off). The MLily
range have removable covers, are backed
by a 5 year guarantee and are also infused
with a cooling gel.

Bedrooms Extra offer everything from
the traditional pocket sprung tufted
mattress to the multi-layered and varied
graded foam or even a hybrid!  They also
stock a range of quality pillows, mattress
protectors, duvets, and of course, UK sized
bedding. We look forward to welcoming
you to our Lagos showroom to try the beds
and see where your next good night’s
sleep could come from.

Football is the most practiced sport in the
world, and Portugal is no exception. The
practice of football brings numerous
benefits, whether they are physical,
psychological or social in nature. However,
as it is a sport in which contact or collision
may occur, there is a risk of injury. Given the
high participation rates, the prevalence of
injuries in adults and adolescents is
increasing. Therefore, efforts are required
to prevent injuries and ensure the safety and
optimal musculoskeletal health of all players.

Regarding types of injury, the most
common are muscle injuries, especially in
the posterior thigh muscles, followed by
ligament injuries such as anterior cruciate
ligament ruptures or injuries of the ankle
ligaments after tibiotarsal sprain, and
contusion / hematoma lesions. Injuries such
as lumbago (lower back pain) and pubalgia
(groin pain) also occur relatively frequently
and are important to prevent.

Some studies have already shown that
with a multifactorial prevention approach the
rate of injury in football can be reduced.

 The role of the team doctor is
fundamental in the preventive process, and
should liaise with other professionals
(exercise specialists, physiotherapists,
coaches) in order to collaborate in adapting
their adopted training methodologies.

 It is important, in addition to mastering the
specific sporting modules and their main
associated injuries, to have a thorough
knowledge of the individual characteristics
of each player (clinical history, data post
musculoskeletal and functional evaluation)
and training principles for appropriate
systemic planning. It is also crucial to master
the epidemiology of injury to identify risk
factors (both intrinsic and extrinsic) and take
early action to prevent injury.

The approach should be holistic and
count on the collaboration of various
professionals. This should take into account
aspects as crucial as performing an initial
functional assessment, which will allow for
subsequent correction of asymmetries and
movement patterns; the additional inclusion
of Core training, balance and plyometrics
(exercises in which muscles exert maximum
force in short intervals of time) and the use
of myofascial release techniques (useful for
treating skeletal muscle immobility and pain
by relaxing contracted muscles, improving
blood and lymphatic circulation, and
stimulating the stretch reflex in muscles). The
doctor  shrive to understand and coordinate
the preventive process in order to suggest
the adoption of strategies that reduce the
number and severity of injuries suffered by
football players.

Dr. Nadia Brandford
General Practitioner / Sports Medicine
Luzdoc International Medical Service

With so many
frames and
lenses out there
to choose from
we can
sometimes forget
the primary
reason to visit
your optician; to
check the health
of your eyes.

There are
many diseases
and associated
conditions which
can be picked up
with an eye test,
including
glaucoma, cataracts and diabetes.
The College of Optometrists in the UK
recommends a yearly check for children
under 16 and every two years for adults
and at SN&N Optico the focus is always
on encouraging regular eye exams for
good health.

A very common complaint here in the
sunny Algarve is Allergic Conjunctivitis:

The two most common types of allergic
conjunctivitis are seasonal allergic
conjunctivitis (SAC) and perennial allergic
conjunctivitis (PAC). Both are triggered by
an immune reaction when you come into
contact with a particular substance you
are allergic to, leading to symptoms such
as itching and sneezing.

 Eye allergies often affect the
conjunctiva, a clear layer of skin overlying
the eyes, which is the same type of skin
that lines the inside of the nose; this is why
the same allergens (e.g. pollen, grass, dust
and pet dander) can trigger the same
allergic response in both areas.

 The main symptom of eye allergies is
itchy eyes and may be associated with

redness, watering, a burning sensation,
and mucous production and blurring.

 Diagnosis of eye allergies are usually
made from symptoms and by examining the
front of the eyes with a slit lamp (a special
microscope) to check for dilated blood
vessels, conjunctival swelling and eyelid
swelling, all of which are indicative of an
allergic reaction.

If you can identify and avoid the
particular agent you are allergic to,
symptoms will improve dramatically.
Unfortunately, this is not always easy or
possible! Some of the following treatments
can provide relief from eye allergies:
applying cold compresses, using artificial
tears as needed, allergy eye drops and oral
antihistamines. Avoid rubbing your eyes
as this can worsen symptoms.

Unfortunately, other than avoidance of
the allergens, allergic conjunctivitis
cannot be prevented. Although it is an
annoying inconvenience and can
sometimes make daily activities
miserable, no long-term vision loss is to be
expected.
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Villa Piri Piri
Beautiful country property in Vale Telheiro, close to many
amenities yet part of a peaceful and friendly community.

This charming four-bedroom country property
is located a few minutes from the bustling town of
Loulé, with its cute boutique shops, crafts, famous
indoor market with fresh local produce, fantastic
schools, a private hospital, lively restaurants as
well as all the other amenities one may require.
Beaches, golf courses and Faro Airport are only
15 minutes away.

Beautifully finished, the villa has contemporary
interiors and features a bright open-plan living and
dining area with a fully equipped kitchen. The
kitchen’s large island is a perfect hub to catch up
with family and friends whilst cooking and
enjoying a glass of local wine. A wood burning
fireplace and underfloor heating create a warm and
inviting ambiance for those few cold and rainy days
in the Algarve this time of year. The master and
guest suites are south-facing and have direct
terrace access, overlooking the swimming pool.
The villa has two additional bedrooms (one of
which has been converted to a large laundry room,

but can easily be changed back to a bedroom) that
share a bathroom. There is also a cloakroom for
guests.

Outside near the swimming pool is a covered
barbecue and al fresco dining area, perfect for
taking advantage of the long summer days. The
attractive, easy-to-maintain landscaped gardens
include a variety of fruit trees, cacti and succulents
and have automatic irrigation. In addition, the
property is fully fenced with automatic gates and
has a private bore-hole. The energy rating is B-.

This villa is a must see for anyone looking for a
private retreat in the countryside! For further
information, contact us on 289 155 930 or visit
our website www.qp.pt.

At QP Savills, with offices in Quinta do Lago,
Vale do Lobo and Loulé, we are proud to feature
some of the best properties from across the
beautiful Algarve coast. If you are interested in
buying or selling a property in the Algarve, for a
fresh approach, call us!

For more information about this beautiful property (REF 84457) priced at €795,000, please contact
QP Savills. Tel: (+351) 289 155 930, email: loulé@qp.pt or visit: www.qp.pt
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SATURDAY 14
BBC One
06.00 Breakfast.
10.00 Saturday Kitchen Live.
11.30 Flour Power.
12.00 Football Focus.
13.00 BBC News; Weather.
13.15 Doddie Weir: One More Try.
14.15 Escape to the Country.
15.15 Animal Park Christmas

Special.
16.00 Final Score.
17.10 BBC News; Weather.
17.30 Pointless Celebrities.
18.20 The Hit List.
19.05 Strictly Come Dancing: The

Final.
21.10 Michael McIntyre’s Big

Show.
22.10 BBC News; Weather;
22.25 National Lottery Update.
22.30 Match of the Day.
23.50 The NFL Show.
00.20 FILM:FILM:FILM:FILM:FILM: The Heist (2009).
01.45 Weather for the Week Ahead.
01.50 BBC News.

BBC Two
06.40 Top Class.
07.10 Blue Peter: Countdown to

Christmas.
07.40 The Amelia Gething Complex.
08.20 Deadly 60 on a Mission.
08.50 FILM: FILM: FILM: FILM: FILM: Tinker Bell and the

Pirate Fairy (2014).
10.00 Robot Wars.
11.00 Snow Babies.
12.00 MasterChef: The Professionals.
14.00 Nigella’s Christmas Table.
15.00 Best House in Town.
15.30 Back in Time for Christmas.
17.30 FILM: FILM: FILM: FILM: FILM: Nativity! (2009).
19.10 Reindeer Family & Me.
20.10 Attenborough and the Giant

Dinosaur.
21.10 Rod Stewart: Reel Stories.
21.40 Imagine - Rod Stewart: Can’t

Stop Me Now.
23.05 Rod Stewart Live at Hyde

Park.
00.05 FILM:FILM:FILM:FILM:FILM: Just Jim (2015).
01.25 The Name of the Rose.
02.20 This Is BBC Two.

ITV London
06.00 CITV.
07.30 Scrambled!: Scrambled!
07.35 Scrambled!: Mr Magoo.
07.50 Scrambled!: Mr Bean: The

Animated Series.
08.10 Scrambled!: The Rubbish

World of Dave Spud.
08.30 Scrambled!: Be Cool,

Scooby-Doo!
09.05 Scrambled!: Mighty

Magiswords!
09.25 ITV News.
09.30 James Martin’s Saturday

Morning at Christmas.
11.40 John and Lisa’s Weekend

Kitchen.
12.40 Nadia’s Family Feasts.
13.40 ITV News and Weather.
13.55 Gino’s Italian Express.
14.25 Midsomer Murders.
16.25 Tipping Point: Best Ever Finals.
17.00 ITV News and Weather.
17.15 ITV News London; Weather.
17.30 Take Me Out 80s Special.
18.30 The Chase Celebrity Special.
19.30 FILM: FILM: FILM: FILM: FILM:  Rogue One: A Star

Wars Story (2016).
22.10 The Jonathan Ross Show.
23.10 ITV News and Weather.
23.30 I’m a Celebrity Get Me Out of

Here! Coming Out.
00.20 Christmas With Ideal World.

Channel 4
06.55 Frasier.
08.25 Heineken Champions Cup

Rugby: The Big Tackle.
09.25 The Simpsons.
14.00 Kirstie’s Handmade

Christmas.
15.00 Jamie’s Italian Christmas.
16.05 Channel 4 News.
16.35 Live Heineken Champions

Cup Rugby Union.
19.30 Britain’s Wildest Weather

2019.
21.10 FILM:FILM:FILM:FILM:FILM: Logan (2017).
23.50 FILM:FILM:FILM:FILM:FILM: The Hunger Games:

Mockingjay - Part 1 (2014).
02.00 The Last Leg Election Special.

BBC Four
19.00 TOTP Christmas.
20.10 What We Were Watching:

Christmas 1988.
21.10 The Sinner.
22.35 The Secret Life of Bob

Monkhouse.
00.05 Dido: Radio 2 in Concert.
01.05 Peaky Blinders.
02.00 Peaky Blinders.
03.00 Peaky Blinders.
04.00 Close.

TUESDAY 17
BBC One
06.00 Breakfast.
09.15 Meet the Street at Christmas.
10.00 Homes Under the Hammer.
11.00 Island Medics.
11.45 The Customer Is Always Right.
12.15 Bargain Hunt.
13.00 BBC News at One; Weather.
13.45 Doctors.
14.15 The Blake Mysteries: Ghost

Stories.
15.00 Escape to the Country.
15.45 Garden Rescue.
16.30 The Repair Shop.
17.15 Pointless.
18.00 BBC News at Six; Weather.
19.00 The One Show.
19.30 EastEnders.
20.00 Holby City.
21.00 Gold Digger.
22.00 BBC News at Ten.
22.30 National Lottery Update.
22.35 Inside the Cage: The Rise of

Female Fighters.
23.20 Angels of the North.
23.40 Angels of the North.
23.55 FILM: FILM: FILM: FILM: FILM: A Most Violent Year.

BBC Two
06.30 Meet  the Street at Christmas.
07.15 Island Medics.
08.00 Sign Zone: Great Australian

Railway Journeys.
09.00 BBC News at 9.
10.00 Victoria Derbyshire.
11.00 BBC Newsroom Live.
12.15 Politics Live.
13.00 Lifeline.
13.10 Eggheads.
13.40 The Best Christmas Food Ever.
14.25 Holiday of My Lifetime with

Len  Goodman.
15.10 FILM: FILM: FILM: FILM: FILM: Those Magnificent

Men in Their Flying
Machines (1965).

17.15 Flog It!
18.00 Richard Osman’s House of

Games.
18.30 Only Connect Sport Special.
19.00 Inside the Christmas Factory.
20.00 MasterChef: The Professionals.
21.00 The Brexit Storm Continues:

Laura Kuenssberg’s Inside
Story.

22.00 Live at the Apollo: Christmas
Special.

22.30 Cunk & Other Humans on 2019.
22.35 Newsnight.
23.15 Weather.

ITV London
06.00 Good Morning Britain.
08.30 Lorraine.
09.25 Judge Rinder.
10.30 This Morning.
12.30 Loose Women.
13.30 ITV Lunchtime News; Weather.
14.00 Dickinson’s Real Deal.
15.00 The Switch.
15.59 ITV London Weather.
16.00 Tipping Point.
17.00 Cash Trapped.
18.00 ITV News London; Weather.
19.00 Emmerdale.
19.30 Best Walks with a View with

Julia Bradbury.
20.00 How to Spend It Well at

Christmas with Phillip Schofield.
21.00 Sticks and Stones.
22.00 ITV News at Ten; Weather.
22.45 The Dirty War on the NHS.

Channel 4
06.30 The King of Queens.
07.45 Everybody Loves Raymond.
08.40 Frasier.
10.10 Ramsay’s Kitchen

Nightmares USA.
11.05 Undercover Boss USA.
12.00 Channel 4 News Summary.
12.05 The People’s Vet.
13.05 Escape to the Chateau: DIY.
14.10 Countdown.
15.00 Find It, Fix It, Flog It.
16.00 A Place in the Sun.
17.00 Kirstie’s Handmade Christmas.
18.00 The Simpsons.
18.30 Hollyoaks.
19.00 Channel 4 News.
20.00 The Supervet at Christmas.
21.00 The Undateables at Christmas.
22.00 First Dates.
23.05 Holidays from Hell.

BBC Four
19.00 University Challenge

Christmas 2018.
19.30 Secrets of Skin.
20.00 Winter: Earth’s Seasonal

Secrets.
21.00 Charles I: Killing a King.
22.00 Handmade: By Royal

Appointment.
22.30 Handmade: By Royal

Appointment.
23.00 The Crusades: A Timewatch

Guide.

MONDAY 16
BBC One
06.00 Breakfast.
09.15 Meet the Street at Christmas.
10.00 Homes Under the Hammer.
11.00 Island Medics.
11.45 The Customer Is Always

Right.
12.15 Bargain Hunt.
13.00 BBC News at One; Weather.
13.45 Doctors.
14.15 Father Brown.
15.00 Escape to the Country.
15.45 Garden Rescue.
16.30 The Repair Shop.
17.15 Pointless.
18.00 BBC News at Six; Weather.
19.00 The One Show.
19.30 Conned By My Church -

Panorama.
20.00 EastEnders.
20.30 A Berry Royal Christmas.
21.30 Mrs Brown’s Boys

Christmas Special.
22.00 BBC News at Ten; Weather.
22.35 The Young Offenders.
23.05 Have I Got a Bit More News

for You.
23.45 The Graham Norton Show.

BBC Two
06.30 The Repair Shop.
07.15 Island Medics.
08.00 Sign Zone: Mountain Vets.
09.00 BBC News at 9.
10.00 Victoria Derbyshire.
11.00 BBC Newsroom Live.
12.15 Politics Live.
13.00 Eggheads.
13.30 The Best Christmas Food Ever.
14.15 Royal Recipes.
14.30 Noel Coward: Talking Pictures.
15.00 FILM: FILM: FILM: FILM: FILM: Brief Encounter (1945).
16.30 The Hairy Bikers Home for

Christmas.
17.15 Flog It!
18.00 Richard Osman’s House of

Games.
18.30 Only Connect.
19.00 Inside the Christmas Factory.
20.00 Only Connect.
20.30 University Challenge.
21.00 Responsible Child.
22.30 Cunk & Other Humans on

2019.
22.35 Newsnight.
23.15 Weather.
23.20 FILM: FILM: FILM: FILM: FILM: Love & Friendship .

ITV London
06.00 Good Morning Britain.
08.30 Lorraine.
09.25 Judge Rinder.
10.30 This Morning.
12.30 Loose Women.
13.30 ITV Lunchtime News; Weather.
14.00 Dickinson’s Real Deal.
15.00 The Switch.
15.59 ITV London Weather.
16.00 Tipping Point.
17.00 Cash Trapped.
18.00 ITV News London; Weather.
18.30 ITV Evening News; Weather.
19.00 Emmerdale.
19.30 Coronation Street.
20.00 The Martin Lewis Show.
20.30 Coronation Street.
21.00 Sticks and Stones.
22.00 ITV News at Ten; Weather.
22.45 Bancroft.
23.45 All Elite Wrestling: Dynamite.
00.35 Christmas With Ideal World.

Channel 4
06.30 The King of Queens.
07.45 Everybody Loves Raymond.
08.40 Frasier.
10.10 Ramsay’s Kitchen Nightmares

USA.
11.05 Undercover Boss USA.
12.00 Channel 4 News Summary.
12.05 The People’s Vet.
13.05 Escape to the Chateau: DIY.
14.10 Countdown.
15.00 Find It, Fix It, Flog It.
16.00 A Place in the Sun.
17.00 Kirstie’s Handmade Christmas.
18.00 The Simpsons.
18.30 Hollyoaks.
19.00 Channel 4 News.
20.00 Save Well, Spend Better.
21.00 24 Hours in A&E.
22.00 FILM: FILM: FILM: FILM: FILM: Three Identical

Strangers (2018).
00.05 First Dates.

BBC Four
19.00 University Challenge

Christmas 2018.
19.30 Secrets of Skin.
20.00 Iceland - Land of Ice and Fire
21.00 Toy Empire: The British Force

Behind Star Wars Toys.
21.30 The Galaxy Britain Built
23.00 Score: Cinema’s Greatest

Soundtracks.
00.30 Cleopatra and Me: In Search

of a Lost Queen.

SUNDAY 15
BBC One
06.00 Breakfast.
07.35 Match of the Day.
09.00 The Andrew Marr Show.
10.15 Sunday Politics.
10.45 Britain’s Christmas Story.
11.45 Homes Under the Hammer.
12.15 Bargain Hunt.
13.00 BBC News; Weather.
13.15 Songs of Praise.
13.50 Lifeline.
14.00 The Madagascar Penguins in

a Christmas Caper.
14.15 FILM:FILM:FILM:FILM:FILM: Madagascar 3:

Europe’s Most Wanted (2012).
15.35 Animal Park.
16.35 Seven Worlds, One Planet.
17.35 BBC News; Weather.
18.00 Countryfile.
19.00 Sports Personality of the Year

2019.
21.00 His Dark Materials.
22.00 BBC News; Weather.
22.30 Match of the Day 2.
23.35 The Women’s Football Show.
00.05 A Question of Sport.
00.35 Weather for the Week Ahead.
00.40 BBC News.

BBC Two
06.15 Celebrity Antiques Road Trip.
07.15 The Instant Gardener.
08.00 Around the World in 80

Gardens.
09.00 Countryfile.
10.00 Saturday Kitchen Best Bites.
11.30 Rick Stein’s Secret France.
12.30 FILM: FILM: FILM: FILM: FILM: Tron: Legacy (2010).
14.30 MasterChef: The Professionals.
15.30 The Hairy Bikers Home for

Christmas.
16.15 FILM:FILM:FILM:FILM:FILM: Nativity 2: Danger in

the Manger! (2012).
18.00 Inside the Christmas Factory:

Mince Pies.
19.00 Top Gear.
20.00 Dragons’ Den.
21.00 FILM:FILM:FILM:FILM:FILM: Borg McEnroe (2017).
23.00 QI XL.
23.45 Ed Sheeran: Radio 2 in

Concert.
00.40 Sign Zone: Seamus Heaney

and the Music of What
Happens.

02.10 Sign Zone: Best House in
Town.

02.55 Sign Zone: Holby City.
03.55 This Is BBC Two.

ITV London
06.00 CITV.
09.25 ITV News.
09.30 Beautiful Baking with Juliet

Sear.
10.30 John and Lisa’s Weekend

Kitchen.
11.30 Nadia’s Family Feasts.
12.30 ITV News and Weather.
12.40 Midsomer Murders.
14.40 FILM: FILM: FILM: FILM: FILM: The Mummy (1999).
16.50 ITV News and Weather.
17.15 The Chase Celebrity Special.
18.10 FILM:FILM:FILM:FILM:FILM: Elf (2003).
20.00 The X Factor: The Band - Live

Final.
22.00 ITV News and Weather.
22.15 FILM:FILM:FILM:FILM:FILM: Rogue One: A Star

Wars Story (2016).
00.30 Christmas With Ideal World.
03.00 Motorsport UK.

Channel 4
06.20 Cheers.
06.50 The King of Queens.
07.40 Everybody Loves Raymond.
08.30 Frasier.
09.30 Sunday Brunch.
12.30 The Simpsons.
13.00 The World’s Greatest Kids’

Films.
14.35 FILM: FILM: FILM: FILM: FILM: Home Alone 3 (1997).
16.40 FILM:FILM:FILM:FILM:FILM: The Spiderwick

Chronicles (2008).
18.30 Channel 4 News.
19.00 Scotland’s Scenic Railways.
20.00 Jamie’s Easy Christmas

Countdown.
21.00 Escape to the Chateau.
22.00 Gogglebox.
23.00 Travel Man: 48 Hours in

Dubrovnik.
23.30 The Blood Pact.
00.35 FILM:FILM:FILM:FILM:FILM: Labor Day (2013).
02.25 The Supervet.
03.20 George Clarke's Amazing

Spaces.

BBC Four
19.00 The Women’s Football Show.
19.30 Secrets of Skin.
20.00 Wonders of the Great Barrier

Reef with Iolo Williams.
21.00 Ireland with Simon Reeve.
22.00 Norman Wisdom: His Story.
23.00 Northern Ballet’s Victoria.
00.55 Peaky Blinders.
03.50 Close.
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WEDNESDAY 18
BBC One
06.00 Breakfast.
09.15 Meet the Street at Christmas.
10.00 Homes Under the Hammer.
11.00 Island Medics.
11.45 The Customer Is Always Right.
12.15 Bargain Hunt.
13.00 BBC News at One; Weather.
13.45 Doctors.
14.15 The Blake Mysteries: Ghost

Stories.
15.00 Escape to the Country.
15.45 Garden Rescue.
16.30 The Repair Shop.
17.15 Pointless.
18.00 BBC News at Six; Weather.
19.00 The One Show.
20.00 The Apprentice: Why I Fired

Them.
21.00 The Apprentice.
22.00 The Apprentice: You’re Hired.
22.30 BBC News at Ten; Weather;
23.00 National Lottery Update.
23.05 Angels of the North.
23.35 Michael McIntyre’s Big Show.
00.35 Weather for the Week Ahead.

BBC Two
06.30 Meet the Street at Christmas.
07.15 Island Medics.
08.00 Sign Zone: Critical Incident.
08.30 Sign Zone: The Big Cook Out.
09.00 BBC News at 9.
10.00 Victoria Derbyshire.
11.00 BBC Newsroom Live.
12.15 Politics Live.
13.00 Eggheads.
13.30 The Best Christmas Food Ever.
14.15 Holiday of My Lifetime with

Len Goodman.
15.00 FILM: FILM: FILM: FILM: FILM: Swallows and

Amazons .
16.30 The Hairy Bikers Home for

Christmas.
17.15 MOTD Live: Club World Cup

2019.
19.30 Saving Lives at Sea.
20.00 MasterChef: The

Professionals.
21.00 The Baby Has Landed.
22.00 I Love 1999.
22.30 Cunk & Other Humans on 2019.
22.35 Newsnight.
23.15 Weather.
23.20 TOTP 2 Presents the 90s.

ITV London
06.00 Good Morning Britain.
08.30 Lorraine.
09.25 Judge Rinder.
10.30 This Morning.
12.30 Loose Women.
13.30 ITV Lunchtime News; Weather.
14.00 Dickinson’s Real Deal.
15.00 The Switch.
15.59 ITV London Weather.
16.00 Tipping Point.
17.00 Cash Trapped.
18.00 ITV News London; Weather.
18.30 ITV Evening News; Weather.
19.00 Emmerdale.
19.30 Coronation Street.
20.00 Paul O’Grady: For the Love of

Dogs.
20.30 Coronation Street.
21.00 Sticks and Stones.
22.00 ITV News at Ten; Weather.
22.45 Peston.
23.45 The Jonathan Ross Show.

Channel 4
06.30 The King of Queens.
07.45 Everybody Loves Raymond.
08.40 Frasier.
10.10 Ramsay’s Kitchen

Nightmares USA.
11.05 Undercover Boss USA.
12.00 Channel 4 News Summary.
12.05 The People’s Vet.
13.05 Escape to the Chateau: DIY.
14.10 Countdown.
15.00 Find It, Fix It, Flog It.
16.00 A Place in the Sun.
17.00 Kirstie’s Handmade

Christmas.
18.00 The Simpsons.
18.30 Hollyoaks.
19.00 Channel 4 News.
20.00 Food Unwrapped: Cracking

Christmas Guide.
21.00 My Grandparents’ War:

Carey Mulligan.
22.00 Father Ted Christmas Special.
23.15 24 Hours in A&E.

BBC Four
19.00 University Challenge

Christmas 2018.
19.30 Secrets of Skin.
20.00 Tudor Monastery Farm

Christmas.
21.00 Charles I: Killing a King.
22.00 Vic & Bob’s Big Night Out.
22.30 House of Fools Christmas

Special.
23.00 Thailand: Earth’s Tropical

Paradise.

THURSDAY 19
BBC One
06.00 Breakfast.
09.15 Meet the Street at Christmas.
10.00 Homes Under the Hammer.
11.00 Island Medics.
11.45 The Customer Is Always Right.
12.15 Bargain Hunt.
13.00 BBC News at One; Weather.
13.45 Doctors.
14.15 Father Brown.
15.05 Escape to the Country.
15.45 Garden Rescue.
16.30 The Repair Shop.
17.15 Pointless.
18.00 BBC News at Six; Weather.
19.00 The One Show.
19.30 EastEnders.
20.00 Holby City.
21.00 Click and Collect.
22.00 BBC News at Ten; Weather.
22.35 FILM: FILM: FILM: FILM: FILM: Mrs Brown’s Boys

D’Movie (2014).

BBC Two
06.30 Meet the Street at Christmas.
07.15 Island Medics.
08.00 Sign Zone: MasterChef: The

Professionals.
09.00 BBC News at 9.
10.00 Victoria Derbyshire.
11.00 BBC Newsroom Live.
12.15 Politics Live.
13.00 Eggheads.
13.30 The Best Christmas Food

Ever.
14.15 Holiday of My Lifetime with

Len Goodman.
15.00 FILM: FILM: FILM: FILM: FILM: The Importance of

Being Earnest (2002).
16.30 The Hairy Bikers Home for

Christmas.
17.15 Flog It!
18.00 Richard Osman’s House of

Games.
19.00 Heston’s Perfect Christmas

Dinner.
20.00 MasterChef: The

Professionals.
21.00 Heston’s Marvellous Menu:

Back to the Noughties.
22.00 I’ll Get This.
22.30 Cunk & Other Humans on 2019.
22.35 Newsnight.
23.15 Weather.

ITV London
06.00 Good Morning Britain.
08.30 Lorraine.
09.25 Judge Rinder.
10.30 This Morning.
12.30 Loose Women.
13.30 ITV Lunchtime News;

Weather.
13.55 ITV News London; Weather.
14.00 Dickinson’s Real Deal.
15.00 The Switch.
15.59 ITV London Weather.
16.00 Tipping Point.
17.00 Cash Trapped.
18.00 ITV News London; Weather.
18.30 ITV Evening News; Weather.
19.00 Emmerdale.
19.30 Britain’s Busiest Motorway.
20.00 Emmerdale.
20.30 Gino’s Italian Express.
21.00 The Big Soap Quiz:

Coronation Street v
Emmerdale.

22.00 ITV News at Ten; Weather.
22.45 Piers Morgan’s Life Stories.
23.45 Bancroft.

Channel 4
06.30 The King of Queens.
07.45 Everybody Loves Raymond.
08.40 Frasier.
10.10 Ramsay’s Kitchen

Nightmares USA.
11.05 Undercover Boss USA.
12.00 Channel 4 News Summary.
12.05 The People’s Vet.
13.05 Escape to the Chateau: DIY.
14.10 Countdown.
15.00 Find It, Fix It, Flog It.
16.00 A Place in the Sun.
17.00 Kirstie’s Handmade

Christmas.
18.00 The Simpsons.
18.30 Hollyoaks.
19.00 Channel 4 News.
20.00 Buy It Now for Christmas.
21.00 The Cure.
22.30 The World’s Most Expensive

Toys.
23.30 Rick and Morty.

BBC Four
19.00 University Challenge

Christmas 2018.
19.30 Secrets of Skin.
20.00 Wartime Farm Christmas.
21.00 Charles I: Killing a King.
22.00 The Story of A Fairytale of

New York.
23.00 Wild West: America’s Great

Frontier.
00.00 Peaky Blinders.

FRIDAY 20
BBC One
06.00 Breakfast.
09.15 Meet the Street at Christmas.
10.00 Homes Under the Hammer.
11.00 Island Medics.
11.45 The Customer Is Always

Right.
12.15 Bargain Hunt.
13.00 BBC News at One; Weather.
13.45 Doctors.
14.15 Father Brown.
15.00 Escape to the Country.
15.45 Garden Rescue.
16.30 The Repair Shop.
17.15 Pointless.
18.00 BBC News at Six; Weather.
19.00 The One Show.
19.30 A Question of Sport.
20.00 Still Open All Hours.
20.30 EastEnders.
21.00 Have I Got News for You.
21.30 Would I Lie to You?
22.00 BBC News at Ten; Weather.
22.30 National Lottery Update.
22.35 The Graham Norton Show.
23.30 Fleabag.

BBC Two
06.30 Meet the Street at Christmas.
07.15 Island Medics.
08.00 Sign Zone: Love in the

Countryside.
09.00 BBC News at 9.
10.00 Victoria Derbyshire.
11.00 BBC Newsroom Live.
12.15 Politics Live.
13.00 Eggheads.
13.30 The Best Christmas Food Ever.
14.15 Coast.
14.40 David Niven: Talking Pictures.
15.30 FILM: FILM: FILM: FILM: FILM: The Bishop’s Wife.
17.15 The Hairy Bikers Home for

Christmas.
18.00 Richard Osman’s House of

Games.
18.30 Only Connect Family Special.
19.00 Mountain Vets.
20.00 MasterChef: The

Professionals Rematch 2018.
21.00 A Merry Tudor Christmas

with Lucy Worsley.
22.00 Mock the Week.
22.30 Cunk & Other Humans on

2019.
22.35 Newsnight.
23.05 Weather.
23.10 FILM: FILM: FILM: FILM: FILM: Marianne and Leonard:

Words of Love (2019).

ITV London
06.00 Good Morning Britain.
08.30 Lorraine.
09.25 Judge Rinder.
10.30 This Morning.
12.30 Loose Women.
13.30 ITV Lunchtime News;

Weather.
13.55 ITV News London; Weather.
14.00 Dickinson’s Real Deal.
15.00 The Switch.
15.59 ITV London Weather.
16.00 Tipping Point.
17.00 Cash Trapped.
18.00 ITV News London; Weather.
18.30 ITV Evening News; Weather.
19.00 Emmerdale.
19.30 Coronation Street.
20.30 Coronation Street at Christmas.
21.30 Ball & Boe: A Very Merry

Christmas.
22.30 ITV News; Weather.
23.15 Bradley Walsh’s Late Night

Guest List.

Channel 4
06.30 The King of Queens.
07.45 Everybody Loves Raymond.
08.40 Frasier.
10.10 Ramsay’s Kitchen

Nightmares USA.
11.05 Undercover Boss USA.
12.00 Channel 4 News Summary.
12.05 The People’s Vet.
13.05 Escape to the Chateau: DIY.
14.10 Countdown.
15.00 Find It, Fix It, Flog It.
16.00 A Place in the Sun.
17.00 Kirstie’s Handmade Christmas.
18.00 The Simpsons.
18.30 Hollyoaks.
19.00 Channel 4 News.
20.00 Celebrity Flirty Dancing for

Stand Up to Cancer.
21.00 Celebrity Gogglebox 2019.
22.00 The Last Leg.
23.05 FILM:FILM:FILM:FILM:FILM: Daddy’s Home (2015).

BBC Four
19.00 University Challenge

Christmas 2018.
19.30 Secrets of Skin.
20.00 Top of the Pops: 1988.
21.30 Country Music by Ken Burns.
22.25 Country Christmas.
23.45 Flat Pack Pop: Sweden’s

Music Miracle.
00.45 Peaky Blinders.
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Edifício “O Galeão” Loja 1 & 2
Rua dos Pescadores
8400-512 CARVOEIRO LAGOA

Tue - Fri 9.30 - 5.00
Sat: 9.30am - 2.00pm
raymond.compton@gmail.com

282 354 310

English Language
Book Exchange

Refunds on return
New books to order

Audio Books
C.D.’s Cards

DVD’s

BOOKS

BUREAUCRATIC SERVICES

DRAINS

INTERIORS & FURNISHINGSCARPENTRY

HEATING & COOLING

DAMP

www.theportugalnews.com
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OPTICIANS

POOLS & SPAS
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PROPERTY SERVICES

REMOVALS & STORAGEPool Covers

www.salagua.com

Call Us For Free Advice

N125, Sítio do Troto, Almancil
1,5km Direction to Faro

Tel: 289 992 281
salagua@salagua.com

...check
our great
Internet
Specials!
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TV & SATELLITE WEDDINGS

To place an advert in the section,
Please call 282341100 or email
sales@theportugalnews.com

Company & Service Finder
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North & Centre

Please be aware that for legal reasons access to events
at Estoril and Lisbon Casinos is reserved to those age 18+.

(Entrance for Children via Foyer Panorâmico)

NEW THIS WEEK
Cinema
Star Wars: The Rise of
Skywalker - Stars: Adam
Driver, Daisy Ridley, Billie
Lourd. Genre: Action,
Adventure, Fantasy.
Director: J.J. Abrams. Rating:
PG13. Plot: The surviving
Resistance faces the First
Order once more in the final
chapter of the Skywalker saga.

Jumanji: The Next Level -
Stars: Dwayne Johnson, Jack
Black, Kevin Hart. Genre:
Action, Adventure, Comedy.
Director:  Jake Kasdan. Rating:
PG13. Plot: In Jumanji: The
Next Level, the gang is back but
the game has changed. As they
return to rescue one of their
own, the players will have to
brave parts unknown from arid
deserts to snowy mountains, to
escape the world's most
dangerous game.

Cinema Listings
NOS Forum Algarve – Faro
Star Wars; Jumanji; A Shaun
the Sheep Movie; The
Aeronauts; Cats; Qu'est-ce qu'on
a encore fait au bon Dieu?;
Knives Out; Charlie's Angels;
Frozen II (OV & PV);  .

NOS Mar Shopping - Loulé
Star Wars (2D & 3D); Jumanji;
A Shaun the Sheep Movie
(PV); 21 Bridges; The
Aeronauts; Bikes (PV); Knives
Out; Charlie's Angels; Frozen II
(OV & PV).

Gran-Plaza NOS - Tavira
Jumanji; A Shaun the Sheep
Movie; Charlie's Angels; Le
Mans '66; Bikes; The
Aeronauts; Bikes (PV); Knives
Out; Frozen II (OV & PV); Le
Mans '66.

Algarcine – Portimão
The Aeronauts; Knives Out;
Charlie's Angels; Frozen II (OV
& PV); Le Mans '66;
Maleficent: Mistress of Evil
(PV); Joker.

Algarcine – Lagos
The Aeronauts; Knives Out;
Charlie's Angels; Frozen II
(PV); Le Mans '66; Maleficent:
Mistress of Evil (PV); Joker.

Algarcine Ria Shopping –
Olhão
The Aeronauts; Knives Out;
Charlie's Angels; Frozen II (OV
& PV); Le Mans '66;
Maleficent: Mistress of Evil
(PV); Joker.

Cineplace Algarve
Shopping – Guia
Jumanji (2D & 3D); A Shaun
the Sheep Movie; Star Wars;
21 Bridges; The Aeronauts; Last
Christmas; Bikes (PV); Frozen
II (OV & PV); Knives Out;
Charlie's Angels; One Piece:
Stampede (OV & PV);
Maleficent: Mistress of Evil
(OV & PV).

Cineplace – Portimão
The Aeronauts; Last Christmas;
Bikes (PV); Frozen II (OV &
PV); Knives Out; Charlie's

Algarcine Portimão: 282
411 888 / Olhão: 289 703
332 / Lagos: 282 799 138
/ Sines: 269 633 510.

Cinemas NOS -
Tavira, Faro & Loulé
cinemas.nos.pt

Angels; Woman at War; Danger
Close; Le Mans '66; Joker; The
Addams Family ( PV);
Maleficent: Mistress of Evil
(OV & PV).

Estação Viana Shopping -
Viana do Castelo
Star Wars (2D); Jumanji (2D);
A Shaun the Sheep Movie; 21
Bridges; The Aeronauts; Last
Christmas; Bikes (PV);
Charlie's Angels; Frozen II (PV);

Cineplace Loures Shopping
Jumanji; A Shaun the Sheep
Movie; Star Wars (2D); The
Aeronauts; Last Christmas;
Bikes (PV); Qu'est-ce qu'on a
encore fait au bon Dieu?;
Knives Out; Charlie's Angels;
Frozen II (PV); One Piece:
Stampede (OV & PV);
Abominable (PV).

Cineplace Leiria Shopping
Jumanji; A Shaun the Sheep
Movie; Star Wars (2D); 21
Bridges; The Aeronauts; Last
Christmas; Bikes (PV); Knives
Out; Charlie's Angels; Frozen II
(OV & PV).

Cineplace Riosul - Seixal
Jumanji; A Shaun the Sheep
Movie; Star Wars (2D); 21
Bridges; The Aeronauts; Last
Christmas; Bikes (PV); Qu'est-
ce qu'on a encore fait au bon
Dieu?; Knives Out; Charlie's
Angels; Frozen II (PV); Le
Mans '66; Maleficent: Mistress
of Evil (PV).

Cineplace Guia: 289 561 073 /
Portimão: 282 070 101 / Leiria: 244 826
516 / Loures: 210 110 677 / Riosul: 210
114 352 / Parque Atlantico: 296 629 514
/ Covilhã: 275 334 731 / Viana do
Castelo: 258 100 260
www.cineplaceportugal.pt

          Events are correct at the time of going to press and according to information given to The Portugal News.
However, events may be cancelled, delayed or fail to live up to their billing. Please send your events to

events@theportugalnews.com by midday on the Monday before publication.

NOTE:
*(PV) = Portuguese version
 (OV) = Original version.

EXHIBITIONS
The Horse and The Fish 7
December 2019 – 20 January
2020, theLAB @ Catavino, R.
do Bonjardim 1206, Porto

Loops.Lisboa 2019 12
December 2019 – 2 February
2020, MNAC – Museu Nacional
de Arte Contemporânea –
Museu do Chiado, Lisbon,
www.viralagenda.com

SLADE – Interpretations –
David Clapham & Ulrich
Niemeyer  Until 14 December,
3pm – 7pm, Wednesday –
Saturday, Rua Capitao Luis
Gonzaga, Coimbra,
info@ngpcontemporary.com

Parallel Review Until 14
December, Lisbon,
www.viralagenda.com

Are You a Tourist? Until 15
December, 10am – 7pm, Padrão
dos Descobrimentos, Lisbon,
Entry €6,
www.padraodosdescobrimentos.pt

The Nature of this Room
Until 21 December, 4pm –
7pm, Lapso Galeria, Setúbal,
www.viralagenda.com

Deep Deep Down, Far Far In
(and Out) Until 28 December,
Leal Rios Foundations, Lisbon,
www.viralagenda.com

“NEW 18X” by the
fLIPADOS Team Until 31
December, 3pm – 6pm, Vantag
Galeria, Porto,
www.viralagenda.com

Calouste: A Life, Not An
Exhibition Until 31 December,
Fundação Calouste Gulbenkian,
Lisbon, Free entry,
www.gulbenkian.pt

Claudia Mini Until 31
December, 7pm – 10pm,
Colorida Art Gallery, Lisbon,
Free entry,
www.viralagenda.com

Elisa Strinna Until 3 January,
Fidelidade Chiado 8, Lisbon,
www.viralagenda.com

Pop Art Stars Until 5 January,
10am – 7pm, Cordoaria
Nacional – Galeria do Torreão
Nascente, Lisbon, Entry from
€5, www.visitlisboa.com

Your Money and Your Life
Until 5 January 2020, Galeria
Avenida da India, Lisbon,
www.viralagenda.com

Jaime Isidoro Until 5 January
2020, FACE – Museu Municipal
de Espinho, Enspinho,
www.viralagenda.com

Inner Space Until 5 January
2020, 10am – 6pm, Museu
Nacional de Arte
Contemporânea, Lisboa, Entry
€4.50, www.visitlisboa.com

Ncod in Lis Until 10 January
2020, Galeria Reverso, Lisbon,
www.viralagenda.com

Index: Landscape Past
Future Until 11 January 2020,
Praça Conde de Agrolongo 123,
Braga, Free entry,
www.viralagenda.com

The Narcissism of Minor
Differences Until 11 January
2020, 10am – 7pm, Arquivo
Municipal de Lisboa
Fotográfico, Lisbon, Free entry,
www.visitlisboa.com

Pauliana Valente Pimentel
Until 11 January 2020, Arquivo
Municipal De Lisboa
Fotográfico, Lisbon,
www.viralagenda.com

Rui Sanches Until 12 January
2020, Galeria Do Torreão
Nascente Da Cordoaria
Nacional, Lisbon,
www.viralagenda.com

Trienal de Lisboa. Economy
of Means Until 13 January
2020, 11am – 7pm, MAAT,
Lisbon, www.maat.pt

Empty Quarter #2 Until 18
January 2020, Galeria SALA
117, Porto,
www.viralagenda.com

Miguel Palma. (Still)
Modern Discomfort Until 19
January 2020, Museu Coleção
Berardo, Belém,
www.visitlisboa.com

Island Thinking – Re-Act
Contemporary Until 26
January, Museu de Angra do
Heroísmo, www.viralagenda.com

Asian Luxury – Porcelain,
Lacquer and Silk Until 26
January 2020, Museu Nacional
de Arte Antiga, Lisbon,
www.visitlisboa.com

Vasco Barata. Dreamers
Never Learn Until 27 January
2020, 11am – 7pm, MAAT,
Lisbon, www.maat.pt

BIG FOOD 20 December 2019
– 31 January 2020, 9.30am –
6pm, Igreja de São Vicente,
Évora, Free entry,
www.viralagenda.com

One More Day in Neverland
Until 31 January 2020, 9am –
6pm, Câmara Municipal de
Évora, Évora,
www.viralagenda.com

Like Steel Until 31 January
2020, 9am – 6pm, Casa
Morgado Esporão, Évora,
www.viralagenda.com

Livre(mente) Until 31 January
2020 – Museu Francisco de
Lacerda, Calheta,
www.viralagenda.com

Robin Fior Until 3 February
2020, Fundação Calouste
Gulbenkian, Lisbon,
www.viralagenda.com

Elisa Costa 25 January 2020 –
15 February 2020, CNAP –
Clube Nacional de Artes
Plasticas, Lisbon,
www.viralagenda.com

No Escape from Noise Until
16 February 2020, 4pm – 1am,
Centro de Artes, Caldas da
Rainha, www.viralagenda.com

M.A.G.N.E.T Until 17 February
2020, 11am – 7pm, MAAT,
Lisbon, www.maat.pt

Playmode Until 17 February
2020, 11am – 7pm, MAAT,
Lisbon, www.maat.pt

Boundless objects Until 29
March 2020, Centro de Arte e
Cultura de Fundação Eugénio de
Almeida, Évora, Entry €2,
www.viralagenda.com

Sarah Affonso – Days of
Little Things Until 22 March
2020, 10am – 6pm, Museu
Nacional de Arte
Contemporânea, Lisbon, Entry
€4.50, www.visitlisboa.com

Around the World Until 31
March 2020, 9.30am – 7.30pm,
Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal,
Lisbon, Free entry,
www.visitlisboa.com

Harry Potter: The Exhibition
Until 8 April 2020, from 10am,
Pavilhão de Portugal, Lisbon,
Tickets €19,
www.everythingisnew.pt

Heritage for Generations 18
April 2020, Lisbon, Entry free,
www.visitlisboa.com

Loving As The Road Begins
Until 20 April 2020, 11am –
7pm, MAAT, Lisbon,
www.maat.pt

Gago Coutinho. Traveller
and Explorer Until 24 May
2020, Museu de Marinha,
Lisbon, Entry €6,50,
www.visitlisboa.com

PUM! The Secret Life of
Intestines Until 2 August

2020, Pavilhão do
Conhecimento Ciência Viva,
Lisbon, www.viralagenda.com

FAIRS & FESTIVALS
Portuguese Handicrafts Fair
7 January 2017 – 28 December
2019, every Saturday, Campo
Pequeno, Lisbon, Free entry,
www.visitlisboa.com

LXM Festival 2019 13
December – 15 December, FIL
– Lisbon Exhibition and
Congress Centre, Lisbon,
Tickets from €38,
www.visitlisboa.com

Dream Music Fest 14 & 15
December, 8pm – 1.30am,
Altice Forum Braga,
www.viralagenda.com

Feira de Artesanato de
Matosinhos 29 November – 23
December, 10am, Jardim Basílio
Teles, Matosinhos, Free entry,
www.viralagenda.com

Festival PLAY – Lisbon’s Int.
Kids Film Festival 8 February
2020 – 16 February 2020,
Cinema São Jorge, Lisbon,
www.visitlisboa.com

Festival de Jazz de Lisboa
’20 1 March 2020 – 31 March
2020, Teatro Municipal São
Luiz, Lisbon,
www.visitlisboa.com

ModaLisboa – Lisboa
Fashion Week ’20 5 March
2020 – 8 March 2020, Pavilhão
Carlos Lopes, Lisbon, Entry
free, www.visitlisboa.com

Portugal Handpan Festival
2020 27 – 29 March 2020, 3pm
– 11pm, Santarém,
www.viralagenda.com

Cortex Festival’20 1 April
2020 – 30 April 2020, Centro
Cultural Olga Cadaval, Sintra,
Entry from €3,
www.visitlisboa.com

MARKETS
Botanic Market – Saturdays,
9am to 1pm, at the Botanic
garden University of Coimbra,
www.facebook.com/
mercadinhodobotanicocoimbra

CCB Market – 1st Sunday of
every month, Caminho Pedonal
e Praça CCB - Belém Cultural
Centre, Lisbon, Free entry

LxMarket – Sundays, 10am -
7pm, Lx Factory, Lisbon,
lxmarket.com.pt

Mercado D’Aqui – 1st Sunday
of every month, Parque de
Jogos, 1º de Maio sports field,
www.mercadodaqui.pt

Benfica Handicrafts Market
1st Saturday of the month,
10am - 6pm, Estrada de
Benfica, Lisbon

Flea Market. Every Tuesday
and Saturday, 9am - 6pm,
Campo de Santa Clara Lisbon

Handicraft and Antiques
Market. Saturdays 10am - 7pm,
Mercado de Ribeira, Lisbon

Antique Book Fair Every
Saturday 10am - 5pm, Rua
Anchieta, Chiado, Lisbon

Loops.Lisboa 2019. 12 December 2019 – 2 February 2020,Loops.Lisboa 2019. 12 December 2019 – 2 February 2020,Loops.Lisboa 2019. 12 December 2019 – 2 February 2020,Loops.Lisboa 2019. 12 December 2019 – 2 February 2020,Loops.Lisboa 2019. 12 December 2019 – 2 February 2020,
LisbonLisbonLisbonLisbonLisbon

Cirque Du Soleil.Cirque Du Soleil.Cirque Du Soleil.Cirque Du Soleil.Cirque Du Soleil.
3-12 January, Lisbon3-12 January, Lisbon3-12 January, Lisbon3-12 January, Lisbon3-12 January, Lisbon
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Handicrafts Market 
Saturdays, Praça da Galiza, Vila
Nova de Cerveira

Mercado de Santana The
largest Open Air Market in
Portugal, Sundays, 8am - 1pm.
Caldas da Rainha

MUSIC
Dream Music Fest 14
December, 9pm, Altice Forum
Braga, Braga, Tickets from €30,
www.ticketline.sapo.pt

Vienna Mozart Orchestra 17
December, 9.30pm, Altice
Arena Lisbon.  Tickets from
€40. www.arena.altice.pt

Cirque Du Soleil 3-12
January, Altice Arena, Lisbon,
Tickets from €45,
www.everythingisnew.pt

James Arthur 19 January,
Campo Pequeno, Lisbon,
Tickets from €23,
www.everythingisnew.pt

Madonna Madame X Tour 12
– 23 January, from 8.30pm,
Coliseu Lisboa, Tickets from
€75,  www.everythingisnew.pt

Melanie Martinez 21 January
2020, 7.30pm, Campo Pequeno,
Lisbon, Tickets from €25,
www.everythingisnew.pt

Keane 25 January, 8pm, Coliseu
do Porto, Porto, Tickets from
€30, www.everythingisnew.pt

Ghostemane 28 February
2020, 8pm, LAV – Lisboa ao
Vivo, Lisbon, Tickets from €22,
www.everythingisnew.pt

The 1975  7 March, Altice
Arena, Lisbon, 8.30pm,
www.everythingisnew.pt

Fat Freddy’s Drop 29 March
2020, 8pm, Campo Pequeno,
Lisbon, Tickets from €22,
www.everythingisnew.pt

Bon Iver  15 April,  Altice
Arena, Lisbon, 8.00pm,
www.everythingisnew.pt

Nick Cave and the Bad
Seeds.  19 April, 8.30pm,
Altice Arena Lisbon.
www.everythingisnew.pt

THEATRE & DANCE
Heidi 1 November 2019 – 14
June 2020, 3pm, Teatro
Armando Cortez, Lisbon,
www.viralagenda.com

Shrek the Musical 16
November 2019 – 2 February
2020, Auditório Casino Estoril,
www.ticketline.sapo.pt

Maxime Cabaret Show Until
14 December, 8.30pm, Maxime
Restaurante – Bar, Lisbon,
Tickets €55,
www.viralagenda.com

Carmina Burana by La Fura
dels Baus 20 & 21 December,
Campo Pequeno, Lisbon,
Tickets from €17,50,
www.visitlisboa.com

The Nutcracker by the
Russian Classical Ballet 21
December, 9.30pm, Auditório
Jorge Sampaio, Sintra, Lisbon,
Tickets from €18,
www.ticketline.sapo.pt

Chicago Until 29 December,
9.30pm, Teatro da Trindade
INATEL, Lisbon

Pinocchio 29 December, 4pm,
Coliseu de Lisboa, Tickets €25,
www.visitlisboa.com

Forever King of Pop 20
February 2020 – 23 February
2020, Casino Estoril, Cascais,
Tickets from €25,
www.visitlisboa.com

Disney on Ice 2020 20 March
– 22 March, 7.30pm, Altice
Arena, Lisbon, 
www.blueticket.pt

WORKSHOPS &
COURSES
Ashtanga Yoga Class, 4
September – 17 December,
7.30pm – 8.30pm, Jardim do
Torel, Lisbon,
www.viralagenda.com

Life Coaching Masterclass
28 September – 25 January
2019, 9am – 12.30pm, Estudio
Mariposa, Lisbon, Tickets from
€25, www.viralagenda.com

Yoga for Anxiety and Stress
Relief 4 October 2019 – 28
January 2020, 7pm – 8pm,
Jardim do Torel, Lisbon, Cost:
€6, www.viralagenda.com

Triangle Network 2019 10
December – 20 December,
Hangar Espaço Cultural, Lisbon,
www.viralagenda.com

Health Coaching 11 January
2020 – 22 March 2020, 9.30am
– 6.30pm, Restelo, Lisbon,
www.viralagenda.com

Sat Nam Rasayan – Art of
Healing 26 January – 21
December, SER YOGA, Porto,
www.viralagenda.com

SPORTS
Lisbon City Runners 1
January – 31 December,
Lisbon, www.viralagenda.com

Nazaré Big Wave
Challenge 1 October 2019 –
31 March 2020, Praia do
Norte, Nazaré, Free entry,
www.worldsurfleague.com

Corrida São Silvestre de
Lisboa ’19 28 December,
Praça dos Restauradores,
Lisbon,
www.saosilvestredelisboa.com

Allianz CUP 22 January
2020, 7.45pm, Estádio
Municipal de Braga, Tickets
from €5, www.blueticket.pt

Lisbon Half Marathon’20
15 March 2020, Ponte 25 de
Abril, Lisbon,
www.vistlisboa.com

South
AUCTIONS
Auction House Algarve 
Live auction 4 January. All
items can be viewed at the
auction house and through our
online catalogue:
www.ahalgarve.com, 289 832
380, info@ahalgarve.com

EXHIBITIONS
EXPATS – Collective Photo
Exhibition Until 22 December
2019, 3pm – 7pm, Associação
289, Faro, www.visitalgarve.pt

Monte Gordo Christmas
Village 7 December, 11am,
Monte Gordo Marginal Avenue

Christmas Show 7 December,
11am and 3pm, Loulé Municipal
Sports Pavilion, Tickets
available on ticketline.

8th Christmas Parade 7
December, Holiday Inn Algarve,
282 320 260

Concerto de Natal
Dell’Acqua 8 December, 5pm,
Igreja Matrizi de Lagoa

Natalis ’19 Until 8 December,
Feira Internacional de Lisboa,
Lisbon, www.visitlisboa.com

Loulé Christmas Shopping
Tour 10 December, 4pm – 7pm,
www.expatcentreportugal.com

Living Statues at Christmas |
6th Edition. 13 & 14 December,
3pm-6pm (Fri) & 10am-1am
(Sat). 25 de Abril Street and 5 de
Outubro Square, Lagoa.

Concerto de Natal 14
December, 4pm, Auditório
Municipal Augusto Cabrita,
Setúbal, Tickets from €3,
www.ticketline.sapo.pt

Christmas Street 14 – 24
December, 11am – 6pm, Rua
Vasco da Gama, Quarteira

A Andorinha e o Príncipe 15
December, 3pm, Centro Cultural
Convento S. José, Lagoa

Concerto Coral de Natal 15
December, 5pm, Centro Cultural
Convento S. José, Lagoa

Loulé Christmas Shopping
Tour 17 December, 4pm – 7pm,
www.expatcentreportugal.com

Carols on the cliffs.  19
December, 6pm, Carvoeiro
Church.  Free, non-
denominational and

multilingual. Madeleine Wheare
964 933 823 - mad@wheare.org

VILA VITA Christmas Food
Market 20 – 22 December,
1pm – 8pm, VILA VITA
Biergarten, Porches, Free entry

Sempre Natal Until 21
December, 3pm – 8pm, Global
Dança Academia de Dança,
Porto, www.viralagenda.com

XMAS in the Night 21
December, 9.30pm, Altice
Arena, Lisbon, Tickets from
€20, www.blueticket.pt

Xmas in the Night 21
December, 9.30pm, Altice
Arena, Lisbon, Tickets from
€20, www.blueticket.pt

Christmas Day Swim For
Charity 25 December, Holiday
Inn Algarve, 282 320 260

Medieval Paderne 28
December 2019 – 1 January
2020, 12pm – 9pm, Paderne,
289 598 801

Village of Dreams Until 29
December, Cerca do Convento,
Alcaidaria do Castelo, Largo D.
Afonso III and Largo de S.
Francisco

New Year’s Eve in Lagos 31
December, 10.30pm,  Praça do
Infante, Lagos

Natalândia Zoo de Lagos
Until 31 December, Parque
Zoológico de Lagos

New Years Day Charity
Swim 1 January 2020, Holiday
Inn Algarve, 282 320 260

Óbidos Vila Natal Until 5
January 2020, Óbidos,
www.viralagenda.com

Christmas Capital Until 12
January 2020, Passeio Marítimo
de Algés, Tickets from €20

Century of the Seas Until 28
December, 9.30am – 5pm,
Ponta da Bandeira Fort, Lagos,
Entry €3, www.visitalgarve.pt

Afro – Disiac’ Until 28
December, 10am – 6pm,
Cultural Centre, Lagos, Free
entry, www.visitalgarve.com

The Art of Clay – Culture
and Tradition of Roof Tile
Markers Until 31 December
2019, Costume Museum, São
Brás de Alportel,
www.visitalgarve.pt

Salt Nativity Scene Until 6
January 2020, 10am – 1pm &
2pm – 6pm, Casa do Sal, Castro
Marim, www.visitalgarve.pt

“Retrospective” Mário
Prencipe 13 December 2019 –
4 January 2020, 9.30am –
12.30pm and 1.30pm –
5.30pm, João Bailote
Municipality Gallery, Albufeira,
www.visitalgarve.pt

Treasures of Nature by
Sylvain and Tara Bongard
Until 7 January 2020, Silves
Castle
atelierbongard@hotmail.com

Local Arts & Crafts Expo
Open daily until 3 January,
10.30am – 4.30pm, Caldas de
Monchique.  961 571 984
artatspa@gmx.com

Arte Natura - by Monika &
Bernhard. Craftwork with
natural materials, Caldas de
Monchique, Daily 10am to
6pm, 962 815 386

Paintings by Liz Allen
Ongoing exhibition, Óchálá
Casa de Chá, 12 Rua Dr. Samora
Gil, Monchique 8550 249
Wednesday – Sunday, 10-
6pm, 282 912 524

FAIRS & FESTIVALS
Querença Sausage Fair 19
January 2020,  Querença –
Chruch Square, Loulé,
www.visitalgarve.pt

New Years Eve in Lagos
with Anselmo Ralph 31
December, Praça do Infante,
Lagos

MARKETS
Loulé - Every Saturday

Quarteira - Every
Wednesday

Lift Market Lagos - Every
Saturday

São Brás de Alportel
Market  – Every Saturday

Sítio do Encalhe - 3rd

Monday of the month

Cortelha - 2nd Saturday of the
month

Alte - 3rd Thursday of the
month

Almancil Flea Market - 2nd

and 3rd Sunday of the month 

Caliços - 1st and 3rd Tuesday
of the month

Guia - 3rd Friday of the month

Caliços Flea Market- 2nd and
3rd Saturday of the month

Monte Gordo Flea Market -
3rd Sunday of the month

V.N. de Cacela - 3rd Sunday of
the month

Portimão Flea Market - 1st

and 3rd Sunday of the month

Castro Marim Market – 2nd

Saturday of the month

São Brás de Alportel Flea
Market – 3rd Sunday of the
month

Aljezur - 3rd Monday of the
month

Car Boot Sale from 9am, 1st
Sunday of each month. Old
School House, Vales, Aljezur.

Farmers Market.  First
Sunday of each month, 10am –
1pm, Quinta Shopping.
info@quintashopping.com

MUSIC
Trio Rui Caetanto. 17
January, 9pm, 18 January 5pm,
Quinta do Barradas.  Tickets
€12.  www.cmsilves.bol.pt

The Black Mamba 1
February, 9.30pm, Teatro das
Figuras,
Faro, www.teatrodasfiguras.pt

Tindersticks 17 February,
9.30pm, Teatro das Figuras,
Faro, www.teatrodasfiguras.pt

SPORT
Nutrição Desportiva 23
August – 31 December 2019,
PentaDiet, Portimão
www.viralagenda.com

THEATRE & DANCE
Nutcraker. 14 & 15
December, Figuras Theatre
Faro.  Tickets from €10.
www.teatrodasfiguras.pt

The Swallow and the
Prince.  15 December, 3pm,
São José Convent Lagoa.  Free
entry, childrens theatre.
www.ideiasdolevante.info

WORKSHOPS &
COURSES
Painting in Oil and Acrylics
Workshop  Wednesday &
Friday, 10am – 12pm, Escola de
Artes Fernando Rodrigues,
Lagoa,  965 594 511

Transformation workshop 
Every Monday, 10am – 12pm,
1 Chakras,  917 899 115 
vdvreugde@hotmail.com

Cork Workshops Mondays &
Thursdays, 2.30pm, Algarve
Costume Museum, Cost: from
€25, www.viator.com

Suraj Varma holistic visiting
practitioner.  18 December – 3
January, Vila Vita Spa.
www.vilavitaparc.com

Wine and perfume pairing.
28 December, from 7.30pm,
Vlife Shops at Vila Vita Parc.
Free entry.
www.vilavitaparc.com

Street Art Lab 7 December
2019 – 30 May 2020, 10am –
5pm, LAC – Laboratório
Actividades Criativas, Lagos,
Cost €15, www.viralagenda.com

Riverside painting week
Beginning 6 June 2020 and 19
September 2020, Morning
workshop every day, Cost
€230.  www.figsonthe
funcho.com
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Auctions

Kitchen
Renovation

George & Son

BEFORE

AFTER

Save thousands
of Euros!

Lots of door
designs if needed.

Don´t buy a new kitchen
until you’ve spoken to

us! We can renovate your
old kitchen at a very

reasonable cost. Free,
NO-obligation estimates.
Call Jamie on 968 211 631

or  965 137 517or email
jamiekitchen83@gmail.com

NEXT AUCTION
- Online only Auction-
Starts: Fri 20th Dec

Closes: 2pm Mon 6th Jan

Check out our Facebook
page & view items coming

up at Auction. View the
catalogue and bid on line at
www.ahalgarve.com where

further details are available.
Tel: 289 832 380 or email us

at info@ahalgarve.com

Viewing days:
30th & 31st Dec 0900 - 1400h
2nd & 3rd Jan 0900 - 1630h

• Antiques and Collectibles
• Furniture and Art
• Jewellery: Antique, Vintage & New
• Sports Equipment

SHOULDER
PROBLEM?

Pain-free Treatment!
Guaranteed

Improvement or your
money back.

Dr. Bock. 966 706 606.

Chimney Sweep

WOODBURNING FIRE SPECIALISTS
sales@firesofportugal.com
www.firesofportugal.com

289 489 958 or 967 721 209

Furniture

Pet park is still open despite
local road closure, contact
us for details.

MACKENZIE
PORTUGAL is seeking
to employ property
consultants.  For
competitive salaries and
opportunity to travel
please send your CV:
enquiries@mackenzie-
realestate.com

FREELANCE
CONSULTANT seeks
opportunities in Real
Estate, Sales/Marketing,
Business Development,
etc. International
experience. Please Email
your requirements/projects
to: alterup4746@gmail.com

LOOKING  FOR  jobs/
projects/sales/positions
or other income
possibilities on
expenses-paid basis.
Skilled & experienced.
All Offers to:
nohorsehockey@gmail.com

GERMAN   COMPANY
seeking full-time English
or German speaking
Recruiter of skilled labour
in Portugal for German
market. Flexible hours/
work place.
Tel: +351 968 824 131

Jobs Offered

SUNPOINT
PROPERTIES (Ami 9545)
in Praia da Luz
Is seeking Sales
Consultant & Property
Lister
 OFFERS.company car,
training, great earning
potential
CV with photo to:
susana@sunpoint.pt

Job Wanted

Announcements

HOT WATER without any
sunshine needed: see more
at www.shs-pt.com
TPN/TO/62543169

PROFESSIONAL
CLEANING Private Villas,
Restaurants, Shops,
Condominiums and
Companies: info@nice-
cleaning.com
TPN/TO/42354374

Antiques

RESTORATION OF
Antique Clocks. Has

your precious clock been
standing still for a while?

I am Wout, graduated
and registered clock

mender. Call for a quote
to repair your clock.

Mobile: +31 631 288 411
Email:

info@uurwerkplaats112.nl
Website:

uurwerkplaats112.nl
TPN/TB/33229461

Business
Opportunities

TRADER  IN  Financial
Markets, Stocks; Options;
Futures seeks Investor
preferably Trading
background to Teach
Trading in Portugal.
pinder321@gmail.com
TPN/TO/81755748

CHIMNEY SWEEP, for a
quick dust free cleaning
of your chimney using
the new power sweep
system Tel 282330640/

934927944
TPN/TB/99995664

Education

LEARN   PORTUGUESE
1-2-1 Qualified teacher,
native, very experienced
(15 years teaching, 7 at UK
universities). Students say:
“fantastic teacher”, “fast
progress”, “really
enjoyable”. Email:
learn.portuguese.home
@gmail.com
TPN/TO/59519541

ENJOYABLE
PORTUGUESE courses

(with focus on
conversation) starting in
January. Private lessons:
2 students together only

pay for 1. Centro de
Línguas de Lagos. Call

282761070.  Email
info@centrodelinguas.com.

TPN/TB/46326124

Entertainment &
Leisure

ALGARVE   WEEKEND
WALKERS. Join us for
professionally guided
walks through the lovely
Algarve countryside.
Tavira 15th December, 10.30
start, €5 donation. Contact
algarveweekendwalkers
@gmail.com
TPN/TO/76982159

For Sale Private

EX RENTAL Callaway
and Taylormade Golf

Clubs excellent condition
300 Euros Per Set

Including Bag Rod
969180644

TPN/TB/42715875

DRIVE ELECTRIC
mobility scooter. New

batteries, charger
240v.Easily dismantled for
car boot transport. Can be

seen and tried in Luz.
450euros ono

917047232
TPN/TB/73483868

EXERCISE BIKE  in
excellent condition. €90.

Alvor/Alcalar area.
Phone 917 345 836

TPN/PA/59375311

HOUSE   CLEARANCE
sale. Almancil Sunday 15th

December. 10am-2pm.
Various household items in
good condition. Fridge,
iron, gas heaters, bedside
cabinets, electric radiators,
womens clothing, CD
stands and many more
items. For more information
please call: 0044 77985
03004
TPN/TO/79562925

POOL TABLE 7ft,
refurbished with

accessories. Can be
delivered. €1200
Tel: 966 006 666

ROUND  POOL  TABLE
€3200. Can be delivered.

Tel: 966 006 666

Health & Beauty

Office, Media &
Technology

INTERNET  VIA Satellite.
If PT/MEO and 4G don’t
work, we can help. More
info:
netinthesticks@gmail.com
TPN/TO/36574863

Pets

DOG  GROOMING  and
pet care services, based in
Tavira. https://
www.thespotteddog.net/
TPN/TO/65455958

CC  ALCOHOLICS
ANONYMOUS. Find the
nearest meeting, ask for help
or assistance call: 919 005
590. www.aaportugal.org

Get 10% DISCOUNT
when you submit the

classified online.

www.theportugalnews.com

RELIABLE   LADY
cleans offices and private

homes. Please contact:
932 330 148
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Removals &
Storage

SELL YOUR... Antiques,
Collectables, Garden

Ornaments, Architectural
Salvage, Furniture, Full

House Clearances.
Contact Mark   914774438.

Website Design

LEAKING ROOFS &
terraces.  Problems

solved 30 years
experience in Algarve.

Call 913 223 402

All types carried out to
a very high standard.
30 years experience

throughout the Algarve

Shoreland Properties Lda.
Tel. 913223402 or 282763000

shorelandproperties@
mail.telepac.pt

www.shorelandproperties.com

BUILDING
WORKS

BUILDING

Property Services
& Building

ALGARVE
RESTORATIONS

Qualified UK Electrician
All electrical work and

satelitte solutions.
Call Elliot 915 493 608

Property for Rent

VILA NOVA DE
CACELA/ Manta Rota. 6
month rental. 3 bed, 2
bathroom, lounge,
kitchen diner, utility
room. 1000 plus utilities
per mth. 281952064
TPN/TO/65719636

GROUND FLOOR
APARTMENT in the

centre of Silves. Large
bedroom. Recent

renovation with all
amenities.

sapatosrasos@gmail.com
TPN/PA/78273478

Property Wanted

DUNAS  DOURADAS
Private Buyer. Zone
1,2,3,4,5 two bedrooms plus
apartment or town house.
colinmetc@outlook.com
TPN/TO/56476925

WANTED FOR long-term
rent, House, 3/4 bedrooms.
Unfurnished. Lagoa /
Portimão area.
Tel: 966276486
TPN/TO/28363181

Satellite

TV, HI-FI, Satellite
repairs, Eastern Algarve.
Experienced engineer.
Tel:964-721-714.
www.trevortronix.com
TPN/TO/34364483

Services offered

NICK ‘MAN with Van’
house clearances, furniture
bought and sold 934491320
nicktelling@gmail.com
TPN/TO/35733761

HANDY MAN. Hourly/
Price rate. No job too small.
Fire Safety Protection
Specialist(Domestic only).
Central Algarve.
Call 933 991 967
TPN/TO/22715476

MAN & VAN. Light or
heavy removals. Please

call Blake for a quotation.
Tel.912601192/

+44(0)7789873824.
TPN/TB/11418277

STOPMOULDPT
Breath Healthy

Nuaire Drimaster
€485 Supply & Fitted

Over 1 Million Installed
www.stopmouldpt.com

Mike: 913 265 080

YOUR  PRINTSHOP
in Algarve

- prints on photopaper
(high quality, any format,

cheap)
- lamination

- acrylic face mounting
- reproduction of
paintings and art
- decoration items
(00351)963071136

info@digiterium.pt
www.digiterium.pt

TPN/TB/24961761

PAINTING  &
DECORATING Portuguese
Painter. Free Quotations
 Call 914 122 898

Transport

TRANSPORT PORTO,
Lisbon, Algarve and any
where in between, a
fortnightly service one box
to a full load, commercial
goods, removals with
packing service if required.
Forwarding to England and
Europe service from our
depot in the Algarve,
where storage is also
available. Please phone
David 919873075
david@dlsremovals.com
TPN/TO/28918357

Vehicles

WE BUY CARS Algarve
all types of vehicles

considered. We buy PT
GB Dutch German French.

We buy damaged and
non runners. Call David

PT 911136377 UK
+447984932876

TPN/TB/98419894

FORD TOURNEO Ju2
Diesel 2015. 5 seater in

great condition. Serviced
September 2019. New

tyres. Roof rack available.
Great family car with lots

of space for the dog.
110,000km. €11,100

Tel: 912778343
TPN/PA/28517856

RENAULT KANGOO
Wheelchair transporter.
Rhd Portuguese plates.

Low mileage 22.000.
Seats 4 and wheelchair.

7500euros.
Contact 914637371

TPN/PA/81778825

VOLKESWAGEN
POLO 1999. Full service

history. Good little
runner. €500

Tel: 915685848
TPN/PA/75345683

FORD MARVERICK
SWB diesel, 94, full

inspection & tax, only
107tkm, alloys, almost
new tyres, air con, e/w.
Drives great, 3,500 ono.

Tel: 927726282
TPN/PA/61469627

OPEL  ASTRA MOT, full
service, new timing belt,
good condition €800.
965 034 258

ASPIRALGARVE
Central Vacuuming
System Specialist.

Installation and technical
assistance.

Tel. 961 142 530
aspiralgarve@hotmail.com

YOGA - ART - MASSAGES
Av. Dr. Eduardo Mansinho
26, Tavira. +351 966 038 379
Facebook : y.a.m shala
Instagram : @y.a.m.shala
www.yamshala.com

Wanted

SAVE YOUR STAMPS
trim them to 1/2 cm all round
and send to The Portugal
News, Apt. 13, 8401-901
Lagoa. We send them to

Israel where they are used

Yoga
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CRYPTIC CROSSWORD
ACROSSACROSSACROSSACROSSACROSS
  4. Didn't lack a place to land the fish (7)
  8. Listen somehow to the recruiting officer's

plea? (6)
  9. Made a pretence a reality? (7)
10. Go-ahead newspaper article? (6)
11. Spares could be few and far between (6)
12. Almost a hit with the girl next door (4,4)
18. Belief about men in the building (8)
20. This clue should be adequate! (6)
21. I'm given a role to communicate (6)
22. They tell how actions were done (7)
23. Descriptive of a man who can't settle (6)
24. Soften sausage mash (7)

DOWN
  1. Drop off or refuse to do so (7)
  2. It's dated even before use (7)
  3. The respect in which going up meets

the point (6)
  5. Two fools in murderous combination (8)
  6. Number of towns in S.Africa (6)
  7. A mark of credit and comfort (6)
13. Sacked, no doubt! (2,3,3)
14. Indeed was at length held up (7)
15. No unwritten law (7)
16. A poem has a point of positive

significance (6)
17. Foreign office desk? (6)
19. Something valuable from copper

mines (6)

QUICK CROSSWORD

Last week’s solutions

SUDOKU Fill in the grid so that every row, every column, and every 3x3 box
contains the digits 1 through 9. Answers next week.

HardMedium
ACROSSACROSSACROSSACROSSACROSS
  4. Work (7)
  8. Broken fragments (6)
  9. Behaviour (7)
10. Publicly (6)
11. Mystic (6)
12. Starving (8)
18. Sneak (8)
20. Lacking (6)
21. Saunter (6)
22. Calculate (7)
23. Smaller (6)
24.  Introduction (7)
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DOWNDOWNDOWNDOWNDOWN
  1. Postpone (7)
  2. See (7)
  3. Musical instrument (6)
  5. Suggestion (8)
  6. Diminish (6)
  7. Grapple (6)
13. Obsolete (8)
14. Revel (7)
15. Proclaim (7)
16. Consume (6)
17. Force (6)
19. Foam (6 L
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NEIL CONNOLLYNNNNNThe problem with change

Quinta do Lago to unveil new look Clubhouse
A new golf experience will await golfers visiting Quinta doA new golf experience will await golfers visiting Quinta doA new golf experience will await golfers visiting Quinta doA new golf experience will await golfers visiting Quinta doA new golf experience will await golfers visiting Quinta do
Lago from next spring with the resort giving a makeover toLago from next spring with the resort giving a makeover toLago from next spring with the resort giving a makeover toLago from next spring with the resort giving a makeover toLago from next spring with the resort giving a makeover to
its main golf clubhouse ahead of the 2020 season.its main golf clubhouse ahead of the 2020 season.its main golf clubhouse ahead of the 2020 season.its main golf clubhouse ahead of the 2020 season.its main golf clubhouse ahead of the 2020 season.

The Algarve venue has
revealed that the clubhouse
– which serves Quinta do
Lago’s South and North
courses – is to undergo a
comprehensive upgrade
over the winter, with the
refurbishment work due to
be completed by the end of
March.

The renovation will be
undertaken by local
Portuguese architects
Essencia Architects – the
company that designed
Quinta do Lago’s multi-
sports hub The Campus –
and will elevate the

clubhouse to the same five-
star standard of the resort’s
other outstanding  luxury
golf and lifestyle facilities.

Among the improvements
being made, spacious new
eating areas have been
designed indoors and
outside to create a
contemporary new look and
feel for guests, with the
renovated rooms providing
the perfect hub for golf
groups, golf tournaments
and business meetings.

In addition, the outdoor
space is being expanded
and furnished with a

modern and
environmentally-friendly
decking area. New floor-to-
ceiling windows will be
introduced throughout the
building to add increased
light and deliver improved
views of the resort
surroundings, while golfers
will also benefit from the
installation of new men’s
and women’s changing
rooms.

Sean Moriarty, chief
executive at Quinta do Lago,
said: “In many ways, the
clubhouse is the focal point
for golfers at Quinta do Lago

and it’s essential that we
have the right image to
reflect this.

“The old building was a
great servant to the resort
but its look and feel was
getting tired, and we wanted

a vibrant and contemporary
new design that will appeal
to the modern-day golfer
and their families.

“The refurbishment
programme put in place will
put the new clubhouse on a

par with the other first-class
facilities we have at the
resort, and I’m sure it will
add greatly to the luxury golf
and leisure experience that
we offer to all our members,
residents and guests.”

Every fourth week of our Fundamentals Course, which has now been
running for the past five years, is ‘how is it going week?’

This is mainly due to the
course hitting the
halfway stage and if I
have some beginners

participating it is a good time to
check to see how things are going.
One of the least attractive aspects
of the game is the amount of time it
takes to play and practice. Four to
five hours in the Algarve are a given
for eighteen holes and if you are
new to the game you need to be
putting in a couple of hours
practice a week to learn the new
skill(s).
So I always sit down with my
players to see how the last three
weeks have gone and have a look
at whether the time is being
allocated for development or is life
just getting in the way. The normal
rhythm of their day to day routines
are filling up the day and not
allowing the new hobby to breathe
and grow.
When starting out on a new

regimen, time needs to be set
aside for the implementation
process. My advice is always to
treat the time for practice the same
way you would for a lawyer’s or
doctor’s appointment, mark it in
the diary and allow time to get
there and back, this way the time
set aside for practice is ringfenced
and protected. It’s been a long-
understood equation that the
desire to change has to be
stronger than the comfort to stay
the same. Only when the desire to
change is stronger than the
comfort of staying the same does
change occur or new habits
develop.
It’s one of the biggest reasons why
the gyms will be full next month;
the year ends, people take stock of
their lives, potentially feel a little
over indulged, have some time on
their hands to reflect and hey
presto the New Year’s Resolution
is made. But because the power of

the old routines eventually, unless
unchecked, overcome the desire
to change, the gyms end up back
to their normal capacities, come
March.
If an individual is given the horrific
life altering situation, where they
are confronted with having to
either change their lifestyle or
something very dire will occur,
then the equation is loaded and
change will almost be inevitable.
Whilst on the golf and lack of
practice theme, it’s amazing and
amusing how many excuses I
hear, and I’m always
remembering a few of my favourite
‘excuse’ quotes such as, “Excuses
are well thought out lies”, or
“Excuses will always be there for
you. Opportunity will not.” They
certainly follow the very same
equation yet have a justification
which eases the conscience. It’s a
very easy thing to do, change is
tough.

You have spent years developing
patterns which are comfortable for
you; what time you go to bed, how
you drink your tea, whether or not
you’re a brown or red sauce type of
person. So to change what you
have always done for something
which you want to do, comes with a
price of uncomfortableness.
Remember that’s just talking
about finding the time to change,
it’s not actually talking about the
deviant practice habits I would like
you to adopt, where you have to
feel completely alien to adopt a
more efficient swing movement.

Even whilst my player is saying,
“That feels strange!” or “That can’t
be right, can it?” It’s at this moment
I have to be strong and so does my
player because contradictory to
most public opinion I am asking
him/her to make a change for the
better, it’s not driven out of some
sadistic bent.
Just a few thoughts before you
start getting fast and loose
regarding New Year’s
Resolutions. We hope to see you
at the Golf Integrated Academy in
the New Year!
Telephone: 912 263 555.
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Benfica open up clear lead Portuguese abroad

Santos finishes 65Santos finishes 65Santos finishes 65Santos finishes 65Santos finishes 65ththththth in Mauritius Open in Mauritius Open in Mauritius Open in Mauritius Open in Mauritius Open
Portuguese golfer Ricardo Santos finished the

Mauritius Open in 65th place, completing the fourth and
final day with an aggregate of 286 strokes, two below par.
On the final return to the Heritage Golf Club course, the
only Portuguese representative in the race scored 71
strokes, one under par, with two birdies (one under par)
and one bogey (one over).  The Mauritius Open was won
by Dane Rasmus Hojgaard, who beat French Antoine
Rozner and Italian Renato Paratore in a play-off after the
three finished the fourth round tied in the lead with 269
shots, 19 below par. The win earned the Nordic golfer a
prize of €158,000.

Parente secures seat in US EnduranceParente secures seat in US EnduranceParente secures seat in US EnduranceParente secures seat in US EnduranceParente secures seat in US Endurance
Championsh ipChampionsh ipChampionsh ipChampionsh ipChampionsh ip

Portugal’s Álvaro Parente has secured a spot in the US
Endurance Championship next season with Heinricher
Racing Acura.  Parente will team up with Canadian
Misha Goikhberg at the IMSA SportsCar Championship,
after this year helping Briton Katherine Legge become
runner-up.  “I am very motivated and pleased to be able
to return to the IMSA SportsCar Championship, this time
with Heinricher Racing, and to have the support of
[Meyer Shank Racing’s technical structure],” said the
Portuguese driver.  The 2020 season of the American
Endurance Championship kicks off with the 24 Daytona
Day from 22 to 26 January.

Bronze for female seniors atBronze for female seniors atBronze for female seniors atBronze for female seniors atBronze for female seniors at
European cross countryEuropean cross countryEuropean cross countryEuropean cross countryEuropean cross country

Portugal won the bronze medal in women’s seniors in
the European cross country, which took place in the
Parque da Bela Vista, in Lisbon.  Dulce Félix, in eighth,
Salomé Rocha, finishing in 10th, and Susana Francisco,
in 25th, earned the team a total of 43 points, closing a
podium in which also Great Britain came first with 26
points and Ireland in second with 41 points.  Initially,
Portugal had selected or pre-selected six athletes, but
from this elite group only Dulce Félix and Salomé Rocha
accepted the invitation. The others, due to season
planning or injury, were left out, which led to Susana
Francisco joining the team.
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Cristiano Ronaldo is not the only
Portuguese footballer making waves
abroad.

As many as ten foreign-
based Portuguese were
on target for their clubs
last weekend with Diogo
Jota leading the way as he
scored twice in
Wolverhampton
Wanderers 2-2 drew at
Brighton & Hove Albion.

Cristiano Ronaldo was
also on the score-sheet as
Juventus suffered a rare
defeat, while Nélson
Oliveira (AEK Athens,
Greece) and Flávio
Paixão (Lechia GdaD�sk,
Poland) continued their
strong seasons with a hat-
trick and brace
respectively.

On the managerial
front, there was a big win

for André Villas-Boas’
Marseille over Paulo
Sousa’s Bordeaux in
France while José
Mourinho and Tottenham
Hotspur got back to
winning ways as they
thumped Burnley 5-0.

Finally, former Tondela
striker Tomané scored for
Red Star Belgrade in their
3-1 win over Spartak
Subotica in Serbia, and
there were also goals for
João Amaral (Lech
Poznan, Poland), Bruno
Gama (Aris, Greece).
Asumah (Kriens,
Switzerland) and Yazalde
(Hermannstadt,
Romania).

Chris Wright

FC Porto could only draw in the capital against Belenenses whilst
Benfica travelled in the opposite direction and won easily against
Boavista in Porto.

Sporting recorded a single goal
win over Moreirense and
closed in on third-placed
Famalicão who lost at home

to Tondela.
Boavista had hosted SC Braga and
FC Porto in their last two home
games and were relishing a flying
visit from the Eagles. Pizzi had an
early goal disallowed for offside as
Benfica sought to stamp their
authority on the game and it was
Pizzi’s pinpoint pass that set up
Vinicius for the opening goal ten
minutes before the interval.
The Black Panthers levelled two
minutes before the break as Nikola
Stojilikovic headed home from close
range. The visitors regained the lead
ten minutes after the restart through
Cervi before Vinícius added a third
just after the hour mark. Gabriel,
concluded a 4-1 victory with a late

headed goal from Alex Grimaldo’s
free-kick.
Belenenses took the lead against
Porto through a well-placed André
Santos effort from the edge of the
area after Ivan Marciano failed to
clear his lines effectively in the
fourteenth minute. A quarter-of-an-
hour later Jesús Corona was fouled
inside the box by Esgaio and Alex
Telles stepped up to hammer home
the spot-kick and put the Dragons
level. And that’s the way it stayed
thanks mainly to the efforts of
Belenenses keeper Herve Koffi who
was in inspired form.
Third place Famalicão have started to
falter and following their surprise
defeat at Portimonense they lost
further ground to the top two when
losing at 2-3 at home to mid-table
Tondela. Following Famalicão’s slip-
up against Tondela, a win for

Sporting Lisbon at home to
Moreirense would take them back
within a point of third place, as they
bid to bounce back from the previous
weekend’s disappointment away to
Gil Vicente. Yannick Bolasie thought
he had scored in the eleventh
minute but his goal, via the VAR, was
disallowed for a Cristian Borja
offside call. Jorge Silas’ side
eventually found a way through,
taking advantage of Luiz Phellype’s
aerial prowess to power in a winner
midway through the second-half.
Two minutes later Moreirense were
reduced to ten-men when Lago
picked up a second yellow card.
Portimonense lost 2-0 at
V.Guimarães and now have two vital
home games against Rio Ave
(Friday, 13 December 8.30pm) and
Sporting Lisbon (Saturday, 21
December 5pm).


